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Abstract

Chapter 1 - Introduction

In 1950 Tatiana Proskouriakoff published, A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture.
The name Tatiana Proskouriakoff is synonymous with Maya studies. Her ability
It sought to use instances of artistic motifs, in Maya stone sculpture, to date
to recognise the historic nature of the hieroglyphic script is counted as one of
monuments that did not possess an inscribed date. Her theory was simple,
assemble examples of motifs from securely dated monuments and compare
them to examples found on an undated monument. The point of greatest cross-

the defining moments of Maya research. However, it was her first independantly
conceived publication, A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture, with the Carnegie
Institution of Washington that involved her other great passion: Maya art. It is the

over would therefore present a ‘style date’. This proved to be a successful
revision of this publication that is the primary focus of this dissertation.
theory and one that has resonated with academics since.
There is a story of Proskouriakoff, that she was once contacted in regard to
However nearly 65 years have passed since the works publication and in that
time a vast amount of significant research has been undertaken. Consequently,

a conference that had attracted some controversy, particularly over its title.
The term ‘primitive art’ was being objected to and the organisers wanted

I felt it was important to use this combined knowledge to evaluate the method’s
Proskouriakoff’s opinion. However instead of challenging ‘primitive’, as many
ability to achieve the results published by Proskouriakoff and if possible attain
others had, it was the word ‘art’ that she felt was inappropriate due to it’s vague
even greater levels of precision.
and highly variable meanings.
In order to achieve this goal a number of steps needed to be taken. The first

Therefore, before continuing I would like to raise the question: What is art? Or

was the reconstruction of Proskouriakoff’s core catalogue of monuments. Having
to put it more succinctly what purpose does art have? Oscar Wilde once said
established this, then evaluating what additional monuments (discovered or
reinterpreted since the original publication) could then be included. The next
step involved the confirmation of the method’s procedures in order to tests the
original and revised catalogues. Once these were confirmed, then the final step
involved the testing of variations, both minor and significant, to the graphing

‘all art is quite useless’ (Wilde 1988:4), and sadly, I believe there are those who
would take him at face value and agree whole heartedly. For these people
art is simply a waste time and money and whose meaning is only discussed
by a pompous community of critics, dealers and people seeking existential
enlightenment in representations of coffee stains. However, given Wilde’s

process in order to ascertain if a more precise method was possible.
reputation for irony, his statement should not be taken at face value. This is
The ultimate aim of this study is to evaluate and confirm A Study of Classic
Maya Sculpture’s place in the broader field of Maya artistic research. I feel that

especially true given his own works of theatrical artistry which to this day, hold
a firm grip on the minds of theatre patrons more than a century after their initial
performances.

the method is as important now as it was in 1950 and, with a modest amount of
revision, I hope to bring it up to date with modern thinking and thereby make it
It would appear that there are two main schools of thought in our society when

truly relevant in a modern context.

it comes to the value of art. This dichotomy is best summed up by James Leith
10
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when he proposed that:

Conversely, great depictions of leadership can also galvanise a population
behind a ruler. A prime example of this took the form of a statue of the then ruler

“those who hold one point of view have insisted that the main

of Iraq, Saddam Hussein that, until the toppling of his regime, stood in Baghdad

value of art lies in its usefulness as an educational force in the

as a symbol of strength and power. In a similar manner, the iconic images of

service of religion or some secular ideology. Those holding the

Chairman Mao portrayed extensively throughout communist China during the

other view have asserted that the main value of art consists in its

20th century were designed to achieve the same outcome. Artistic propaganda

ability to give aesthetic satisfaction independent of any extraneous

has been used to great effect for millennia and will no doubt continue to be used

purpose” (Leith 1969:3).

in future, “because their appeal is direct, immediate and easily understood”
(Zeman 1978:7).

So, ‘useless’ may be too provocative a term; it may be more appropriate to
argue that the aesthetic nature of the work renders it ‘purposeless’ may be more

To a modern audience ancient art is awarded a level of mysticism and

applicable.

detachment that some would say is not apparent in more recent art. Images of
mythical heroes like Achilles and Hercules are depicted in all their glory, as are

My view point is most definitely that art has purpose. Aesthetically pleasing art

unusual looking god figures, such as those from Egypt, Asia or the Americas.

is, for me, a source of great enjoyment, which in itself is a purpose, especially as

These images spark the imagination of the layperson. However, what many

my tastes lean toward either the world of abstract art, where like a Rorschach,

don’t realise, is that similar to modern art, I would even venture more so, the

or ink-blot, test people can glean different meanings if any at all. Alternatively,

great majority of surviving ancient art (including scenes more mundane than

I also enjoy many of the old masters, in particular Caravaggio, whose religious

those mentioned previously) was designed to convey the very same propaganda

connotations are rarely in doubt. In general, people act with a purpose or a

messages as those of their modern counterparts: order within, chaos without.

reason and art is no exception, even if the purpose is to evoke happiness or

The wall murals of the Angkor temples of Cambodia were designed to be

misery in its audience.

beautiful, but also convey a very strong message and ideology (Mannikka 1996).
Similarly, Trajan’s column, in Rome, is an intricately carved and meticulously laid

I am also well aware of the power that specifically targeted artistic messages

out depiction of the Emperor Trajan’s victories in the Dacian Wars (AD 101-102

can exert. A compelling example of this was the propaganda posters of World

& AD 105-106). This campaign was to remove an irritating enemy of Rome and

War I and II. Each side depicted the other as ravenous beasts, hell-bent on

also gain valuable resources to cater for the ever increasing Roman population:

the destruction of the world and are best described by Zbynek Zeman as “the

therefore something this important required advertising. Ancient art had a

pornography of political propaganda; they [had] a coarse message to make”

distinct meaning that was dependant on the message that was being conveyed

(Zeman 1978:101), and it worked as the general populace was stirred into a

and its intended audience.

frenzy of nationalism.

12
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Sadly, over the centuries many of the stories and intentions of ancient peoples

When we as archaeologists discover artwork from different groups, it can shed

have been lost from memory. When this occurs, most researchers turn directly to

a great deal of light onto those that have composed it. Over the centuries as

the written texts of the people to answer their questions, such as Jean François

ancient societies evolve or disappear entirely, their story gets lost. However,

Champollion and the decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphs (Champollion 1824)

when their artistic treasures are rediscovered they can begin to convey their

or the work of Georg Grotefend (1802), Henry Rawlinson (1846) and others in

messages once more. Be they the ‘Mother Goddess’ figurines of Europe, the

their decipherment of Cuneiform, but this is not always of benefit. Many ancient

rock paintings of Indigenous Australians or even the gryphon wall paintings of

peoples do not have decipherable texts that aid in the process of restoring

the ‘throne room’ at Knossos in Crete; they are tools to aid in placing the pieces

understanding; the inhabitants of the Indus Valley, on the border of modern day

of the puzzle back together of these evolved or forgotten societies. But most

India and Pakistan, is one such group.

importantly, for this study, art can be used to help understand more intangible
processes and the form, function, structure and composition of society.

The people of the Indus Valley had writing, but no one to date has been able
to decipher it, though many have tried (Knorozov, et al. 1973; Mitchiner 1978;

Many would suggest that if we have written records, either by the people

Parpola 2009). What still remains is the layout of the towns, with their apparent

themselves or from outside observers, then we are able to understand what

lack of hierarchical planning that serves to baffle researchers who can only

we need to about our subjects, but all authors are swayed by their own biases

assign purposes to rooms that they could never know. But also there are a

and views. Therefore, while written records are highly important to our overall

number of small pieces of art. One piece in particular is of interest in this case.

understanding of a group, other resources need to be tapped to form a more

The ‘Priest-King’ statue is a small limestone bust with a number of costume

rounded view, and art plays a key role in this. This is because art can greatly

features that have parallels in some of the traditions of the neighbouring,

aid our understanding of how ancient civilisations viewed themselves as a

modern, country of India (Kenoyer 1998:83). This is where art comes into its

people and a culture. But as has just been mentioned with the case of the

own. Even though there is no sign of ever being able to decipher the texts (the

Indus Valley, when indigenous writing cannot be deciphered and no substantial

language being inscribed is even the subject of great debate), the art can begin

outside accounts of the people that inhabited the area exist, archaeologists and

to enlighten certain details long since lost.

other interested groups need to use other means to attempt to understand their
subjects.

Thankfully, many civilisations have not succumbed to a fate this dire and
a number of threads survive that continue to connect us to these long lost

For a long time, our understanding of the Classic Maya (AD 200 – 900), located

ancestors and enable us to piece together parts of what has come before. Art

in the Yucatan Peninsula, was afflicted with the issues similar to those previously

is one such thread. For art is the expression of thought, imagination, belief and

discussed. They had a writing system that until comparatively recently, could

emotion made whole. It is a snap shot of an idea of how one views oneself and/

not be read and the only accounts of the Maya people were from the invading

or the world surrounding them. This can evoke strong emotional responses for

Spanish during the conquest some 600 years after the Classic period had

those granted access to look upon it.

finished. Nevertheless they did have a vast collection of figural art works at
14
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their disposal. Speculation ran rife as to what the images meant and who

At the time of its publication, Proskouriakoff’s study was met with universal

were the people that they depicted. Over time, key discoveries were made

praise and admiration. Many reviews hailed it for its complexity of design, yet

in the hieroglyphic texts, such as the identification of numbers and the dating

simplicity of execution, as it contained example images for each individual motif

mechanisms. These discoveries led to a rush on finding dates that in many

category given and graphs demonstrating how everything should appear when

ways, eclipsed the study of the figural art. Subsequent discoveries have led to

brought together. The enthusiasm for the study has also stood the test of time,

the current situation where the great majority of inscriptions can be read with

with many authors making reference to the work in subsequent, much broader,

some certainty and the inscriptions explain not only the dates but also the subject

studies on the topic of Maya art.

of the accompanied figural image. However, what is one to do when an image
is not accompanied by text for some reason? One scholar came up with an

A point worth noting at this juncture is that in 1950 the hieroglyphic texts still

answer.

could not yet be deciphered, outside the inscription’s dates. It was a decade
later before we knew that the texts were historic in subject matter - another

In the late 1940s Tatiana Proskouriakoff, a former architect turned reconstruction

achievement by Proskouriakoff (1960, 1963, 1964). This lack of understanding

draftsman, realised the potential power and value of Maya art in aiding our

of the texts added to the value of Proskouriakoff’s study at the time. However,

ability to date atefacts and monuments that do not have inscribed dates. The

as much of the inscription corpus can now be read with a great degree of

methodology that she developed was entitled A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture

confidence, some may argue that the validity of the study may have diminished

when it was published in 1950 (Proskouriakoff 1950).

in a modern context. But this raises the questions: Does every monument have
an inscribed date and if so have all these dates survived the ravages of time?

This study was designed to be used on monuments that had no discernable

I think we can all agree the answer to that is a resounding, no. Consequently, I

dates, such as those works that written texts could not help (dates being the only

have made it my goal to evaluate Proskouriakoff’s study and revise the data and

element of the hieroglyphic text that was reliably deciphered at the time). Quite

methods that were presented in the original 1950 publication.

simply the methodology was a tool, accessible to both the layperson and scholar
alike, for dating undated stone sculptures from Classic Maya sites. It sought to

My thesis therefore has three broad goals within the overarching aim of ultimate

track the evolutionary path of individual artistic motifs carved from stone through

revision: The first of these goals involves the catalogue of monuments and the

time and uses the resulting timelines to formulate a ‘style date’ to stand as an

layout of the motif groups that Proskouriakoff used in her original publication.

equivalent to a more securely, and at the time highly sought after, inscribed

This will first be achieved through the identification and recreation of the initial

date. This task was achieved through the accumulation of a large quantity

dataset. While the final publication does include a list of monuments used in

of stone sculptures and breaking down the images that they portrayed into

the study (Proskouriakoff 1950: 269-283) this is not her original, securely dated,

several categories, grouping the individual motifs with similar forms from other

catalogue. Proskouriakoff incorporated the results of each monument she used

sculptures.

the study on. Consequently this list contains monuments of both secure and
increasingly unsecure dates. My aim is therefore to reproduce this published
16
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list in an attempt to determine those monuments that formed the core catalogue

determine the true precision of the original method, the precision of the revised

of the study, meaning only the ones of secure dates. Having established this

method, and also what positive or negative impact, has occured as a result of

original ‘core catalogue’, I also intend to make it as comprehensive as possible

these changes.

by incorporating a number of monuments that have been discovered since
Proskouriakoff’s publication, thereby creating a ‘revised catalogue’.

The final goal of this investigation will be to ascertain if the current method is
the most effective and efficient means by which to undertake the goals that

In terms of the layout and motif groups proposed by Proskouriakoff, it is my

Proskouriakoff originally set down as well as my own. This will be conducted

objective, based on the revised catalogue, to evaluate the groupings of the

in two ways. The first will focus on the effect of minor changes to the layout of

fourteen motif categories and how they are presented. The introduction and

the motif timelines. This will concentrate on the mean, median and inter-quartile

removal of certain monuments and motif examples will undoubtedly effect

ranges of each timeline and then the results of transferring this information to

the composition and allocation of motif groups; therefore this needs to be

the graphing process. This will prove if the entire time scale of a motif’s use is

investigated to determine the effect it will have on the overall methodology.

required or if one key section of the use is sufficient or indeed preferable in terms
of delivering a precise overall date.

The layout that Proskouriakoff chose for the final publication is efficient and
straight-forward, but is it the best way of representing the data that the catalogue

The second part of this will present a more radical shift in the process of attaining

contains? With the establishment of the revised motif category groupings, an

dates for the monuments under study. This test will trial a completely different

analysis of their layout/s will also be undertaken.

method, one that uses statistical means rather than simply aesthetic. ‘Numerical
Taxonomy’ or ‘Cluster Recognition’ was a method that was first introduced to

The second goal of my investigation will focus on the methodology of the study.

the biological sciences, but has since been disseminated throughout much of

This will involve identification and analysis of the steps required to achieve the

academia. Through the use of presence/absence spreadsheets, the system

style dates for monuments. The example graphs presented in Proskouriakoff’s

looks at the combinations of motifs in terms of the entire monument and then

work depict the culmination of timespans of the varying motifs that make up the

attempts to group it with monuments of similar motif composition. This should

monuments, but how these graphs are constructed needs to be considered. This

create groupings that a new monument can be aligned to and dates calculated.

will ascertain if changes or clarification are required in the compilation process.

While statistical methods were particularly shied away from by Proskouriakoff,

As the goal is precision in isolating dates, then naturally the best practices need

they are nonetheless worth an investigation to test the overall precision and

to be found that will enable this outcome.

therefore effectiveness of the method.

Once the methodology has been re-established, and altered as required, tests

The revision process seeks to determine the effectiveness of Proskouriakoff’s

will be conducted on the overall process in order to ascertain the effectiveness

method in a modern day context and what shape such a method would take,

of both the original and revised editions. It will be the goal of these tests to

both in publication and in the field. In this investigation it is not my intention to

18
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create a finished and useable product that will replace Proskouriakoff’s work,

Chapter 2 - Background

as time and logistical constraints forbid that. It is my goal to break the study
down into its parts and make recommendations that will hopefully mean that in

2.1 Tatiana: In Context

future only a modest amount of addition work will be required to create such a
publication that will hold the essence of Proskouriakoff’s work, yet with the 60

It is quite inconceivable to contemplate modern Maya research without the

years of progress included to bring it up to today’s level of understanding.

name Tatiana Proskouriakoff. The influence of her many and varied discoveries
reverberate throughout current Maya research. Proskouriakoff’s highly intuitive

Many, in addition to myself, believe that this study was in need of revision. So

works of reconstruction art have set the scene for many publications on the

from the very beginning it has been my goal to do just that. It is not my intention

Maya and the revolutionary concept that Maya hieroglyphic writing is historically

to be iconoclastic with Proskouriakoff’s work. I intend to enhance what she first

based, and not simply the computations of star-gazers and priests as previously

created and build on it in order that the legacy can continue. Nearly sixty years

believed, stands as one of the fundamental discoveries in Maya research of

of cultural understanding and ideology of the subject has come to light since her

our time. Her meticulous cataloguing, interpretation and reconstruction of the

original publication and these advancements could all be factored in to create a

thousands of shattered jade objects dredged from the Cenote of Sacrifice at

methodology of great importance.

the site of Chichen Itza is a testament to the patient yet insightful mind that
Proskouriakoff possessed. These works and many others have significantly

Whilst hieroglyphic writing has been deciphered in the intervening years since

shaped academic understanding of Maya hieroglyphic texts and art over the

A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture was published, it is my belief that epigraphy

years and their value has been innumerable to the field.

can only go so far, and that other tools are required to push that little bit further.
In the not so distant past, even epigraphers were calling for a greater coherence

For someone not ‘professionally’ trained as an archaeologist or anthropologist

and structure to the study of hieroglyphs in order to make them a driving force to

to have such an impact on what was, at the time, such a close knit group of

help balance the views and opinions of ‘dirt’ archaeologists (Stuart 1995) and I

scholars is quite remarkable. Additionally, the fact that she was a woman in a

believe it is the figural and artistic representations turn to rise up and takes their

very strongly male profession in a time when women’s influence in the workforce

place in shaping our understanding of the Maya in a co-ordinated way.

was still being fought for, increases the remarkable nature of Proskouriakoff’s
career. It seems that the sharp mind and constructively argumentative nature

It is my hope that this study will become one of those tools again and that

that Proskouriakoff possessed drew people into her life and led to mutual

Proskouriakoff’s work will be able to be brought into a modern context with a

advancement of ideas and theories. The roots of Proskouriakoff’s strong

minimum of alteration.

personality can be seen in her family and the achievements of their own careers.
As we shall see, many of the notable people in her life were also trailblazers or
revolutionaries, strong willed people who valued ideas and depth of thought.
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What follows is a brief account of Proskouriakoff as a person, then an

America in 1915 (Solomon 2002:9). Their move to America began with several

overview of several of the important works that she contributed to the field of

set-backs. The combination of the boat being trapped by ice shortly into the

Maya Studies. A perfect starting point for an endeavour such as this is Char

voyage and Proskouriakoff and Ksenia contracting measles and scarlet fever

Solomon’s very insightful and touching biography of Proskouriakoff’s life, Tatiana

along the way, delayed their trip and as a result the family were not settled

Proskouriakoff: Interpreting the Ancient Maya (2002). Solomon’s work depicts

together in New York until 1916 (Solomon 2002:9-11).

Proskouriakoff’s complex personality with great sensitivity and insight, having
drawn her information from a wide group of Proskouriakoff’s family, colleagues

Unfortunately, they were never to return home for any extended period due to

and friends, as well as from archival sources, in particular her diaries.

a major political shift in Russian society. Political unrest within Russia began to
grow during 1916 until in February and then again in October 1917 revolutions

2.1.1 Tatiana: The Person

occurred that would radically alter the Russian way of life, destabilise the country
for several years and eventually lead to the formation of the Soviet Union. The

Tatiana Proskouriakoff was born on the 23rd January, 1909 in the city of Tomsk

Proskouriakoffs found refuge in the United States and set up a permanent life

in Russia. The younger of two daughters, her older sister Ksenia had been born

there.

nearly two years earlier (Solomon 2002:6). Proskouriakoff was born into a family
of academics and some might say ‘free-thinkers’. Her paternal grandfather,

As is common in such radical shifts in a country’s political make up, the

Pavel, was a lecturer in Natural Science and even published papers on Siberian

abdication of Tsar Nicholas II left all levels of the Russian civil service in a

archaeology in local newspapers. This foray into archaeology was due to the

state of chaos. Ideological shifts lead to differing priorities and large scale

discovery of a mammoth skeleton during one of Pavel’s gold mining expeditions;

restructuring, the ramifications of which, were felt as far away as the United

a hobby he had picked up at the time. After excavating the skeleton, he was

States of America. Unfortunately, as his previous bosses were no longer in

instrumental in the development of a museum display of the find (Solomon

charge, Avenir was left without a job and a healthy dislike of the Bolsheviks.

2002:5). Unfortunately, he was later demoted from his lecturing position for his

Thankfully a neighbourhood friend quickly found him a new position as an

support of students in anti-government activities (Solomon 2002:7).

organic chemist for a local chemical company (Solomon 2002:16).

Proskouriakoff’s father, Avenir, was also an educated man who had a doctorate

It was Proskouriakoff’s mother, Alla, however who arguably had the most

in Science and was a lecturer in Chemical Engineering at the local science

influence on the type of person she would become. Prior to Proskouriakoff’s

institute. When war broke out in 1914, Avenir was unable to enlist due to

birth, Alla who was the daughter of a general, had eloped with Avenir fearing

medical issues, yet as he was a respected mind in his field he was engaged to

her father would never approve of the match. Upon discovering this betrayal

oversee the production of munitions. Due to Russia’s inability or unwillingness to

her father sent two soldiers to intercept her. Unfortunately for him, instead of

produce their own munitions, they were purchased from overseas and therefore,

bringing his wayward daughter back to her father, Alla convinced the soldiers

as an overseer, Avenir and his family left their homeland for the United States of

instead to escort her to her destination.
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It was this confidence and independence that later saw Alla become a member

in the debating team and an entry in her graduating year book remarks, “Don’t

of the first intake of female students to study medicine at the Imperial Tomsk

give up hope, Tatiana, the teachers will soon learn” (Solomon 2002:18). This

University. In 1912, when Proskouriakoff was only three years old, Alla

suggests that the debates may have spilled into the classroom where her views

graduated cum laude and began work in the Department of Ophthalmology at

may not have always been shared by her teachers.

the medical school (Solomon 2002:6). When the Proskouriakoffs moved to the
United States of America, Alla worked in various capacities, primarily medical,

From an early age her ability to draw and paint was recognised and nurtured

such as instructing and supervising midwives (Solomon 2002:16). She also

and it was her eventual goal to study architecture. Upon leaving high school in

spent a great deal of time contributing to the women’s suffrage movement

1926, Proskouriakoff went to study at the University of Pennsylvania. While the

(Solomon 2002:12).

great majority of her fellow female classmates went to study teaching, and in
particular home economics, this was not the case for Proskouriakoff, who at this

The Proskouriakoff household was a place of free and independent thinking.

time in her life had no interest in teaching at all. Instead she was to enter what

The two girls were encouraged to have their own ideas and beliefs. When

would be the first of many environments that were heavily, if not entirely, male

Avenir discovered religion and tried to introduce it to the family, Alla and Ksenia

dominated. While, this was never a problem for the enthusiastic Proskouriakoff,

took it up gladly, but Tatiana alone chose not to. This appears to have had

it does not appear to have been a driving force for her either. It was simply

no ill consequences and Proskouriakoff was widely regarded as an atheist for

a matter of her interests being in fields where women were not, at that time,

her entire life. However, this may simply have been a ploy to encourage more

prevalent. Unfortunately upon leaving university in 1930 Proskouriakoff was

debate as certain entries, from her diaries, demonstrate hints of quite a strong

met with the harsh reality of the Great Depression, which had devastated the

spiritual side.

world economy the previous year. Economic growth had ground to a halt and
therefore the construction of new buildings was non-existent. This was a difficult

Due to its proximity to a number of educational facilities, the area in which the

time for Proskouriakoff, as it was for a large number Americans. She appears

Proskouriakoffs lived played host to a constant stream of both Russian and

to have moved between several brief jobs but nothing that could be considered

American academics and artists either residing or simply passing through.

career worthy, especially for someone with such ambition. Finally her artistic

This community appears to have had a profound impact on Proskouriakoff’s

talent was put to some use, albeit in a greatly reduced capacity, when she got

upbringing (Marcus 1988:297; Solomon 2002:15-16).

a job designing needle work patterns for a small business that was set up by
a local widow in order to provide for her children during the hard times. It was

This nurturing environment of academic pursuit at home led to a highly

Proskouriakoff’s job to find appropriate pictures, in many cases architectural in

successful scholastic life as well. At high school she was the head of many clubs

nature, that she would then transfer to a design capable of needle work. It was

and graduated a valedictorian. Even at this early stage, it was the beginning of

during this job that she would meet someone who would change the direction of

what would come to be for her friends and colleagues both an endearing and

her life immensely.

yet infuriating side of Proskouriakoff: her love of debate. At high school she was
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One place of inspiration that Proskouriakoff frequented was the Museum

she had recorded with the increasingly inaccurate tape, she set about developing

of Natural History at the University of Pennsylvania. It was here that she

a correction formula that could be factored in to her data and bring everything

discovered a love of ancient art and soon was enrolling in graduate courses at

back into line. It appears to have worked as she was able to use this data to

the university and even applied to go on an expedition to the Middle East. While

compose highly intuitive reconstructions that even taught Satterthwaite about

she was unsuccessful in her bid to join that particular expedition, Proskouriakoff

the make-up of at least one temple, when she deduced that a staircase existed

began volunteering for the University Museum as a draftsperson. The space in

where he was convinced there was none (Solomon 2002:36, P. Mathews Pers.

which she worked was across the passage from a man by the name of Linton

Comm. July 2009).

Satterthwaite. Little did Proskouriakoff know that he would not only change
the direction of her life but also become a lifelong friend. Satterthwaite was

Unfortunately, while this was an academically profitable time for Proskouriakoff

the Project Director for the Museum’s excavations at the Maya site of Piedras

it was not financially advantageous. Satterthwaite was not able to pay her

Negras and having witnessed the intricate artworks that Proskouriakoff was

the salary he believed she quite rightly deserved. Fortuitously, Proskouriakoff

capable of, he gave her some examples of artefacts that had been excavated

was brought to the attention of Sylvanus Morley of the Carnegie Institution of

from the site for her to draw. Amazed with the resulting images, he offered her a

Washington, when Satterthwaite showed him the now famous reconstruction

position in the expedition itself (Solomon 2002:31-32).

drawing of the Acropolis of Piedras Negras. This sparked Morley’s imagination
as until that point there had been only one other artist, Carlos Vierra, who had

In 1936 Proskouriakoff set off with Satterthwaite and his wife Peggy, another

attempted such a task with any real success, with his murals of sites such as

lifelong friend, into the Mexican and Guatemalan forests to the site of Piedras

Tikal and Uxmal for the Panama-California exhibition of 1915 in San Diego.

Negras. It was to be her job to map and draw the architectural remains at the

Therefore, Morley set about bringing Proskouriakoff to the Carnegie Institution

site (Solomon 2002:33). This journey into the forest cemented her belief that

of Washington with the view of expanding her work with a series of drawings

this was her calling in life and that while she was out of her comfort zone it was

from several other Maya sites, that would ultimately lead to a publication (Villella

exhilarating. The 1936 season demonstrated Proskouriakoff’s resilience and

2000:2).

lateral intellect. At one point the hair in her transit measure broke and there was
no replacement. Due to the lack of replacement parts and the essential nature of

While it appears that Morley did not necessarily have the authorisation to employ

this item to her work she had no choice but to find a solution to her predicament.

Proskouriakoff, this did not stand in his way as he embarked upon a fund raising

The answer came from her wanderings in the forest. Searching out the finest

mission for Proskouriakoff to travel to the Yucatan. In 1939 she travelled to

spider web in the area she very delicately substituted it for the broken hair. While

Copan in Honduras and then in 1940 to the sites of Chichen Itza, Uxmal, Kabah,

this ensured that she could continue her work in this regard, her ingenuity was

Labna, Xpuhil and Sayil in Mexico (Marcus 1988:298). It was on these trips that

put to the test again when another piece of her equipment began to fail but this

Proskouriakoff assembled the data that would lead to the compilation of her first

required a less tangible solution. The measuring tape that she was using to map

major work, An Album of Maya Architecture (1946).

the site was slowly beginning to stretch. Rather than scrap all of the data that
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Although working under the auspices of the Carnegie Institution, Proskouriakoff

Another feature worthy of note that occurred first in, An Album of Maya

did not formally become a member of the staff until 1943, having been a casual

Architecture and that was also to continue in later publications, is

draftsman and illustrator up until then (Graham 1990:8). Once employed fulltime

Proskouriakoff’s ability to structure her work in such a way as to make it

she remained with the Carnegie Institution until it’s disbanding in 1955 when it

accessible to both the academic and the layperson alike. For instance, in the

was decided that the Institution would focus on a more ‘scientific’ agenda, which

introduction to An Album of Maya Architecture, she outlines an overview of the

did not include Archaeology. Thankfully Harry Pollock, then head of the Historical

area in which she would be discussing and some of the history that is involved,

Research Division of the Institution negotiated that the three youngest members

namely the Spanish reaction to the Maya and the people of the valley of Mexico.

of the Institution, Edwin Shook, Stan Boggs and Proskouriakoff, be given

Additionally when talking about the finer details of Maya architecture, she

the option to be kept on at a reduced salary (or pension depending on one’s

outlines the basic information required for the novice to comprehend what she

interpretation) or take a lump sum package. Proskouriakoff and Boggs took

is saying, and also guides the interested reader in directions to find out more

the pension and continued work but from this time with the Peabody Museum,

information from the sources that she regarded as important further reading.

next door to the Carnegie Institution Building. Shook on the other hand took

While this may not seem like such a remarkable feature, it is something that is

the package and spent the remainder of his career buying and selling academic

present in most of her early publications. There is a sense that knowledge is for

library collections (P. Mathews Pers. Comm. May 2011).

everyone who is interested not just the educated few, and the reader is free to
choose his or her level of participation but still get something out of it. It is my

From her first publication, Proskouriakoff’s writing demonstrated the keen

theory that this is due to the fact that Proskouriakoff was not part of the academic

intellect of her educational upbringing and an advanced understanding of the

‘boys club’; her thoughts were always on the good of the populace not on a

Maya way of life. Some have suggested that this bordered on a sixth sense as

focused few and so much of her work is very open in its presentation. This is not

they fondly tell the now infamous story of a disagreement between herself and

meant to impugn the people she worked with; just that her different upbringing

Satterthwaite. A story is related that when Proskouriakoff showed Satterthwaite a

brought with it a different approach and mindset to her work.

sketch of a particular temple at Piedras Negras, he did not agree with a staircase
that Proskouriakoff had included. Both were adamant that the other was wrong,

Proskouriakoff stayed with the Peabody Museum for the remainder of her

until finally Satterthwaite laid down the challenge that if she believed that it

career. She had a comfortable apartment in Healey Street in Cambridge near

should be there she should excavate the spot to prove it. Proskouriakoff, who

Harvard University and had many friends there. Michael Coe comments on the

had never actually excavated anything before, took up the challenge and with a

contradictions of Proskouriakoff’s nature, pointing out that academically she was

brief tutorial from Satterthwaite set off. Within a few hours it became apparent

assertive and argumentative but socially she was retiring and shy, and yet she

that Proskouriakoff was right as a stairway slowly began to emerge from the dirt

would find it a great pleasure to host parties and get togethers that would flow in

(Solomon 2002:36, P. Mathews Pers. Comm. July 2009). Her ability to see past

a very controlled way (Graham 1993:xiv).

the face value of a situation was to serve her well throughout her career.
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It would appear that the majority of her friends came from her working

One of her pastimes was to attend the speeches of the Civil Liberties Union of

environment and in the present context read like a veritable who’s who of Maya

Massachusetts. It was the mission of this group to speak out about the erosions

pioneers. As mentioned previously, she had a lifelong friendship with Linton

of civil liberties that were being introduced by Senator MacArthur’s House Un-

and Peggy Satterthwaite, but also people such as Edwin Shook, Ledyard Smith,

American Committee. Of this Proskouriakoff remarks in her diary, “[it] is easier

Harry Pollock and Ralph Roys, then in later times people such as Michael Coe,

to understand the terror inspired by despotic governments when such things

Ian Graham and David Kelley. But one might say most tumultuously was her

are happening here” (Solomon 2002:109). In Proskouriakoff’s eyes, the world

friendship with Gustav Strömsvik. The Norwegian Mariner, come archaeologist,

needed more people looking out for the betterment of mankind and not simply

appears to have been in similar quantities a great support for Proskouriakoff

themselves.

and yet also the cause of great stress. With Proskouriakoff coming from, by all
accounts, a very refined and ordered up-bringing, Strömsvik was anything but.

Proskouriakoff was never comfortable with the praise and accolades that she

The more he drank the louder and more raucous he became. Many believe that

was given as the years went on. Her increased fame brought with it an increase

it is this fact that inhibited a deeper relationship developing between them (Shook

in work as she comments to her sister,

1998: 221; Solomon 2002:49).
“I got in this morning’s mail: 1) a paper (manuscript) from a guy in
Friendship was highly important to Proskouriakoff, particularly as time went on

Mexico on early Spanish accounts of Maya art and architecture[,]…

and she became more and more disillusioned with the world and the way it was

2) Three papers (50 pages each) I must read for the conference[,]…

progressing. Her diary entries of these times demonstrate how the injustice of

3) A manuscript of 300 pages from Stanford University Press asking

the world would weigh her down at times.

me to comment and tell them if they should publish it. And so it
goes. In between times, I try to get some work done” (Solomon

From her diary entries we can see that Proskouriakoff had a very high moral

2002:152).

centre and, not surprisingly, respected people for standing up for their beliefs.
She mourned the passing of people such as President Roosevelt and Mahatma

Conferences and seminar series were another reality with requests continually

Gandhi for their ideals. Lamenting of Roosevelt, Proskouriakoff writes:

coming in from all over for her services. In the later years when most people are
winding down their work commitments, Proskouriakoff taught semesters at Yale

“he was a gallant figure and he was wise, or at least clever. We

University and the University of Pittsburgh (Solomon 2002:158). Committees

haven’t another who can command the respect that he can

were also a weighty reality. One in particular was to impact the Maya Studies

command abroad… [W]e’ve really lost someone” (Solomon 2002:89)

field greatly when Proskouriakoff was asked to be a part of a committee at the

and of Gandhi, “[he] seems to me to be the last great figure of a

Centre of Inter-American Relations. It was here the Corpus of Maya Hieroglyphic

great age. No one at all approaches him in stature on the modern

Inscriptions project was first envisioned. Still to this day the project seeks to

scene” (Solomon 2002:104).

study, draw and quantify every monument in the Maya corpus in a consistent
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and uniform way (Solomon 2002:159). For the aging Proskouriakoff the intense

institutions, but also by the wider research and indeed the general community

schedule became more and more difficult, but she pressed stubbornly on.

with obituaries appearing in both academic journals (Graham 1990) and
mainstream newspapers alike (Sullivan 1985). I believe it is the words of

For this endless commitment to the field, Proskouriakoff was awarded with many

Linda Schele in her review from the dust jacket of Maya History that sum her

accolades. In 1962 she received the prestigious Kidder Award, an award she

contribution up best, when she describes Proskouriakoff as being someone,

herself had designed several years previously (Solomon 2002:110). In 1971

“who was to our field as Darwin was to biology” (Schele 1993).

Pennsylvania State University named her ‘Woman of the Year’ and in 1977 she
received an honorary doctorate from Tulane University (Solomon 2002:163-

2.1.2 Tatiana: The Major Publications

164). But the most prestigious of her many awards came in 1984 when the
Guatemalan Ambassador to the United States awarded Proskouriakoff with the

In 1946, at the Carnegie Institution of Washington, Proskouriakoff published her

‘Order of the Quetzal’. This is Guatemala’s highest accolade and was in honour

first widely known publication, An Album of Maya Architecture. This was not

of her many years of tireless service to the Maya. An honour very well deserved.

her very first publication, her first was published two years earlier in 1944 and
was given the rather self-explanatory title of ‘An Inscription on a Jade Probably

Sadly, on the 30th August, 1985 Proskouriakoff passed away. Her final years had

Carved at Piedras Negras’, but it was An Album of Maya Architecture that

been an increasing struggle but she continued on doggedly. Cruelly ravaged

brought her to the attention of the wider Maya research community.

by Alzheimer’s Disease, Proskouriakoff’s last days were not happy ones as she
laments in her final, unfinished, diary entry:

This book was the culmination of her work with Satterthwaite at Piedras Negras
as well as that of the trips she had undertaken in 1939 and 1940 for the Carnegie

“The last thoughts of my life are gloomy. How can one live without

Institution. Therefore, it covered such sites as Piedras Negras, Uaxactun, Tikal,

sight, without books, without a typewriter? And even worse without

Palenque, Copan (Figure 2.1) and many others. The volume consisted of a

friends? The honors being awarded me for past accomplishments

series of reconstruction drawings that Proskouriakoff had composed based on

should cheer me, but they only emphasize that all are in the past

the measurements and mapping she had undertaken at all of the sites where she

and what confronts me now is darkness; loneliness and regret. It

had visited or worked. There are several examples from sites such as Copan,

was doubtless my fault but not my intention that I am…”(Solomon

Chichen Itza and Piedras Negras, although others such as Sayil and Kabah, only

2002:167).

have one piece represented.

We will never know what that final thought was, as she never completed it.

In this volume Proskouriakoff has the ability to add great tenderness and heart to

Thankfully the truth of the matter was very different. Her death was greatly

her drawings. Many such works of this nature can appear quite cold and sterile,

mourned by a large and diverse group of people, primarily her family, close

but Proskouriakoff’s skill injects a life into the image that makes it more than

friends and colleagues from the Peabody Museum as well as other academic

simply a collection of well-placed stones. The smoke rising from incensarios,
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the same site or by surmise based on habitual building practices
of the Maya, is either entirely omitted from these sketches, or is
indicated lightly by outline of existing debris” (Proskouriakoff 1946:
Introduction).

This is a straight forward way for the reader to determine the level of
interpretation that was required to reconstruct sections of a building that in many
cases exists now as simple piles of rubble, or in very bad condition. Following
on from the above quote Proskouriakoff includes a passage which is a frequent
occurrence in her publications. She states that, “the observer should feel entirely
free to disagree with the suggested restoration and to revise it to the satisfaction
of his own judgment” (Proskouriakoff 1946: Introduction). This willingness to
Figure 2.1 Copan: The Acropolis. (Proskouriakoff 1946:31)

accept that what she has done may not be 100% accurate and calling on people

the use of light to accentuate the different levels and finer details of edifices and

who she considered to be greater and more experienced to amend and improve

the surrounding jungle effortlessly bring these images to life in the eyes of the

on what she has done appears in many of her future publications. Strangely,

reader.

this contradicts the image of Proskouriakoff that most seem to have, of a person
who had strong views about a topic and who was willing to support these views

A highly useful accompaniment to each of the reconstruction drawings are

vehemently.

line drawings that demonstrate to the reader the levels of reconstruction that
Proskouriakoff has undertaken (Figure 2.2). It is essentially the same image,
however the line drawing uses different conventions to demonstrate the differing
degrees of completeness of the feature being portrayed. Proskouriakoff
describes her method thus:

“The parts of the building which still stand substantially in their
original position are drawn in solid line. Broken lines show ruined
or buried features which have a counterpart elsewhere on the
same structure, or fallen elements whose approximate original
position can be reasonably deduced… Whatever is less certain
and has been restored merely by analogy with other buildings at
Figure 2.2 Line Drawing of Copan: The Acropolis (Proskouriakoff 1946:30)
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Each of the plates (36 in total) are accompanied by a brief description and a

Following the publication of A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture, Proskouriakoff

possible use for the structure. What is interesting and quite unique in these

spent the 1950s concentrating predominantly on her work at the site of Mayapan

passages is that we can see a hint of Proskouriakoff’s playful side, making quips

and ultimately the contribution of two chapters to the field report that was

and colloquial references throughout, discussing things such as comparisons

published in 1962. These were ‘Civic and Religious Structures of Mayapan’, in

between ancient and modern people’s love of ball games (Proskouriakoff

which she outlines the various categories of building that predominantly form

1946:Plate 10); the fact that while the tradition of head-binding that was practiced

the main ceremonial centre, discussing their various layouts, possible uses and

by the Maya did not “impair their mentality, however it may have affected their

the finer architectural ornamentation, both present and inferred. The second

tempers” (Proskouriakoff 1946: Plate 3) and that the attractions of the modern

chapter, ‘The Artefacts of Mayapan’ presents a detailed catalogue of all the

Palenque village “are not of the sort than [sic] can be described in superlative

different individual types of artefacts that were uncovered from the site. This

terms” (Proskouriakoff 1946: Plate 3). This light-heartedness does not readily

is achieved by breaking down the collection into its differing materials, with

appear in later publications, which is a shame, as it shows a tenderness of

such categories as bone, shell, obsidian and polished stone and identifying the

character.

purpose of each piece, namely arrowheads, ear spools, beads, stone points,
etc. This is a comprehensive account of an extensive collection that did not

An Album of Maya Architecture was the publication that brought a great deal of

include pottery, musical instruments and figurines, as they had been covered in a

attention to Proskouriakoff’s work, however by the time of its publication in 1946

previous publication by Robert Smith (1971).

Proskouriakoff had already begun work on her next major project, which would
further cement her scholarship in Maya studies.

Towards the end of the 1950s, however, Proskouriakoff began work on a
project for which she would arguably be most strongly remembered. For many

In 1945, while awaiting the publication of An Album of Maya Architecture, she

‘Historical Implications for a Pattern of Dates from Piedras Negras, Guatemala’,

began to focus on what her next project would be. Up to this point her entire

stands as Proskouriakoff’s magnum opus. In one article Proskouriakoff

Maya working life had been the reconstruction work that she had started

changed the way the Maya were perceived and opened up a new path to the

nearly ten years previously with Satterthwaite and so it put Proskouriakoff in an

decipherment of their hieroglyphs by shattering the old dogmatic views that

interesting position. She was now free to find where her own academic path

had restricted progress for decades. To use a term coined by Michael Coe, it

lay. This next project, like so many before it, arose from a very unlikely situation

ushered in, “The Age of Proskouriakoff” (1999:171). In what was fast becoming

and would be the central focus of Proskouriakoff’s time for the next five years.

a recurring feature in Proskouriakoff’s research style she was able to reveal

This work would eventually be published as A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture

something that was highly intricate and difficult in an extremely simple and

(1950) and forms the basis of this dissertation. The origins and finer details of

straightforward way, giving the appearance of great ease.

this publication are discussed in Chapter 2.2. Suffice it to say here that this work
continued to accelerate Proskouriakoff’s reputation for detailed, methodical and

What the article set out to do was to study a series of stelae erected at the

insightful work and increased her popularity as a Maya researcher.

site of Piedras Negras. Proskouriakoff was able to identify a pattern in the
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positioning and frequency in which they were grouped. Through comparison

Proskouriakoff hypothesized that this glyph represented what she believed was

of the inscriptions with the accompanying figural representations what

taking place in the figural scene, namely the accession of the ruler. For this

immediately became apparent was that a pattern was presented in each group

reason Proskouriakoff named the scene the ‘Ascension Motif’ and the glyph the

of monuments. Beginning with an image of a ruler in obvious ceremonial

‘Inaugural Glyph’. Colloquially, it had been nicknamed the ‘toothache glyph’ by

garb, seated in a rectangular structure with a ladder at its base, Proskouriakoff

Thompson, due its resemblance to someone tying a cloth around their head,

hypothesized that this rectangular structure was in fact a ceremonial niche

under their jaw and bound at the top, but officially he had given it the reference

and that the ladder was the means by which the protagonist ascended to it,

number (‘Thompson Number’) of T684.

demonstrated by the accompanying footprints. The next monument in the series
depicted a character in full battle dress, a young warrior in the prime of his life.

The next hieroglyph that Proskouriakoff identified was one that accompanied a

Subsequent monuments also depict this, but with the protagonist appearing

date that occurred prior to the T684 event. What soon became apparent was

incrementally older. Other additions are also included in the subsequent

that the distance between this event and the ‘Inaugural’ event, whilst varied,

monuments, such as female characters (possibly wives) and even children.

was only a relatively short period of time of between 12 and 31 years. This

Therefore, when viewed in this way, it would not have been too difficult to

glyph depicted the upended head of a frog and was previously referred to by

conclude that they portrayed the progression of a ruler’s life. Beginning with his

Thompson as T740. Given that the distances of dates consistently fell prior to

rise to the throne (the niche) the ruler progresses through many stages of life,

the inaugural date by a comparatively brief margin, Proskouriakoff hypothesized

including conflicts, marriages and children. This was contrary to contemporary

that these may refer to the birth-day or a significant coming-of-age event of the

thinking, where it was believed by many, most prominently Proskouriakoff’s good

ruler in question. It was for this reason she called this glyph the ‘Initial Glyph’.

friend and colleague J. Eric Thompson, that the stone sculpture depicted nothing

Therefore by combining these glyphs with the dates provided, Proskouriakoff

more than the astronomical and astrological computations of priests and star-

was able to make assumptions such as:

gazers (Callaway 2014).
“Fifteen tuns later, with Stela 33, begins the longest reign
In order to prove her theory, Proskouriakoff focused on the inscriptions that

recorded. The incumbent ruler at the time of his accession was not

accompanied these images. By comparing the dates (the one area that people

yet 13 years old, and perhaps because of his youth, he is shown

had been able to decipher at this point) Proskouriakoff discovered that the

with a robed figure beside him…at this time it will be assumed that

groups of monuments were erected in hotun (5 year) intervals and that they did

all the robed figures at Piedras Negras represent women. On Stela

not exceed a basic human lifespan. However, the true and enduring genius of

32, the ruler is shown holding a shield. There is a robed figure

this publication was the identification of two hieroglyphs that appeared in the

on the right side of the monument, possibly the same as on Stela

inscriptions. In the hieroglyphic passages of the niched or first monuments in

33, but more probably a wife of the young man, who was then 21

each series, a glyph accompanied a specific date. In many cases this date

years old. Five years later, he is shown on Stela 34 with a shield

recurred throughout the subsequent monuments as a date of importance.

and hatchet…[O]n Stela 35, he seems to have gained considerable
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weight, and is depicted as a warrior with a prisoner at his feet. The

Prior to the publication of the Yaxchilan articles, but leading on from both the

reign of this ruler lasted for 47 years, and he would have been 60

work Proskouriakoff had done with Piedras Negras and that by Heinrich Berlin on

if he was still living when the next ruler acceded” (Proskouriakoff

the identification of names in hieroglyphic inscriptions (1958), David Kelley was

1960:461-462).

able to establish a dynastic history of Quirigua and discovered that the origins of
Quirigua came from the nearby site of Copan, with several of the names being

This was the story of only one of the Piedras Negras’ rulers, with Proskouriakoff

present in both locales (Kelly 1962).

calculating the lifespans for six others. This was a revolutionary achievement
as in one publication Proskouriakoff had injected a life into texts that had been

The Piedras Negras and Yaxchilan articles by Proskouriakoff immediately led

previously unreadable. She was able to change the dogmatic view of the

to countless ripple effects in the field of epigraphy; they revolutionised people’s

astronomer-priest cult forever which therefore led to the opening up of the true

thinking overnight. T. Patrick Culbert states that, “not a single voice was

meaning of the hieroglyphs.

raised in protest – unlike many scholarly revolutions that are argued bitterly for
years before acceptance” (Culbert 1993:93), and true to the style of research

Proskouriakoff then followed up the success of the Piedras Negras publication in

Proskouriakoff was becoming known for, Michael Coe deemed it to be “of such

1963 and 1964 with her two part publication, ‘Historical Data in the Inscriptions

simplicity and of such downright obviousness, that it is a wonder that epigraphers

of Yaxchilan’ Parts 1 and 2. What is immediately noticeable is that, instead of

like Morley and Thompson – who had all the data at their fingertips over a long

the numerical references given to the rulers at Piedras Negras, Proskouriakoff

period of time – did not hit upon it long ago” (Coe 1999:174). These publications

identified the actual names of two very important Yaxchilan rulers. Part 1

single-handedly changed the face of Maya research.

(1963) analyses the inscriptions concerning the ruler Shield Jaguar, with Part
2 concerning his progeny, Bird Jaguar, and the subsequent rulers. Yaxchilan

At the time that the Piedras Negras article was awaiting release, Proskouriakoff

did not compose and arrange their monuments the same as Piedras Negras,

began work on a project that would consume the next 15 years of her life. In

and so Proskouriakoff identified indicative patterns, as well as utilising the few

a review of the subsequent publication, George Kubler wrote: “It is rare that a

occurrences of the ‘Initial’ and ‘Inaugural’ glyphs to cement her case and develop

scholar not only transforms the field itself, but also goes on during 15 years to

the stories of these great rulers. In doing so, and in many ways, demonstrating

write the exemplary catalog of the most difficult museum collection in that field”

the differences in focus between the two cities, Proskouriakoff identifies the

(Kubler 1977:735). This ‘difficult collection’ was the thousands of pieces of jade

glyphs for ‘the capture of’ and for ‘captor of’. While she goes to great pains to

that had been dredged from the Cenote of Sacrifice from the northern Yucatan

assert that her findings are speculation with varying degrees of assuredness,

site of Chichen Itza and that Proskouriakoff and a small team had pieced

she bases these finding on three components: analysis of the figural images,

together and catalogued over 15 years.

association of glyphs that appear in both the figure image and the text, and on
date correlations. All of this combines to demonstrate a remarkably detailed

When many people reflect on Proskouriakoff, it is usually from this period of her

historical account of the lives of these two rulers.

career. They describe the little office in the basement of the Peabody Museum
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and the small group of people led by Proskouriakoff who spent countless hours

conquest. To the people of the region, the cenote was a place of great ritual

cataloguing and sorting the thousands of individual pieces. Sadly, this most

importance and therefore large quantities of luxury and exotic items were thrown

iconic of offices is now a storage room; but the story still lives on.

into their waters as offerings to the Gods. Jade was a particularly important
stone and as a consequence is highly represented in the collection that was

The Chichen Itza jade collection came to the Peabody Museum, after being

dredged from the Cenote of Sacrifice many centuries later.

dredged from the Sacred Cenote (or sink hole) at the site by Edward H.
Thompson, between March of 1904 to the end of 1909 (a small amount was

Proskouriakoff’s analysis was to continue that of Frederick Orchard and many

also dredged during 1910-1911,as part of a privately funded project, but the

others, and began simply as a cataloguing process. However it soon became

pieces eventually found their way to the Peabody Museum in the end). This

apparent that a much greater amount of work was required in order to complete it

undertaking was part of a much wider reaching research project of the site being

to the satisfaction that Proskouriakoff sought.

undertaken at that time by Charles Bowditch and Frederick Putnam (Tozzer
1957:194-195). The jade collection was only part of what was dredged from the

While it was not the initial goal of the project it soon became apparent that a

cenote, with items of metal, bone, shell, wood and fabric also being brought to

great deal of the collection could and should be refitted. Although this work had

the surface. These other materials were analysed by scholars such as Samuel

been started by her predecessors, it appears that Proskouriakoff was able to see

Lothrop (1952), but the task of the analysis and cataloguing the jades fell to

deeper into the collection and realise that many of the pieces could be reformed

Proskouriakoff (1975).

to create items and motifs that were sadly lacking in the global catalogue. And it
is this insight that stands as the genius of this project.

The reason for the great accumulation of jade pieces in the Cenote of Sacrifice,
was quite straightforward yet highly symbolic. The inhabitants of the area

Many of the intact examples were simple, non-decorated pieces such as beads

venerated the cenote as an entry way to the underworld, Xibalba, and so it

and the like. These were present in many other collections and therefore were

existed as a significant place of worships for centuries. It is believed that the

not of great interest to the project. Instead, it was the pieces that were under-

region was inhabited by two separate ethnographic groups; initially the Maya,

represented in collections and those that contained both figural and hieroglyphic

who according to inscriptions inhabited the site around AD 800 – AD 900,

inscriptions that were Proskouriakoff’s prime focus. Her previous work with

but also later by a group known as the Toltecs. Legend has it that the Toltec

motifs enabled Proskouriakoff to understand the layout trends and patterns that

came from the east, somewhere in the modern day state of Hidalgo, who had

were present. This intuition was further aided by the means of the manufacturing

travelled east to seize the land from the current inhabitants (Schele and Mathews

techniques used and the stone procured for each of the pieces in the collection

1998:198). We know a great deal about this site from historical sources, most

that enabled easier refitting of fragments. While the Northern Yucatan did not

notably those of Bishop Diego de Landa in his Relación de las Cosas de Yucatan

have any deposits of jade, there were a number in the southern regions of

(Tozzer 1941) and from the books of the Chilam Balam (Barrera 1963), as they

Guatemala. Therefore, the pieces that appear in the collections fall into three

represent historical sources written by the inhabitants themselves after the

distinct categories. The first category bear inscriptions highly indicative of the
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local inhabitants the Northern Yucatan at the time. These would therefore have

The final work to be discussed in this section was also Proskouriakoff’s last

been carved either on site from raw material brought in by traders or the finished

publication. Maya History had been an on-going project for Proskouriakoff for

product was brought to the site from (commissioned) workshops in the southern

many years. It was something that was brought out intermittently and then put

lowlands. The second category contained pieces that were looted from the then

away when things got busy again. On the surface it seemed like a simple idea,

derelict or at the very least greatly depopulated Maya centres of the Southern

yet one that had never been done before. Maya History, quite literally, was a

Lowlands. Many sites bear the scars of looters from antiquity and while we can

history of the Maya from their own point of view. Due to the recent and ongoing

never know the proportion, this may account for a percentage of those. Finally

decipherment of the hieroglyphs that was gaining speed in the early 1980’s,

the third category that Proskouriakoff identified in the jade collections were the

decipherments and understanding of the inscriptions was growing almost by

pieces that were initially carved by the Classic Maya of the southern lowlands but

the day and so such a project, for the first time since the spoken language had

that were subsequently recarved and altered by the inhabitants of Chichen Itza

disappeared, was possible.

prior to their deposition in the cenote.
Dividing the Classic Period into sections of approximately 50 years,
All of these categories needed to be represented in the collection that

Proskouriakoff extracts key pieces of information from important inscriptions, all

Proskouriakoff was to compile and so with a small group of assistants, including

of which enlightens the reader on the events taking place. She discusses the

such people as Char Solomon, who would one day write Proskouriakoff’s

differing opinions of what certain glyphs mean and represent, thereby explaining

biography (Solomon 2002), she set about the task of recombining the shattered

what event is taking place or which person is conducting it. Proskouriakoff

fragments. The best analogy for Proskouriakoff’s work would be to attempt to

also discusses the possibilities of partial or obscure dates placing events in a

piece together an unknown number of three-dimensional puzzles that had an

timeframe.

unknown number of pieces missing. It is for this reason that the project would
take Proskouriakoff the best part of 15 years to complete and yet would once

Sadly time was not on Proskouriakoff’s side for this project. After her death it

again astonish that greater Maya scholarly community.

was decided that Maya History needed to be published. The bulk of the work
had been completed and so a group of her closest friends and colleagues

In 1976 it was decided that a number of the recombined pieces that

banded together to compile the data she had accumulated, write and finish those

Proskouriakoff had been working on were to be donated back to the Mexican

chapters that need completion and include what drawings and tables they could

Government. It was an important achievement for Proskouriakoff as the

use, based on the notes that Proskouriakoff had left. Maya History was finally

collection was, understandably, a source of great pride, but also because

published in 1993 and concluded the academic career of a doyen of the Maya

Proskouriakoff was a great believer in antiquities being in the hands of their

world.

descendants. She would rail against those that traded in antiquities and even left
a conference when she discovered that collectors were in attendance (Solomon
2002:160).
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2.2 A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture

conceived because, as will be seen, it was this site that caused a number of
issues for the final methodology.

A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture was a highly important publication for
Proskouriakoff as, with the exception of the minor Piedras Negras article (1944),

In Proskouriakoff’s own words, the aim of the study was “to examine variations in

this marked her first truly academic investigation. Upon its release, it was

the Classic monumental style, which would furnish clues to the relative dates of

roundly hailed as a great work of scholarship and cemented Proskouriakoff’s

the execution of individual monuments, and to discover, if possible, progressive

position in the field of Maya studies. Its goal was quite straightforward, but

changes which characterise the development of typical Classic Maya forms

its execution was highly detailed and took a great deal of time and analysis to

depicted on stelae” (Proskouriakoff 1950:2). In others words it was her belief

achieve it. This chapter will look more closely at this publication, starting with the

that, utilising the dated sculptural record, she could plot the paths of differing

history, then its aims and finally the response upon its release.

motifs in order to place them in specific timeframes and use that information to
estimate where and in what timeframe, undated monuments might be placed.

In 1945 Proskouriakoff was awaiting the publication of An Album of Maya

In order to achieve this goal she needed to establish how she could quantify

Architecture and was in an interesting place in her career. Given that she

and align, in a universal fashion, the instincts that many scholars possessed

was now on the staff of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, she had, for

in differing degrees; meaning the ability to see a monument and simply from

the first time, to determine what her next project was going to be and the path

experience and understanding of the subject, place it in a chronological

she needed to take in order to achieve it. The reconstruction drawings had

timeframe. The eventual approach Proskouriakoff took resulted in a work that

essentially been the only endeavour Proskouriakoff had known in the field of

was thorough and well-orchestrated and yet elegant.

Maya studies, first with Satterthwaite and then with Morley, but now she was free
to chart her own direction. During the 1945 excavation season Proskouriakoff

The period of the Classic Maya was to be the focus of the study, due to the

went on an observation tour of the Maya area and, while the location cannot

inordinately large corpus of monuments that were sculpted during this period

be confirmed, it is believed by some (Solomon pers. comm. March 2013 &

in Maya history. While the boundaries of this time period vary, the general

Fash pers. comm. March 2013) that, in Chichen Itza she met up with Morley

consensus, particularly at that time, ranges from approximately AD300 –

and his wife who were also conducting their own tour of the area. One day the

AD900. This time in Maya history marks the rise, florescence and decline of the

two friends and colleagues were studying a newly excavated monument and it

civilisation and therefore represents the most likely period in which to focus.

soon became apparent that each had differing views of the monument’s date,

For this study to succeed, Proskouriakoff required a large quantity of monuments

based on the style of its figural art. Proskouriakoff states diplomatically, in the

that covered a significant enough cross section of both a large timeframe, and

eventual publication, “the work was undertaken with the specific aim of resolving

also a substantial geographical range. Fortunately, now being a member of

disagreements that had arisen in regard to the dates of erection of certain

the Carnegie Institution of Washington gave her access to the most significant

monuments” (Proskouriakoff 1950:2). Thus, A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture

photographic store of Maya monuments that existed at that time. Proskouriakoff

was born. It is ironic that it was in Chichen Itza that the idea of the study was

estimated that there were approximately, “400 major pieces of monumental
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sculpture in the Classic style available for study and sufficiently well preserved to
give some idea of their carving” (Proskouriakoff 1950:3). However the goal was
to establish dates for these monuments. Given the origins of the work, the most
reliable publication at the time in order to find these dates was Morley’s extensive

becomes a real problem. In her first iteration of the
catalogue Proskouriakoff found herself with over 400

study, The Inscriptions of Peten (1937-38). In this work Morley analyses a
motif groups, or ‘traits’ as she called them. She believed
substantial number of monuments and offers dates for each with varying levels of
surety, based on the level of breakage or weathering. Therefore using Morley’s

this figure to be too great as it made everything far too
cumbersome, and so a second ‘pass’ was conducted

dates, Proskouriakoff was able to isolate those monuments of the overall corpus
in order to reduce the number. This second pass only
with accurate dates in order that they could form a central or core catalogue in
which to build her study. This would also provide a base that could be used for

reduced the number marginally to a final tally of 391 traits
in 28 categories. Therefore with the pressing need to

comparison in the future.

Figure 2.3

streamline the method, a final analysis was conducted that Manikin Sceptre,

Yaxchilan Lintel 3

From this core group, individual motifs were isolated from the central figure of

according to Proskouriakoff ultimately reduced the number (Drawing by Peter
to 147 traits in 14 categories. (However, subsequent

the sculpture and then grouped with their like fellows in chronological order.
The timespans for their existence and use were then calculated. Essentially,
the earliest occurrence of a particular motif was regarded as the starting date
for that timeline and the final occurrence marked its end. This assumption is
inherently flawed since there was no way to eliminate the possibility of earlier

Mathews) and timeline
(Proskouriakoff 1950:90)

tallying of the results gives the variable total of 151, if one
counts the Alphabetic (Motif) Headings or 138 if the Category Summary Heading
are counted, which made the system far more manageable.) These final
categories were allocated the following Roman Numeric values:

or later occurrences while there were still unknown monuments out there. The
result of this problem is that the methodology will always be fluid and evolving

I

Poses & Postures		

VIII Necklaces & Collar Ornaments

II

Scrolls				

IX

Belts

III Serpent Heads			

X

Loincloth Aprons

IV Feathers				

XI

Ornaments worn on Arms & Legs

V

XII

Sandals

with timelines increasing or breaking apart as the picture for particular motifs
becomes clearer.

However, it appeared that the real difficulty arose with the perennial

Headdresses			

VI Earplugs & Nosebeads

XIII Objects

VII Collars				

XIV Ornamental Details

archaeological and anthropological problem of ‘splitting vs. lumping’. This
conundrum, in terms of this study, raises the question; at what point does the
variations of an initial motif get so great that they need to break away and form
So if one was to attempt to date the ubiquitous sign of royalty, the ‘Manikin
a whole new motif group? This is a problem when you are dealing with an art
Scepter’ (Figure 2.3), one would need to reference category XIII - Objects, and
form that is heavily reliant on tradition in its larger themes, but also one that
demonstrates great variation on the smaller details. Defining the boundaries
48

locate the scepter amongst all the other objects in the study. The identification
within these categories is aided by the fact that motifs are grouped based on
49

Figure 2.4 Category XIII-C2 (Manikin Sceptre) Timeline (Proskouriakoff 1950:90)

an alpha-numerical system, where the letters represent wider trends and the
numbers, specific variation. Therefore the resulting reference for the Manikin
Scepter is recorded as XIII-C2. Consequently, and to continue the process,
the XIII-C2 manikin scepter is classified as having a Long Count range from
9.10. 0. 0. 0 to the end of the study period covered, post-10. 4. 0. 0. 0. (Figure
2.4). To further aid the identification process there is a written explanation of

Figure 2.5 Style Graph - Naranjo Stela 20 (Proskouriakoff 1950:17)

smooth curve is drawn, the apex of which results in the ‘Style’ date. (Figure 2.5).
According to Proskouriakoff, with this method, she was able to recreate the dates

the important features of the particular motifs as an accompaniment to the linedrawing examples presented for visual reference.

Before continuing I feel it is important to give a brief explanation of what the

for securely dated monuments 84% of the time to within two K’atuns (about 40
years) and 94% within three.

When it was published in 1950 by the Carnegie Institution of Washington, A

above mentioned dates actually represent. While a more detailed discussion
will be undertaken in the next chapter (Chapter 3.2), the long count dates, of
which the above mentioned range are examples, is an ever increasing record of
the days that have passed since a mythical starting point of the 13th of August,
3114 BC. The date range for this study as a whole begins at 8.14. 0. 0. 0 and
continues on until 10. 4. 0. 0. 0, a period which covers approximately 600 years
from AD 317 to AD 909.

Study of Classic Maya Sculpture was received well by reviewers. Alfred Kroeber,
in his 1953 review for the Journal of American Folklore, declared the work to
be, “as valuable and important as one might hope it to be. Anything Maya is
notoriously complex, and Miss Proskouriakoff’s direction is so searching as to
cut very fine” (Kroeber 1953:182). After a discussion and explanation of the
changes of an example from the ‘Poses’ section, he goes on to write, “So fine is
the method, that stylistic findings are again and again called in to revise readings

The next stage of the process, having established which, and all, motifs that
appear on the particular monument, and their resulting timelines, is to group

of poorly legible date inscriptions” (Kroeber 1953:183). However he doesn’t offer
any examples for this.

these timelines together. Each individual timeline is layered on top of each
other in an X,Y axis graph. The layering process is not to be thought of as being
ridged ‘pieces of timber’, rather flexible ‘pieces of cloth’, whereby empty spaces

Jesse Jennings reviewed the publication in 1952 for American Anthropologist.
Whilst lamenting many of Proskouriakoff’s self-deprecating statements, about
her ability and the limited nature of the study itself, Jennings has a great deal of

created by overhangs of timelines do not create jagged edges they simply move
down to fill the gap. The goal of this process is a pronounced pyramidal shape at

praise for the work, believing that Proskouriakoff “has successfully consummated
a painstakingly detailed research project” (Jennings 1952:90). She later goes

the point of greatest crossover of the motifs. Over this collection of timelines a
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on to state, in somewhat of a veiled compliment, that “[o]ne is appalled by the
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months of tedious, unremitting, painstaking work which lie behind this book. I,

Even in a modern context people still hold the publication with reverence. When

for one, wish the author could have recovered something startlingly new about

recounting a meeting between herself and Proskouriakoff in the preface for her

which to wax enthusiastic. Her monotonous insistence that her study is ‘limited’

1999 publication, Maya Art and Architecture, Mary Miller describes Proskouriakoff

and ‘subjective’ and none too informative may be true, but I do not believe this

as the having “written the only comprehensive book on Maya art (6)”, referring to

restricted outlook is justified. In concept and method the book should exert an

A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture. While Flora Clancy concludes that:

important influence on students outside the Maya field” (Jennings 1952:90).
“A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture … stands out as a major
Finally Mary Butler also reviewed the work in 1952 for the American Journal

exception to the hermeneutic endeavours that have characterized

of Archaeology. Opening with the statement, “This is a book monumental in

modern scholarship in ancient Maya art. She studied changes

achievement as well as in subject matter” (Butler 1952:241), she declared

in the graphic renderings of images, and her discussion of ‘The

right from the outset her opinion of the work. After a lengthy overview

Classic Motif’ is decidedly formal and contextual” (Clancy 1999:13).

and explanation, she acknowledges a few minor faults, such as her “ultraconservative definitions of Maya and Classic” and a desire that “statistical graphs

Finally Ian Graham, in his obituary for Proskouriakoff, published in American

and style trait time charts had been more fully annotated” (Butler 1952:242).

Antiquity (Graham 1990) as well as in the posthumously published, Maya History

This omission of annotation and detail would later become significant in my own

(Graham 1993: xi-xv), makes the judgment that, “since this important work …

analysis of Proskouriakoff’s method and will be further scrutinised later. But

was compiled, a large number of new monuments have been found, and a new

Butler like others, was ultimately highly complementary of the work in stating

edition incorporating them is required”.

that, “she has done a magnificent job, accomplished what she set out to do,
and interpreted her findings in a clear-cut stimulating way that shows what far-

Therefore the admiration for this work cemented Proskouriakoff’s position

reaching conclusions can be drawn from such work as hers” (Butler 1952:242).

in Maya studies to the wider academic world, but this research was also
important to the Carnegie Institution itself. For it was this publication, as well

Friends also saw how impressive the work was. In correspondence with

as Thompson’s Maya Hieroglyphic Writing (1950), which officially concluded

Proskouriakoff, Satterthwaite states that, “I have made a beginning at using it

the Carnegie Institution of Washington’s ‘general’ Maya research agenda and

but, not much. Enough to be sure that it is as important as rumour had it, and a

began their focus on the northern, post-classic sites (Kidder 2006:146). One

hell of a fine job. I can see why it took quite a while” (Satterthwaite 1951:1). In

such was Mayapan which was the focus of Proskouriakoff’s next endeavours

his foreword to the posthumously published Maya History (1993), Gordon Willey

(Proskouriakoff 1962).

acknowledges that when he first met Proskouriakoff in 1950, she had just been
recognised as an authority of Maya art with the publication of A Study of Classic
Maya Sculpture (Willey 1993:ix). From very early on she earned a position of
respect amongst Maya scholars.
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Morley offers an extensive introductory to the field in three chapters. ‘First

2.3 Literature Review

Historical Notice and Early Exploration of the Peten Region’ examines the
A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture was influenced by two very important works

various ‘entradas’ most notably those of Hernan Cortéz but also of many more,

of the early twentieth century. These are Herbert Spinden’s A Study of Classic

fifteen in all. ‘Modern Exploration of Peten; examines the early, sometimes

Maya Art (1913) and Sylvanus Morley’s The Inscriptions of Peten (1937-38).

stumbling, steps of the academic research in the Peten. Morley focuses on

Proskouriakoff states from the beginning that these two works were highly

such figures as Fredrick Catherwood, Alfred Maudslay, Claude Joseph Désiré

important in her own study’s development. However, there were others that

Charnay and Teobert Maler as well as analysing several projects from institutions

followed similar paths and may or may not have also played a part, but are none

such as the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Anthropology,

the less worthy of note.

the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania (in particular the project to
Piedras Negras that Proskouriakoff began her career with) and naturally his

The Inscriptions of Peten is arguably Morley’s magnun opus. The culmination of

own organisation, the Carnegie Institution of Washington. Finally ‘Scope of

25 years of experience in the field, it stands as a testament to Morley’s immense

the Present Investigation’ studies various investigations by luminaries such as

contribution to the scholarly study of the Ancient Maya. The scale of the five-

Herman Beyer, Eric Thompson, John Teeple and even Morley’s own. This is

volumes was initially an issue for the Carnegie Institution of Washington, who

combined with a catalogue of several attempts at correlating Maya dates to those

had the daunting task of publishing the manuscript, due to its ever increasing

of the Christian calendar, most notably the works for Herbert Spinden and Eric

size as Morley attempted to incorporate different approaches and with large

Thompson (as mentioned previously the former’s theory giving way to the later’s

scale changes taking place even in the proofing phase. According to Robert

during the compilation of the work). These three overview chapters present a

Brunhouse, Morley’s biographer, these changes amounted to 60% of the work’s

near encyclopaedic account of the views of important figures in the field and the

initial publication budget, which meant the Carnegie had no choice but to

study that had been conducted in the region from its discovery by non-native

recoup a portion from Morely’s wage, a situation be took with surprising stoicism

peoples to the very year of the book’s publication. I have no doubt that given

(Brunhouse 1971: 305).

the relationship between Morley and Proskouriakoff, and this book’s importance
to the study, that this introductory section would have been a significant early

The primary goal of the work was a compilation of all the known inscriptions from

resource when Proskouriakoff was gaining her initial understanding of the field.

the Maya area, although very little time and space was allocated to theorising.
The exceptions to this being only a concept of an ‘Old’ and ‘New’ empire existing

However it is the subsequent chapters that were of far greater benefit to

in the region and exposition of the Martinez-Thompson method for dating

Proskouriakoff in the compilation of her study. For after the overview Morley then

correlation (Thompson 1935); a method that Morley adopted part way through

divides the Peten region into zones in which to group sites for analysis. With

the publication’s creation, having begun with the correlation system proposed by

the exception of the first of these chapters entitled, ‘The Earliest Inscriptions’

Spinden (1924).

(which naturally covers those sites that contained the earliest workable dates,
Uaxactun, Balakbal, Uolantun and Tikal), these are broken down to geological
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zones (such as the Ixkan Valley, Pasion Valley and Holmul Valley) and therefore,

A Study of Classic Maya Art (1913) was a portion of Herbert Spinden’s PhD

by extension, it can be assumed had some degree of contact and influence over

research which took the form of an overarching study of the entirety of Maya

their neighbours.

art and the current thinking of its interpretation. From the outset it is obvious
the influence that this work had on Proskouriakoff’s study. The foundations

Morley presents each site in the same detail that had been seen in the

are definitely there, although she simply went in a slightly different direction in

introductory sections. In a three tiered system, each site is first introduced on

order to create a method that could be duplicated and did not simply rely on the

a wide scale with an account of its location in the region. This can include such

presumed knowledge of the reader. In Spinden’s defence this was not one of the

details as the post-conquest history of occupation, be they as settlers or with

goals of his study.

mercantile intentions, as well as accounts of when Morley or other researchers
visited the site. The Second tier saw Morley consider the architectural layout of

Spinden’s study is made up of three major sections, ‘General consideration of

the ancient site by presenting an account of the different architectural groupings

Maya art’, ‘Consideration of the material art’ and ‘Chronological Sequence’. It is

that made up what was usually the central sacred zone of the site, as well as

in the first and third sections that we see the most similarities.

any other features of note.

Finally, the third tier focused on the monuments

that were found within and surrounding those architectural groupings. The

In broad terms Section three, ‘Chronological Sequence’, is very similar to the

monument were scrutinised under a series of different criteria. These were

goals set out by Proskouriakoff. Spinden breaks down the artistic repertoire

provenance, date, where photographs and drawings were available and finally

of the sites of Copan, Tikal, Quirigua, Naranjo, Seibal, Yaxchilan, Piedras

known references to that monument. Discussion regarding every detail of

Negras, Palenque and ‘Other Sites’ in an attempt to place the monuments in a

the monument was then undertaken to ensure complete understanding, and

chronological timeframe for that site based on the composition and execution of

could stretch for several pages for more complex monuments. This layout

the monuments. For instance Spinden states,

is very reminiscent of what would be seen many years later with both of the
Satterthwaite co-authored publications for Caracol (1981) and Tikal (1982)and

“In the course of this study the stelae were first arranged in groups

to a more concise extent in the publication of the Corpus of Maya Hieroglyphic

according to the proportions of the human figures carved upon

Inscriptions (Graham 1975).

them. It was found that this simple method threw them into a defi-

Naturally, the key feature of The Inscriptions of Peten that was of great benefit
to Proskouriakoff were the dates for each of the monuments, but it is not difficult

nite series in which other progressive variations were easily noted”
(Spinden 1913:156).

to see how this entire publication was important. It is understandable that she
included it as one of the two major influences on the study, especially as it was

This, at its core, is what Proskouriakoff set out to do; to use changes in
the artistic composition of the stone art in order to create a method to date

the discussion between Morley and Proskouriakoff the lead to the study in the
first place. These were two very strong willed and highly intelligent people and
therefore debates of this sort must have only brought them closer.
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monuments that don’t otherwise have one and , to create a chronology of style,
rather than calendrics.
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However this variation can be seen most clearly in Section One, ‘General

Spinden breaks the serpent motif down into these parts, such as body, upper

Considerations of Maya Art’, when Spinden focuses on the ever present and

and lower jaws, teeth, tongue, nose, ear, nose and ear ornaments, eyes and

highly variable motif of the serpent. He discusses the various incarnations of the

supraorbital plates. This is reminiscent of what Proskourikoff will do several

serpent on different objects that appear regularly in the artistic corpus on items

years later in her own section on serpents, as she concentrated solely on their

such as ceremonial bars, manikin sceptres and the ‘Serpent Bird’. However it

heads and broke them down to only Supraorbital plate, Dentition, Terminal Fangs

is his focus on the form of the serpent that is of note here. Spinden expounds a

and Snouts (44).

system of four stages of development that motif can go through, based on those
put forward by Denman Ross (1907), which are ‘Simplification’, ‘Elaboration’,

But it is this breaking down of images and looking at how their parts change and

‘Elimination’ and ‘Substitution’.

evolve over time, that could be argued was the key to the beginning of Proskouriakoff’s work, as this was a possible solution to her problem; it just needed to

‘Simplification’ enables an artist to not include all of the finer details of, for

be extended and then made replicable.

instance, a serpent. Therefore only those details that are characteristically
serpentine to a viewer need be included, such as the curve of the head, the eye

This publication was clearly an important work for Proskouriakoff, as mentioned

and the fangs. Having then been presented with a simplified/artistic serpent,

previously it is one of two that she credits as being her direct inspiration and, as

another artist may then choose to elaborate the form in order to increase its

has been shown, laid the foundations for much of the structure of what would

grandeur or mystique, which may include flourishes above the eye, or enlarging

eventually become the study.

the curl of the fangs. With an audience having an understanding of what the
serpent form looks like, certain features may be eliminated in order to better suit

In ‘Comparative studies in the field of Maya Antiquities’, Paul Schellhas attempts

the composition and yet still convey the ‘message’. In the case of the serpent,

a comparative work of the features that make up the art of Mesoamerica. In or-

this is often achieved in Maya art by the removal of the lower jaw. Finally new

der to do this he utilises the, admittedly limited, resources at his disposal. These

and more dynamic features may then be substituted onto the serpent form in

resources being; his personal knowledge of the extant buildings and sculpture

order to continue the impact of the image and thereby ensure its relevance, such

of the region, the Mexican codices that were housed in nearby collections and

as the introduction and multiplication of nose beads. This is regularly executed

finally the collection of artefacts from the Yucatan collection of the Berlin Museum

in combination with the elaboration step. These steps do not make up a single

of Ethnology.

trajectory, instead form possible combinations of paths that an image such as the
serpent, and its constituent parts undergo over time as a fluid entity. I mention

Schellhas divides the work into a number of sections in order to achieve as

here the constituent parts, because a key feature of the serpent motif is its ability

comprehensive an overview as possible of the features of Maya art. These

to morph into a myriad different combinations and appearances depending on

categories include the human form, tattooing, dress for men and women and

what is required for the composition.

foot gear. It is interesting that several categories and the details that they
include are very similar to those which Spinden was to cover nearly 20 years
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later and are also ultimately the same groupings that Proskouriakoff would use

there is agreement as to what constitutes ‘superiority’” (Thompson, Pollock and

in her work. Spinden only briefly mentions Schellhas, in a section on previous

Carlot 1932:8). Proskouriakoff was slightly more lenient on Charlot, granting

studies (Spinden 1913:12), where he references the article as a more modern

at least that he “distinguishes between archaism and mere lack of merit and

approach to Maya dress (Spinden 1913:148) and tattooing (Spinden 1913:150)

take cognizance of the erratic path of evolution” (Thompson, Pollock and Carlot

than that of Diego de Landa’s (Spinden 1913:148), but nothing to suggest that

1932:8). So while Charlot’s work does not appear to directly or conspicuously

it had a remarkable effect on his own work. Spinden’s work would progress the

influence Proskouriakoff’s work, it is a better example of an overarching belief

areas that he focused on far beyond what Schellhas had achieved, although it is

that was highly prevalent in the surrounding decades of the study.

obvious that with greater resources at his disposal, Schellhas would have been
able to do much more and if he had combined with Spinden they would have

Charlot’s work focuses primarily on the stelae from a site connected to Coba

made a remarkable pair.

known as Macanxoc. Initially Charlot remarks on the consistency of the subject
matter that is present in all of the monuments, going so far as to itemise each

In Jean Charlot’s contribution to the 1932 publication, A Preliminary Study of

feature that makes up the central figures (a list that is highly reminiscent of that

the Ruins of Coba, Quintana Roo for the Carnegie Institution of Washington,

ultimately used by Prokouriakoff in her publication). He focuses his attention on

he presents a view that is very common for the time. This is best explained by

three key features, the ceremonial bar, the headdresses and the accompanying

Proskouriakoff:

representations of captives beside and below the central figure. Having
established this homogeneity within and indeed without Macanxoc, Charlot then

“In its crudest form this thesis maintains that the ‘better’ a monu-

attempts to group the monuments in a chronological sequence based on their

ment is the later it is, until the development reaches a peak of per-

execution. He uses such evidence as,

fection and a period of decadence sets in” (Thompson, Pollock and
Carlot 1932:8).

“Stela 5 and 1 being the only monuments which are carved on both
faces and sides as well, would, a priori, appear to be the latest,

This theory was formalised in the early Twentieth Century by Oswald Spengler in

even though Stela 5… is of rather mediocre carving… [and]…

his controversial work, Der Untergang des Abendlandes (1918-22) or what would

On Stela 8… the heads of the captives, which form the pedestal,

be later translated and known (some say unsatisfactorily) as The Decline of the

fit badly on their bodies. It is apparent that the artist tried to give

West (1926-28). It formed the basis of much of modern thinking at the time and

them an upward cast, but in so doing, he failed to express the

in particular that of both Spinden and Morley’s work. However Proskouriakoff

movement and volume of the neck. Stela 4… presents that same

had significant reservations concerning this approach which contributed to the

motif, but great improvement is visible…Stela 1… shows this same

creation of A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture. As Proskouriakoff states, “the

idea carried to a much higher degree of complexity and beauty.

weakness of this argument is that it assumes without demonstration that each

We find the ‘captive’ pedestal brought to such a state of plastic and

successive sculpture must be better than its predecessor, and, moreover, that

emotional perfection as to make improvement well-nigh impossible.
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Such an achievement alone marks Stela 1 as the latest in the

Hieroglyphic Style’. While this article isn’t strictly credited as being an influence

group” (Thompson, Pollock and Charlot 1932:189).

for Proskouriakoff, I think a reasonable case can be made that she at least read
it and that some of the features appear to be similar to her eventual publication.

However, what is strange about these conclusions is that he acknowledges

Proskouriakoff had begun working with Satterthwaite on his Piedras Negras

that this system does not always work as he points out that the style of art may

project in 1936. This article was published in 1938, and therefore the chances

incorporate non-naturalistic features that are significant to the viewer rather than

of it coming to her attention would be conceavable.

attempting a purely naturalistic form. This may include exaggeration of features
or planned use of archaism.

The article itself challenges the long held belief that there were two distinct
periods within the span of influence of the Maya through the Yucatan Peninsula

It was this kind of inaccurate and arbitrary use of rules in order to place

and surrounding areas (an ‘Old Empire’ typified by sites located in the southern

monuments in a chronological timeframe that Proskouriakoff had endeavoured

region of the peninsula and a ‘New Empire’ concentrated in the north). However

to remedy with A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture. People had their own

Satterthwaite had found evidence from Piedras Negras that suggested this

methods of mentally placing monuments in time, based on varying degrees of

division, which was thought to separate the two Empires by several centuries,

experience in the field but there was no way of universally understanding what

was not necessarily as distinct as first thought.

each individual’s views were on this. That is why Proskouriakoff saught a way to
create a quantitative and universally understandable method.

This evidence was based on a theory proposed by Herman Beyer in 1932. In
his article entitled ‘Outline of the Stylistic History of the Maya Hieroglyphs’

Charlot concludes his work by attempting to locate the origin of the art styles

(1932), Beyer believed that the date of a monument could be ascertained by the

found in Macanxoc. This is achieved through comparison of motifs from his own

style of the hieroglyphs that were depicted, four in particular: Kawak, Ajaw, K’in

site with those used at other sites in preceding years. Several sites are listed as

and Yax. Divided into five developmental ‘epochs’, the Old and New Empires

possibilities but there is no clear influential link which leads Charlot to include

being located within epochs two to four, Beyer was able to plot significant and

the possibility that the distinct art styles and the method in which the stelae were

identifiable changes, such as streamlining and standardising of key features, that

arranged was a local variation on what is a near universal Maya tradition. Whilst

occurred over the known lifespan of the hieroglyphs. This enabled dates to be

this was not a primary goal of Proskouriakoff, work of this nature inevitably leads

proposed for monuments based solely on these stylistic changes.

to and can reasonably demonstrate the origin of certain motifs by calculating
their earliest to latest usage chronologically and then plotting the temporal

With new inscriptions uncovered at Piedras Negras, Satterthwaite outlines that

pathway.

occurrences of hieroglyphs of ‘New Empire’ styles had been discovered in a site
otherwise considered to be firmly within the bounds of the ‘Old Empire’. This

Another potential influence on Proskouriakoff’s work may have been from

was demonstrated by examples such as a potsherd that depicts a ‘New Empire’

her close friend Linton Satterthwaite, in his 1938 article ‘Maya Dating by

or ‘Type B’ Ajaw symbol uncovered from this ‘Old Empire’ site (Satterthwaite
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1938:421).

be seen in subsequent chapters regarding regional differences in motif use this
argument seems logical. While he points out the practices that he sees as faults

These two theories combined created an approach remarkably similar, in certain

in the current processes, it’s not so much condemning the culprits, more that he

areas, to that which Proskouriakoff would design and publish some twelve years

believes that the entire community of epigraphers could do better. Ultimately it

later. While no comment is made that this article influenced Proskouriakoff in her

is not simply what the hieroglyphs are saying, but also what is being said by the

development of A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture, it seems likely, even at an

way that they are portrayed and how this is affected over time and space.

elementary level, to have had at least some impact.
Lacandena himself acknowledges the similarities seen between his study and
In 1995 Alfonso Lacandena completed his doctoral thesis on work remarkably

that of Proskouriakoffs, when he says, “Un trabajo en parte similar al que preten-

similar to that of Beyer (1932). While the goal of Evolucion Formal de las Grafias

demos realizar es el que desarrolló T. Proskouriakoff en A Study of Classic Maya

Escriturarias Mayas: Implicaciones Historicas y Culturales was much grander

Sculpture (1950), si bien con ostros objetivos y sobre distinto objeto de estudio

than Beyer’s had been it followed the same basic theme: using stylistic changes

(Lacandena 1995:29)”. In essence, where Proskouriakoff focused on art he fo-

in hieroglyphic texts to ascertain dates for the monument. His work contains

cused on hieroglyphs.

examples where this is possible, such as Winal, K’ab, and even Beyer’s, Kawak
(Cauac) glyphs. However, rather than simply using epigraphy, where the text is

In a similar vein, a subsequent article followed this research in the same year as

deciphered by the meaning of the glyphs alone, Lacandena turned his attention

his dissertation, entitled Revitalización de Grafias Escriturarias Arcaicas en el

to the method of ‘Paleography”, where not only the syntactical meaning of the hi-

Clásico Tadio Maya (1995), where he once again plotted changes to hieroglyphs

eroglyphs is utilised, but also the combination of the particular glyphs being used

of archaic origin over, and beyond, the Classic Period.

to convey a meaning and the way in which these glyphs are depicted.
Finally, in his 1953 article, ‘Die Regionale Verteilung von Schmuckelementen
Lacandena’s dissertation is really a call to the epigraphic research community

in Bereiche der Klassischen Maya-Kultur’, Wolfgang Haberland in some ways

to come together and develop a formal and consistent method to studying hi-

attempts a feat similar to that of Proskouriakoff’s, A Study of Classic Maya Sculp-

eroglyphs and is similar to what Stuart called for in 1985 (Stuart 1985:vii). Es-

ture. This is due to the fact that he compiled a collection of differing groups of

sentially Lacandena laments the lack of a focused response to hieroglyphic

costume elements found on Maya sculpture, namely those found on the Nose,

decipherment, identifying what he sees as a fundamental short-coming of the

Ear, Upper Arm, Wrist, Calf, Ankle and Neck. However, his ultimate goal was

field, where if a particular rule appears to be consistent in one location, then it

slightly different from that of Proskouriakoff in that he aimed to create a tool that

is for the entire Maya region, over time and space. His focus is not so much on

could, through regional difference in art styles, identify and place monuments into

the individual meanings of the hieroglyphs themselves, rather concentrating on

geographic groups, and therefore determine how those groups have changed

the reasons for the glyphic combinations that are being used. Given the scope

over time, instead of Proskouriakoff’s sole focus on the temporal aspect. This

for variation that a sculptor has in presenting a passage, combined with what will

article is a response to his thesis submitted the previous year to the University of
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Hamburg (Formenanalyse und Verbreit des Körperschmuckes im Bereiche der

Chapter 3 - Methodology

Maya-Kultur des nördlichen Mittelamerika, 1952) and offers a brief account of
what that the more detailed research project included.

Several steps needed to be taken in order to achieve the re-evaluation
of Proskouriakoff’s A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture. The first was the

Proskouriakoff reviewed the work for American Antiquity in 1955 and did not

reconstruction of Proskouriakoff’s ‘core’ catalogue of monuments, and the motif

regard it too favourably. Whilst she acknowledges that the method has the

lists of the 14 categories that they were divided into, in order to evaluate their

potential to be an important tool in monument analysis, she felt there were a

validity in a modern context. Once that was established, the next step was to re-

number of issues with it. These included, most significantly, that Haberland

evaluate the motif groups from Proskouriakoff’s initial study and determine what

focused on the wrong features, paying more attention to tiny details of the

structural changes were required to better reflect a modern understanding of the

traits rather than of the traits themselves, which lead to what she believed

material. Focus then needed to be directed to the monuments that make up the

were useless groupings that created useless statistics and also issues with the

catalogue and any changes that were required to bring the collection into line

cohesion of site group in terms of dates.

with our modern understanding. This was done in two ways. First, the inclusion
of monuments found since the study’s publication, and second, extraction

While the methodology does appear to have some flaws, perhaps it was not

of monuments whose dates have been found not to be as accurate as once

helped by the overly brief nature of the article, I do agree with Proskouriakoff in

thought and/or having content that does not fit in with the overall synchronicity

that parts of it do appear to have some merit. However to better ascertain its

of the motif collection. For the final step, Proskouriakoff’s graphing process was

potential, an analysis of the original thesis would be required, including a full

also re-evaluated with a view to either confirm the strength and precision of her

and detailed translation: a task that was unfortunately out of my reach within the

method or raise the possibility of new approaches.

confines of this study.
It very quickly became apparent, however, that this plan was not going to be
A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture has its origin, both overtly and, possibly, by

as straight-forward as first thought: a great deal of attention and detective work

association with a number of different works. Some of them, such as those

was required in an attempt to clear up some serious and baffling methodological

by Spinden and Morley are highly influential and well known works, while

issues that presented themselves.

other such as those by Satterthwaite, Charlot and Beyer may be a little more
obscure. However, at the same time it has also influenced many works since it’s
publication, like those of Haberland and Lacandena.
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particular monument, it proved impossible to extricate each individual motif from

3.1 Making a Start

the collected lot in the graph.
3.1.1 Initial Complications
Several attempts were made to reconcile the graph to the list of motifs provided,
When embarking on a project whose aim is to invigorate and bring up to date a

but to no avail. The key appeared to be in the way that the motif timelines were

research methodology, naturally the very first task is to work through the method

presented. Some timelines were presented as a single line from start to finish

with a series of examples to ensure that one has a full understanding of how it

as seen in Category III – Serpent Heads C3 and D2 (Proskouriakoff 1950:44),

functions and confirm that everything works as it is supposed to. Therefore with

however many others contained an additional, integrated line. This may start

line-drawings of several monuments that had corresponding example graphs in

from the beginning, III-A1, C1, C2 and E1, or from further down and may finish

Proskouriakoff’s original publication (Proskouriakoff 1950:14-17), in particular

before the end of the line, III-A2, A3, A4, D1, E3 and E4 or continue to the end,

Tikal Stela 9 (a monument that was used extensively in future tests), a test

III-A5, B2 and E5 (Proskouriakoff 1950:44). There was no explanation for this in

was conducted using the methodology with the goal that the style graphs and

the text, and so I can only surmise that this additional line represents the period

dates that were generated would correspond with those that Proskouriakoff had

of greatest concentration of that motif, and while it is evident that there must

attained.

have been criteria for obtaining this additional line (as some timelines have it and
yet others do not) it is unclear what those criteria were.

Unfortunately it soon became apparent that the resultant graphs were
markedly different from those of Proskouriakoff. The most obvious of these

These double lines added an additional level of complication to the attempts

differences was that the new attempts did not have the elegant bell curves that

at replicating the graphs which, by their very shape, were not conducive to

Proskouriakoff was able to achieve; instead they contained a large number of

the smooth pyramidal shape that was the goal. Therefore I concluded that the

‘straggling’ date ranges protruding far beyond any central shape. In addition

lines were to be separated for the final graphing process, meaning that the

to this, several of the new dates appeared to differ considerably from those of

smaller ‘concentrated’ timeline piece would be somewhere nearer to the apex

Proskouriakoff. At first this was put down to inexperience on my part, but after

of the curve than the larger, more comprehensive, piece. This appeared to be

careful reanalysis and even starting from the beginning again similar, divergent

closer to the correct method, however the jagged overhanging ends were still a

results were still being presented.

problem and now there were almost twice as many lines to deal with. The result
continued to be nothing like those of Proskouriakoff’s publication.

A further complication that arose was that while the study had the example
graphs with which to compare the results, the Y axies were not labelled with the

Figure 3.1 demonstrates three attempts at replicating the Style Graph for Tikal

category reference for the timeline being represented on the X axies. This list

Stela 9. Figure 3.1a shows the graph as it appears in the original publication,

was detached and merely accompanied the graph in a box at the top right corner.

note the smooth edges and the consistent bell curve. Figure 3.1b depicts an

So while this helped in isolating which motifs Proskouriakoff had allocated to that

attempt at fitting the timelines outlined by Proskouriakoff, in the accompanying
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table, into the shape that was presented in the publication. As can be seen
there are a number of lines within the graph that could not be assigned a motif
and many motif timelines that did not have a place in the graph. Finally Figure
3.1c demonstrates an attempt to include all of the timelines that appear in the
accompanying table. Clearly this does not come close to representing the
example found in the publication, as it has a completely different shape and
significant overhanging lines that caused confusion as to where to place them.

Another issue to arise at this stage in the process, and one that will be discussed
throughout this study, was that of subjectivity. In this instance it is the subjectivity
of where to place the lines in order to create the smoothest graph. Necessity
dictates that if a pyramid is the sought shape then the largest timelines are
placed at the base and then ascend using the increasingly shortening pieces.
This is a fairly simple affair if the items available are centred on a single point
and decrease in a consistent manner. Unfortunately, neither of those features
are consistently present in this particular situation. The centre of one timeline
may correspond to the three-quarter point of another or the two-thirds point of
another and then, due to the separation of the ‘double’ timelines, at times the
shorter, ‘concentrated’ section may not even align within the outer limits of its
nearby fellows. This, combined with the fact that the timelines are of random
length, meant that different people would make different decisions about how
they would be placed and these differing shapes will naturally produce different
dates in the final scheme.

In consultation with Peter Mathews (pers. comm., March 2008), it came to light
that in the past he had attempted to use Proskouriakoff’s method as part of his
own PhD research on the stone sculpture from the site of Yaxchilan (Mathews
1988). In the course of this research he had encountered similar problems to
Figure 3.1. Interpretations of Tikal Stela 9. A (top) Style Graph as per original publication (Proskouriakoff
1950:14). B (Middle) Attempt to reconcile graph to supplied motif list (note:a and b additons denote the
seperation of double timelines). C (Bottom) Attempt to place all timelines of supplied motif list.
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those that I was encountering but as he was busy with other details, more vital to
his dissertation, he had disregarded the method for that time with a view of one
71

day revisiting it.

1951 he apologises to Proskouriakoff for not having an opportunity to read
the book for some time due to his work load of packing up monuments. The

At this time I had also begun some initial historical work on Proskouriakoff’s life

preson who did read the book, however, was Satterthwaite’s graduate student

and publications in the hope that this might shed some light on the situation.

and assistant, Horace Willcox. Satterthwaite continues, “I left it to my assistant

This inevitably led me to the biography of Proskouriakoff by Solomon (2002).

Willcox, who devoured it, and we would have arguments about it” (Satterthwaite

Solomon’s Chapter 8 (Mayapan and the Demise of the Carnegie Division of

1951). The letter goes on to explain how Satterthwaite had made a start on

Historical Research) covers the bulk of the years in which Proskouriakoff worked

it since returning and made some initial attempts at using the method. He

on A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture. What caught my attention was a quote

immediately realises the potential benefit that it might have on the monuments

regarding correspondence between Satterthwaite and Proskouriakoff:

that he had just received from Caracol. However there is no further elaboration
in this letter on the subject, other than the clarification of a number of unrelated

“Later Satterthwaite reacted to the book by letter: “[I]t is as

dates.

important as rumour had it, and a hell of a fine job. I can see why
it took quite a while.” He continues, “There is this one complaint. I

Over the course of the next year Satterthwaite mentions several times the

haven’t been able to figure out how to construct the graphs…I’m

issues he is beginning to face in using the method, but Proskouriakoff remains

not carping, I really want to know how to use the system.” After

oddly silent in her replies. The only reply she does give was in a letter dated

some clarification, he worked with her style-dating system and

the 9th of July, 1952. This letter is a response to a previous one dated the 28th

assigned a graduate student, Ann Chowning, to use it to date

June, 1952 by Satterthwaite who was writing to tell her about a student of Ted

the museum’s recently acquired stela. He conveyed this to

Kidder II, (son of the then head of the Carnegie Institution, Alfred Kidder). As an

[Proskouriakoff]: “[Chowning’s] net result is precisely what you

assignment this student had attempted to use Proskouriakoff’s method to date

got, and agrees with an almost sure reading of the inscription. My

various monuments, in particular the Leiden Plate. Satterthwaite explains to

admiration for that job rises constantly” (Solomon 2002:106).

Proskouriakoff that “the Leiden Plate cannot be duplicated by your charts. She
thought the answer must be that you first made the graph and the revised your

This demonstrated that the issues that I faced of making the graphs resemble

charts to include the Leiden Plate traits”. Therefore the only way to replicate

those of Proskouriakoff were not isolated ones. This quote was taken from

Proskouriakoff’s results was to remove the effect that the Leiden Plate had on

correspondence between Proskouriakoff and Satterthwaite that was held at the

the various criteria’s timelines. Proskouriakoff’s responds,

University of Pennsylvania – correspondence that I was fortunate enough to
obtain copies of.

“You’re perfectly right about my graph for the Leyden Plate – it is
made from the distribution charts as they were before the traits

When A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture was published Satterthwaite was

from the plate itself were included, and all the graphs are made

excavating in Caracol (Satterthwaite 1954, 1981). In a letter dated 11th October,

in this way. It would have been much simpler to use the final
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charts, but I was afraid I’d be accused of pulling myself up by my

the later, much wider reaching publication with Carl Beetz, The Monuments

bootstraps, so to speak. In time ranges where there are many

and Inscriptions from Caracol, Belize (Beetz and Satterthwaite 1981), in which

monuments, the charts are very little affected by subtracting

he analysed each monument and gives various details, such as dimensions,

evidence from one, but in Cycle 8, where material is scarce, and

figures and dates (both calendrical and style, where possible). He then used

later in the gap after 9.5, it makes quite a difference. I’ve worked

Proskouriakoff’s method again in Tikal Report 33a, The Monuments and

the evidence from your 9.8.10 and 9.5 Caracol stelae on my own

Inscriptions of Tikal: The Carved Monuments (Satterthwaite and Jones 1982),

copy of the book, and find they change the charts considerably,

where it followed the same layout as the Caracol publication. Therefore, given

since they fall in just this crucial period” (Proskouriakoff 1952).

that he had a desire to continue using this method, it stands to reason that he
was completely satisfied that it was both relevant and trustworthy. However

While this response did not necessarily help with the graphing process, it actually

an interesting side-note here is that the style dates that accompany each

helped confirm the resolution of a further problem that is to be discussed later.

of these monuments are either credited to the Proskouriakoff publication if

While there is no direct explanation given to Satterthwaite in any of the

the monuments were discovered prior to the book’s release, or credited to

correspondence regarding his initial concerns about the graphing process, he

Proskouriakoff herself if they were discovered after the book’s release. This

somehow appears to have been satisfied. This could be explained in several

means that even though Satterthwaite was convinced that the method worked,

different ways. The first, and most unlikely, would be that Proskouriakoff never

he did not calculate the style dates himself, he would either take them straight

explained the concerns he had, and that he continued to use it as best he could.

from the publication or send Proskouriakoff images, which he talks about for

This does not seem likely as he continues to comment on the efficacy and skill

Caracol in the letter dated 28 June, 1952. This is particularly peculiar as he

of the method. Another possibility would be that she did explain herself to him

states that he gave the task of style dating the monuments to Ann Chowning who

but not in written form. This may have been by telephone or in person. She did

was apparently doing well with them, but who is never credited for them.

meet up with the Satterthwaites during the Christmas of 1951 and there is no
mention of the method between October 1951 and June 1952. So it somehow

While the correspondence did enlighten some areas of the issues that I had been

appears that his confusion has been remedied. The final option would have to

facing, unfortunately it did not supply too many answers. Therefore the next

be that she did justify herself by letter but that the letter has not survived to this

approach was to attempt to track down any person who had directly worked with

day.

the method and was connected to Proskouriakoff. Unfortunately Satterthwaite
had died in 1978 (seven years prior to Proskouriakoff), so the next avenue was

However it was evidently explained to Satterthwaite as he appears to have

to attempt contact with the two graduate students that Satterthwaite mentioned in

been satisfied with the results, as the method was used in two of his major

the correspondence who worked on the method with him, namely Horace Willcox

works (Beetz and Satterthwaite 1981; Satterthwaite and Jones 1982). He first

and Ann Chowning.

mentions the work in the 1954 University Museum Bulletin about his excavations
at Caracol (Satterthwaite 1954:32), but the method itself was not used until
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As mentioned previously Willcox accompanied Satterthwaite to Caracol in 1951

William Coe and Christopher Jones acknowledge him thus: “Particularly crucial

as his assistant. As Satterthwaite was occupied with the packing and removal

has been a gift by Mr. Horace Willcox in memory of his mother, in life a long-

of monuments he did not have time to look at Proskouriakoff’s publication and

term contributor to American Section efforts and needs” (Coe & Jones 1981:xiii).

left it to Willcox to peruse. Therefore we know that he and Satterthwaite had

The fact that Coe and Jones refer to Willcox as Mister and not Doctor suggests

discussions about the method and it was shortly after this that Satterthwaite

many things, especially to strengthen further the idea that he left academia after

confesses to not understanding the structure of the graphs. Now it would not

graduating and so referred to himself as mister and not doctor.

be too far-fetched to assume that as Satterthwaite found out more about the
method, over the course of the following year, he also enlightened Willcox along

The next graduate student who was in the department around the time of

the way. We know that they were still working together as both Satterthwaite

the method’s publication was Ann Chowning. Her work with Satterthwaite

and Willcox published articles together on the Caracol season in the University

appears to have been a side project to her primary focus, which was Polynesian

Museum Bulletin in 1954, Satterthwaite’s contribution (Satterthwaite 1954)

anthropology. As mentioned previously, she also appears in the Proskouriakoff/

was on the field seasons of 1951 and 1953 as well as the finer details of the

Satterthwaite correspondence as helping Satterthwaite shortly after his return

monuments they had uncovered (Proskouriakoff actually contributed style

from Caracol. In the letter dated November 1952 she describes that the issues

dates for this publication), while Willcox’s article (1954) discussed how the

that once plagued the method for Satterthwaite and his colleagues had been

monuments were removed and crated at the site and then their transportation

rectified and that they were moving forward using it. Therefore Chowning

and restoration.

also stands as an important figure for this endeavour. A further encounter with
Proskouriakoff occurred in 1953 when Satterthwaite and Chowning visited the

Therefore taking all this into account Willcox should have been a perfect

excavations at Mayapan that Proskouriakoff was working on.

candidate to help answer questions regarding these issues. Unfortunately very
little is known about Willcox after he finished graduate work at the University.

After completing her graduate work at University of Pennsylvania, Ann Chowning

All that I could discover is that after he finished in 1955, he disappears from

worked extensively throughout the Pacific Islands in a distinguished career

the academic record. He does not publish any further articles on Caracol or

that lasted many decades. Her life and work have been covered in detail in

indeed archaeology, and the alumni office of the University of Pennsylvania has

an honorary publication in tribute to her in 2005, A Polymath Anthropologist:

no details of his next academic posting. All that is known of him was that he

Essays in Honour of Ann Chowning (Gross, Lyons and Counts (eds.) 2005).

died in 1982 and that his late wife donated a collection of lecture notes from his

present she is still connected with the University of Auckland, New Zealand, as a

time at the University to their library. This bequest was combined with another

Research Associate but due to frailty only attends the weekly seminar. Sadly she

collection of notes and photographs from the Caracol expeditions, but as they

has no recollection of her work with Proskouriakoff’s method (pers. comm. May,

were all completed prior to the release of Proskouriakoff’s method, they are of no

2011)

help to this endeavour. Shortly before his death he contributed money to aid in
the publication of Beetz’ and Satterthwaite’s compilation manuscript of the site.
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At

Ultimately all of these connections proved to be fruitless and it seemed that the

in which his graphs were constructed.

enigma of A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture was never to be solved. I therefore
set in place a number of variations to the central approach of my work in order

There was one fundamental difference between the general thinking and that of

to salvage what I could and to move in a slightly different direction. However,

Pegg’s. For the individual trait timelines, it had always been considered that they

sometime later I received correspondence that would change everything and

were ridged and when stacked one on top of the other and functioned similar to

open up aspects of the method that had been thought otherwise impenetrable.

planks of wood, where one sits solidly on top of the other in different positions
and thereby giving a jagged edge. However in fact the timelines needed to be
considered more as something that was flexible and so as one timeline is placed

3.1.2 A New Light

on top of another it bends over it, filling the empty space below. Therefore the
In June 2011, through correspondence with Clemency Coggins of the University

place that has the greatest crossover will naturally form a peak with the lesser

of Boston, I was sent a series of style graphs that had been composed by one

accounted for times trailing off. This removes the spaces at the end that enabled

of her students, Andrew Pegg (2011). At first it seemed he had created his

jagged edges. (Figure 3.2)

own method as a solution to the problems that I and many others before me,
including Coggins, had faced. It was a simple and elegant system that created

This was further proved when I attempted to recreate the example graphs in

graphs similar to those that appeared in the initial publication but without the

the publication. All except one graph were all but, if not completely, the same.

over-hanging or ragged edges that were being generated in my own attempts.

However, the variation can be explained easily. As mentioned previously in

However on closer inspection it became apparent that he had not created a

the correspondence, a student of Alfred Kidder II attempted to reconstruct the

new method but had in fact understood how Proskouriakoff’s initial method

style graph of the Leiden Plate (incidentally the same graph that that did not

functioned. Thankfully the graphs that I had been sent also showed the process

correspond in my test). The only way they could get the graph to work was to
remove the influence of the Plate itself from the catalogue. This Proskouriakoff
confirms as she was factoring in the monuments that she generated style dates
for after they had been done (Satterthwaite 1952a). Therefore the slight variation
of the other graphs was due to this changing of the core catalogues timelines.
While this had only minor implications for monuments whose dates lay in the
more heavily ‘populated’ time frame, the Leiden Plate, being a very early piece
was more effected as that time period had few to no examples in it.

So the mystery was solved and an understanding of how the method functioned
had finally been teased out. Attention could finally be focused on the goals
Figure 3.2 Pegg Interpretation of Style Date for Xultun Stela 24. (Pegg 2011)
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that were set out at the beginning before these issues arose. The first of these
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goals being to recreate Proskouriakoff’s core catalogue in order to replicate the

But the one aspect they had

trait lists. Once again this was thought to be a fairly straight forward exercise

known for a long time, the one

as a list exists at the end of the book. However, it became apparent, through

feature that was the primary aim

the correspondence, that this list was not in fact the ‘core’ catalogue, and that

of monument recovery at this

Proskouriakoff had included those monuments whose dates were less securely

time, apart from the monuments

known. This raised a fundamental issue as only monuments with accurate and

themselves, was the dates. The

confirmed dates could be used in the core catalogue otherwise the validity of

dates were everything. Morley’s

the timelines would be called into question thereby eroding the quality of every

field diaries demonstrate this

further step in the method.

perfectly for good days and bad
days were determined based on
the number of inscriptions that
were located, for example, “what

3.2 Dates

a day: 22 new stelae, 31 new
During the time when Proskouriakoff produced the study it was viewed by many

I.S. [Initial Series Dates], and a

that Maya hieroglyphic decipherment was a Herculean task that had offered few

grand total of 84 stelae from the

insights in which to advance. In Thompson’s famous The Rise and Fall of Maya

site” (Morley 2003:10). Every

Civilisation he frustratingly explains,

monument is explained, not in

“Maya glyphic research is at an uncertain and frustrating

figures or scale but in the amount

Figure 3.3 The Calendar Round (Voss 2006:136)

stage. Recently several students have claimed to have found the

of dates that it displayed. It was the one feature that they knew with any real

key to decipherment, but they agree on neither method nor results;

certainty and so it was their primary focus.

for a common glyphic element there are as many decipherments
as would-be decipherers… An electronic computer in remotest

The subject of Maya dates has been explained in great detail, in many

Siberia has been brought into action… but a computer is like a

publications, so it will not be subjected to a comprehensive explanation here.

sausage machine- what comes out one end depends on what was

For the purposes of this work I wish to simply explain their layout.

fed in at the other… We are back where we were nearly a century

Maya dates took two forms, one known as the ‘Calendar Round’ and the other,

ago, at the start, when a rash of decipherments, each lot more

the ‘Long Count’. The Calender Round system (Figure 2.3) is a series of cyclic

fantastic than its predecessor, brought the subject into disrepute

dates based on a revolving collection of numbers and day signs. Thirteen

and led to the virtual abandonment of glyphic research for several

days revolve within a cycle of 20 day names, beginning with 1 Imix, then 2 Ik’,

decades” (Thompson 1993[1954]:195-196).

3 Ak’b’al and so on until it reached 13 B’en, then instead of returning to 1 Imix
again (as there were still 7 more day names to go), the date would then move to
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1 Hix. The day names continue cycling through until it reaches 7 Ajaw, before

and when this was reached the next cycle, the Tuns, would move up one. The

beginning again, but this time as 8 Imix. Revolving this way it would take 260

Tuns were slightly less than a solar year as they were 360 K’ins instead of the

days before the cycles would reach 1 Imix again. This portion of the Calendar

365.25 solar days. After 20 Tuns a K’atun was reached and the after 20 K’atuns,

Round is known as the Tzolk’in. The second is called the Haab date. The Haab

a B’ak’tun was reached. Finally there were 13 B’ak’tun in the cycle and once that

date works in conjunction with the Tzolk’in and functions similar to the day and

was reached the entire system would start again.

month system found in the Western World. It is made up of 18 ‘months’ of 20
days and an addition 5 were attached to the end, known as the wayeb’. This

This was a highly intricate method that enabled calendar ‘priests’ or ‘Day

cycle began with 1 Pop, but instead of moving to the next month sign for day 2,

Keepers’ to place events in a timeframe that covered the entire scope of Maya

as it would for the Tzolk’in, it would instead simply become 2 Pop, then 3 Pop, 4

influence in the region, especially as the Classic Period involves the later part of

Pop, etc. until it reached 20 Pop upon which time it would then change to 1 Woh

B’ak’tun 8, all of B’ak’tun 9 and the beginning of B’ak’tun 10. Many other cycles

and then cycles through the 20 days of Woh. It was not until the end of the 5th

and systems also worked in conjunction with the long count but none are of use

day of Wayeb would the cycle then return to 1 Pop again. This cycle would take

to this study and will therefore not be considered.

365 days to complete. Therefore as the 365 days of the Haab’ calendar are not
in synchronicity with the 260 days of the Tzolkin Calendar, it would take 52 years

Due to its coverage of the entire Classic Period it was the Long Count system

for the full Calendar Round cycle to be completed.

that formed the primary focus of Proskouriakoff’s work. However as she was
only relatively new to the field when she began work on the study she needed

This 52 year cycle of the Calendar Round required another system of dates

to utilise the work of someone who had a great deal more experience than

to place it in a larger temporal framework. This system is known as the Long

herself. Therefore the dates that Proskouriakoff utilised in order to assemble her

Count. The Long Count is a record of days from the beginning of what has

catalogue, for the most part, came from Morley’s Inscriptions of Peten (1937-38).

come to be known as Era day, 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u. Through the currently popular

As mentioned previously The Inscriptions of Peten was the culmination of many

Thompson correlation, (Thompson 1927 & 1935), Era day has been calculated

years of experience and covered a large amount of the Maya region. Morley had

as the 13th of August, 3114 BC. To offer an indication of scale according to

a method of demonstrating the precision of dates that was clear and efficient and

Thompson’s correlation, this cycle finally completed itself in late December, AD

enabled Proskouriakoff to easily establish a common foundation. Put simply,

2012, and the Long Count marked every day of that cycle. The system works

a securely understood and datable monument was presented as its inscribed

on the principle of the abacus, or a more modern example would be a car’s

long count date, without additions; its accuracy was not in question. However,

odometer. As one cycle is completed it moves the next cycle up one which in

monuments that were less and less accurate in their dating were on a sliding

turn does the same and so does the next. Therefore in the long count the first

scale of question marks (‘?’, ‘??’ and ‘???’). Therefore those monuments that

cycle was known as the K’in, this represented solar days and was a 20 day

are all but certainly dated had one question mark, while those less accurate had

system. When the count reached 20 K’ins, the next cycle, the Winals, would

two and then three. For those monuments whose date could only be guessed at,

increase by one. Similar to the Haab, the Winals were 18 cycles of 20 K’ins,

they were stylistically assigned periods of time, such as late or early classic.
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For Proskouriakoff the Morley system of dating was a perfect means of

As mentioned previously Proskouriakoff utilised Morley’s work primarily as

gauging the accuracy of a date and thereby a yard-stick for which to ascertain

it covered a great area of the Maya region and it incorporated the dates as

a monument’s validity. However in an era of greater understanding than they

well. However it did not cover the entirety of the region and so Proskouriakoff

ever had in 1938 and indeed the late 1940s, Morley’s work was no longer

utilised the dates and discoveries of other scholars of the time, thereby ensuring

as reliable a source for a modern context. Conveniently Peter Mathews is

that the largest geographical range could be studied and not simply those

currently working on a comprehensive analysis of the dates of every Maya

sites that Morley had worked on by 1938. Some of these notable additions

monument known to academia. This includes the breakdown of every known

that Proskouriakoff included were: Karl Ruppert and John Denison’s 1943,

site, every monument known at that site and every date that can be read from

Archaeological Reconnaissance in Campeche, Quintana Roo, and Peten, Eric

that monument. Therefore, in many ways, this research is similar to what Morley

Thompson’s 1948, An Archaeological Reconnaissance in the Cotzumalhuapa

compiled, except with a great deal more knowledge and understanding that only

region, Escuintla, Guatemala and Alfred Maudslay’s 1889-1902 Archaeology.

time can bring. Crucially, Mathews utilised Morley’s method for determining and

Utilising the works above, Proskouriakoff was able to draw on an extensive and

conveying the accuracy of a monument’s date, thereby enabling consistency in a

invaluable collection from some of the true luminaries of the field at that time in

reanalysis without the need for elaborate calibration or conversion of dates.

order to build her study. The first task was the accumulation of monuments to

Incidentally some of Morley’s dates, in Mathews’ reanalysis, were changed from

form a core catalogue. Initially this was quite straight-forward, an understanding

being accurate to less accurate and vice versa. Unfortunately, this was greatly

of how different motifs appeared, disappeared and how they changed over

uneven as 37 monuments were removed from Proskouriakoff’s list but only one

time was needed. Therefore the only way to do this was to compile a list of

saw the reverse. However, of the Morley and Mathews dates that made up the

monuments whose dates were assured in order to get a complete and accurate

final catalogue, 65.9% of them were exactly the same and 87.1% were within

picture.

one K’atun.
At the same time, as well as focusing in on securely dated monuments, the type
of monument was also focused on, from a range of potentials. Proskouriakoff

3.3 Monuments

specifies that her catalogue is made up of securely dated stelae only, and of the
The next step in recreating Proskouriakoff’s core catalogue involved the

400 monuments that were apparently in significant levels of preservation only

accumulation of both the monuments that made up said catalogue but also new

“160 [could] be dated with some assurance” (Proskouriakoff 1950:3).

monuments that were to be incorporated. The first task was to identify which
monuments Proskouriakoff used in her core catalogue. These monuments were

However, isolating which monuments these were, in a modern context, within the

chosen to cover as much of the Maya region as possible and were attained

overall list that appeared in the final publication initially proved problematic as the

primarily through the Carnegie Institutions archive and through other academic

numbers simply did not match up. There were far more monuments with no or

connections and friendships.

one question mark than what Proskouriakoff had described, 256 in total. Even
isolating the accurately dated stelae presented a highly inflated figure of 215.
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Fortunately after attempting many combinations and approaches to this problem,

such as Naranjo Stela 40 (Figure 3.4) where only a pair of sandals survives,

it was an obscure and passing comment in the text that held the key. It stated

the preservation is such that they can easily be attributed to a motif group.

that dates in the final list that were shown with parentheses were not included

Finally, five have been removed because no sufficiently detailed image is readily

in the final count because “either the decipherment or the contemporaneity

available and therefore it is not possible to include those monuments at this time.

[was] uncertain” (Proskouriakoff 1950:10). Consequently this greatly reduced
the number that appeared to form the central group to a much closer number of

However twelve monuments from the initial study, but from the later phase

161. A further look at these monuments shows that Proskouriakoff has recorded

of calculation, can in fact be introduced into the core catalogue. These

the Leiden Plate in the catalogue in the same way as those that make up the

were monuments other than stela and therefore were over-looked from the

core group, when we know from the correspondence mentioned earlier that she

initial phase, they include lintels, altars, sculptured stones/panels and jambs.

introduced it in her subsequent phase of calculations. Therefore, by taking out

Therefore of the original 160 we find ourselves with 116 that can be used in the

the Leiden Plate we can ascertain which monuments make up Proskouriakoff’s

revised catalogue.

original 160 with a fair degree of confidence.
The next task was to incorporate monuments that have been discovered since
In order to revise this core group of 160

the original publication in 1950. Thankfully there are many of these, for since

monuments to make it more relevant in

the 1940s a vast amount of research has been conducted in the Maya region

a modern context, a degree of changes

and many new sites have come to light. In total, the monuments of an additional

needed to be made from the outset. To

sixteen sites have been added. These are Aguateca, Arroya De Piedra, Caracol

begin with, 56 monuments needed to be

(where Satterthwaite was working when the study was published), La Corona,

removed for a variety of reasons. Thirty-

Dos Pilas, Ek Balam, Colonia La Esperanza, Huacatal, Jimbal, Machaquila, Nim

Seven were due to changes to the dates

Li Punit, Panhale, Pomona, La Pasadita, Tzendales and Xunantunich. These
Figure 3.4 Naranjo Stela 40 (CMHI 2.2:101)

as discussed between those of Morley

sixteen sites have contributed a total of 46 monuments to the revised catalogue

and Mathews, where once accurate dates have now been found to be less

in a variety of forms. Another 68 monuments have also been included from sites

so. Fourteen were to be removed because while it seems that Proskouriakoff

that were already on the list but had new monuments discovered or their dates

deemed them sufficient to be included I cannot agree with her, as the weathering

re-evaluated. Therefore the revised catalogue now has a pool of 236 monuments

or fracturing is too great a level for them to be of benefit to the study. It

from which to create motif groups. This is a net increase of 76 monuments and

appears that Proskouriakoff has used her knowledge of the art to project what

so has the potential to be a far more rounded and comprehensive reach from

certain motifs were although superficially they may only appear as a faint lines

which to draw conclusions.

or textures. It is my view that this opens the catalogue up to an element of
subjectivity that it simply does not need to have and that only motifs that have
a strong degree of preservation will be used. Even if it is only a single motif
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whether or not there are subsidiary figures present in the composition and what

3.3.1 Monuments Used

items of dress and symbolic paraphernalia are depicted. There is very little
At this juncture a look at the media on which the images used in this study

wasted space on most stelae, with rulers and artists loading the image with as

are presented is important. For her core catalogue, Proskouriakoff states that

much symbolic power as possible, such as the elaborate and at times enormous

she only used stelae in her collection. While this is an obvious starting point,

headdresses that they wore, the loincloth aprons that depict stylised gods, or

a wider view of the stone sculptural repertoire can be exploited to achieve

even the sandals that at times also depict the heads of serpents or deities. A

our ends with greater cohesion. Therefore lintels, altars, panels/architecture

circular argument may begin here as to how much symbolism occurred in the

sculptures, hieroglyphic stairways and other assorted pieces have been included.

ritual dress that the rulers actually wore and how much has been introduced in

Proskouriakoff did incorporate these into her study although not in the initial

order to boost the power of the composition. Regardless, there is a large amount

stage and while they affected the final outcome, they had no bearing on the core

of detail that can be studied and deciphered in these works.

catalogue.
The number of surfaces utilised on stelae is also of great fluidity. The shape
It stands to reason that the primary focus of Proskouriakoff’s study were stelae.

of stelae allowed up to four useable surfaces, the ‘front’ and ‘rear’ were large

They were geographically wide spread, with only a small number of groups not

and broad, with the left and right sides were narrower and therefore limiting in

utilising them, and their inclusion in the artistic repertoire covers a timespan well

their usability. Flora Clancy’s (1999) work on composition gives an impressive

outside that of the Classic Period. These were conspicuous and overt displays of

breakdown of their individual features. Four principle layout structures existed:

power and rulership, although their actual intended audience has been debated

the panel, the multi-panel, the recto-verso and the wraparound. It could

(Stuart 1985:75, Clancy 1999:7) their impact as a symbolic device is obvious.

also be argued there was a fifth layout structure, the ‘blank’ stela. This is a

Erected in highly visible areas of Maya scared space, rulers utilised these

phenomenon found in many sites, although whether these were simply waiting

intricately symbolic compositions for maximum exposure. Whilst appearing in a

for composition, were painted in a way that has since disappeared, or were

range of sizes, stelae ultimately consisted of large, predominantly rectangular,

left blank for a purpose is a matter of some debate (Hammond 1982, Clancy

slabs of limestone that gave rulers large surfaces in which to convey their

1990). The ‘panel’ layout is notably the most common form. It consists of a

message. Though great variation can be seen both within and outside of each

single figural composition on either the front or rear surfaces. There are no

city, one feature remains standard throughout.

known occurrences of stelae where the sides have been carved, yet leaving
the front or rear intentionally blank. The side panels were made use of more in

The primary focus of a stela was the central figure. For years it was debated

the second layout structure. The ‘multi-panel’ was in many ways the same as

who these figures actually were but with Proskouriakoff’s ground-breaking work

the panel except that the sides are used as well as at least one of the front or

at Piedras Negras (1960) and Yaxchilan (1963-64) they were confirmed to be

rear surfaces. In addition, natural or sculptured borders separate the individual

political rulers. Therefore this constant, the central figure, enables a relatively

compositions. The ‘recto-verso’ layout used the front and rear surfaces but not

even ‘playing field’ on which to begin comparison. The variation comes in

the sides. Incidentally, in her 1964 article on women in Maya art, Proskouriakoff
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Figure 3.5
Yaxchilan Lintel 3
(CMHI 3.1:17)

they are both holding manikin sceptres, or that have recognisably distinct regalia
of their own, such as the ubiquitous rope restraints of captives or elaborate,
bound up, hairstyle rather than headdresses. All of this can be included in order
to achieve a wider catalogue of images. The question of secondary figures
becomes more of an issue when we consider another vital form of artistic
expression that the Maya employed, that of the door lintel.

While the door lintel was part of the group that Proskouriakoff used in a
secondary form in the study, it is in many ways as important as stelae when it
comes to symbolic detail. Although these were not as conspicuous as stelae,
being located on the upper horizontal plane of a door frame, their shape and
position enabled a completely different composition to be portrayed. It was less
points out that unlike many other sites, where women are confined to the very

static than stelae and enabled events to be represented.

edges of the sculpted surface, in Piedras Negras particularly, they are given their
own surface at the rear of the monument (Proskouriakoff 1964:83). Finally, the

Whilst in the composition of the stelae, the shape alone, forced secondary

‘wrap-around’ layout utilised at least one of the front and/or rear surfaces but

figures to be squeezed into the narrow strips beside or below the central figure,

the composition would then continue around to the side panels as well, with no

however the wider ‘landscape’ rectangular form of the lintel gave much more

border separating the surfaces. In sites like Copan and Quirigua, this last layout

room for the figures to be more dynamic and to be displayed in the act of doing

structure begins to blur the line between the typical ‘scene with a background’

different tasks. Therefore the focus shifts from the single central figure to two or

that makes up the vast bulk of stelae and the near round statue that is more

more. In some cases this obscured the identification of the figure of higher rank

reminiscent of the Greeks or Romans.

and it was only through decipherment of the hieroglyphic texts did this become
obvious. Nowhere was this format more heavily utilised than in the city of

In A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture, Proskouriakoff focused solely on the

Yaxchilan.

primary figures of the stelae. In a way this is understandable as they are the
central focus of the piece and laden with the most symbolic detail. However, it

Yaxchilan has the largest surviving collection of lintel compositions and many

could be argued that this is short sighted, as the secondary figures can also be

stand as the finest examples of stone sculpture found in the entire region.

of great benefit with their own symbolic repertoire. The secondary elites and

Figure 3.5 stands as an example of their quality. Rulers, secondary elites and

captive figures that surround the primary figure of the piece are often depicted

‘queens/consorts’ are all shown in the act of rituals such as bloodletting, ancestor

in costumes that mirror features seen by the primary figures, such as Yaxchilan

communion and subjugation.

Lintel 3 (Figure 3.5) where the two figures are dressed remarkably similarly and
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Lintels were more limited in the surfaces that were available to them. Primarily

Palenque never embraced the stelae as a means of artistic expression. This

the underside was the most frequently used, however narrow wide surfaces were

lack of a stelae sculpting tradition may have been a result of the limestone that

also occasionally utilised at the front and rear of the door frame. Therefore, to

was available in the area or it may have been a purely artistic decision, for the

leave this important category of artist representation out of the study seemed to

types of monuments that they did use had the capacity to be far grander than the

be a great detriment, especially as many motifs, such as headdresses, earplugs,

limitations that a stela created.

collars and belts all had motifs that appeared on both stelae and lintels.
A single stela (Stela 1) was carved and erected on the steps of the Temple of
Other types of sculptured monuments that were used by Proskouriakoff only

the Cross, which has been attributed to the ruler who commissioned the entire

on a secondary basis and therefore played no part on her primary catalogue

Cross group, Kinich Kan Balam. A second stela-shaped object was found in

were altars (or pedestals as they are sometimes referred to [Clancy 1999:7]).

the forest adjacent to the main ceremonial site but it showed no signs of any

These were large squat stone pieces whose true purpose has never been fully

sculpting (Greene Robertson 1991:38). While Stela 1 is unfortunately heavily

explained. However they are frequently paired with stelae, either as a means to

eroded, it appears to be closer to a three dimensional ‘in the round’ design

raise the height of the stela or erected in front of them. Ball court markers are

which is more reminiscent of the southern highland sites, like Tonina, Copan and

quite self-explanatory, they were placed in the ball courts of cities and were often

Quirigua than the lowland sites of Tikal, Yaxchilan and Piedras Negras. It could

sculpted with images of ball players and other related features. Jambs, in many

be argued that this attempt was an experiment and that if the local limestone

ways, stand midway between a stela and a lintel. These are the vertical sides of

contained insufficient strength to support the weight of a conventional stela, the

the door frame and can be large and rectangular and therefore contain images

sculptors figured an alternative means of completing the piece was to remove

highly reminiscent of stela. Hieroglyphic Stairways, by their very nature, consist

any extraneous weight, i.e. the background, to focus solely on the figure being

predominantly of hieroglyphic passages, however some contain figural images to

portrayed. Evidence of this can be inferred from the lack of sculptural detail

further emphasise what the hieroglyphs are explaining. Finally, ‘Miscellaneous

found on the sides of the figure. Although these lines conform to the shape

Sculptures’ are those pieces that do not fit any of the above descriptions but still

of the body, there does not appear to be any sculpted detail present on these

have recognisable and quantitative images on them.

surfaces and the boundaries between the front and side panels have not been
smoothed, giving the impression that the figure was ‘cut out’ of a larger slab of

3.3.2 Omissions

stone.

Certain sites have been omitted from the revised catalogue. The most notable

If the erosion was not so extensive then this may actually have been a good

of these were Palenque and Chichen Itza. While both of these sites have a rich

candidate for the catalogue as, curiously, many of the motifs that appear to be

sculptural heritage, their styles are very different from those found in the bulk of

present (which in many ways bare a stronger similarity to those of Tonina rather

the included sites.

than Palenque) actually conform to some found in the catalogue, namely the
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loincloth apron, belt, the posture and the earplug. Unfortunately, the erosion is to
such an extent that finer details are almost completely lost and are therefore not
usable.

Consequently, instead of stelae, the sculptures of Palenque used the limestone
to create large and intricate architectural panels and door jambs in order to
convey their artistic expression. These were more stable and better supported
as they were attached to existing edifices and did not have to support their own
weight like a stela was required to do. A further benefit of this style of monument

Figure 3.6 a. Category V-C (Proskouriakoff 1950:55). b. Palenque Temple XIX South Panel (Stuart 2005:Fold out). c. Category Xi-A3 (Proskouriakoff 1950:79). d. Category IV-C1 (Proksouriakoff
1950:49). e. Category IV-F3 (Proskouriakoff 1950:49).

was its scale. Architectural panels in particular, can be far grander than stelae,
and especially lintels, as the size is only confined by the boundaries of the room

that that would be important to the study, bear little resemblance to the motifs
found at other sites in the catalogue. This can be seen in Palenque’s use of the

and not by those of stress limitations, or the size of the door arch.
symbolism of the Celestial Bird and the different forms of the royal deity, K’awil
(‘God K’). Whilst use of many symbols are reminiscent of other sites (like K’awil
The temples of the Cross Group (so called as two of the three major panels
who appears in many headdresses and most iconically in his highly popular
found in the temples depict cruciform shapes that were initially mistaken to be
symbols of the Christian Cross when, in reality, they were representations of
symbolic trees (Callaway 2006), are a perfect demonstration of this principle as

‘manikin sceptre’ form) Palenque’s execution of these symbols are very different.
Instead of the use of a manikin sceptre, a full K’awil figure is depicted in
monuments such as The Tablets of the Cross, Sun and Foliated Cross. Similarly,

each of the three temples has a large scale, sculpted panel, loaded with symbolic
the factoring of the heads of Gods into the highly elaborate headdresses
meaning at its rear,
that were so common all over the Maya region were handled far differently in
Palenque. Instead of creating headdresses that were shaped as an entire head,
The Cross Group, the Temple of the Inscriptions and others such as Temple
XIX, are a testament to not only the figural sculptural expertise of the Palenque

or heads of deities that were popular in most other sites, namely Proskouriakoff’s
category V-C headdress (Figure 3.6a), Palenque rulers favoured more simple

sculptors but also their hieroglyphic knowledge with some of the longest
headbands or other geometric shapes that incorporated smaller representations
passages in the entire Maya regions being depicted on the massive panels.
of deity heads on them rather than forming the entire piece. This can be seen
on the south face of the platform within Temple XIX (Figure 3.6b). On the left an
Whilst Palenque preferred the architectural panel as an alternative monument
style to the otherwise common stelae or lintels, this was not the main reason
for the exclusion of the entire site from the catalogue. It was the content of the
figural art that posed a significant problem. While highly intricate and of great
symbolic meaning most of Palenque’s characteristic motifs, and therefore
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attendant is presenting the central figure with the K’awil headband, whilst on his
right we see what has been widely called the ‘Drum-Major’ headdress, with its
cylindrical form and deity head attachments. This simplified headband approach
is not only seen on the rulers, as most figures depicted on Palenque monuments
wear some form of head binding that incorporated fabric, feathers and other
95

important inclusions, a tradition not as common in other sites.

artistic variations appear in the sculptural style.

This is not to say that Palenque was a cultural ‘island’ and that every feature

The style of the art changes dramatically with the rise of Chichen Itza. Previously

of the ceremonial costume was unique to this one site. There were some

from one of realistic, gently curving lines to a much more angular and cartoon-

motifs that Palenque shared with other locations. For instance we commonly

like form, where everything is much more simplified, as Mary Miller explains:

see Proskouriakoff’s Category XI-A3 wristlet and anklet (Figure 3.6c) appear
on monuments such as the Palace Tablet and all three Cross Group Tablets,

“Chichen Itza sculpture developed highly conventionalized forms

or the rendering of feathers in Proskouriakoff’s Category IV-C1 (Figure 3.6d)

of representation – particularly for monumental sculpture. These

and F3 style (Figure 3.6e) as seen on the Tablet of the Slaves and the Temple

conventions required that the legs be in profile, parallel, and

XIX platform sculpture. However these are pedestrian forms that appear to be

overlapping above the knees. All faces are in profile, and torsos

universal and over large timeframes. Their inclusion would simply swell timelines

may be represented in profile or frontally. Artists rarely used

that are already well represented and benefit little to the overall study.

foreshortening and show no modelling of arms and legs. Figures
often seem weightless and in fact may float off their groundlines, as

Therefore the presence of rogue styles in conjunction with mundane forms has

they do in Chichen Itza painting. Postures vary little from figure to

led me to the conclusion that the use of Palenque’s monuments would be of

figure on most monuments, creating the sense of corporate identity

little benefit to the study, as it would fill the lists with motifs that appear in no

rather than individual human forms” (Miller 1999:161).

other location while at the same time making the collections of other motifs
unnecessarily cluttered. Proskouriakoff herself acknowledges this by stating that

This is in stark contrast to the naturalistic, flowing forms that art took in the

the,

Southern region during the Classic Period, so it makes it difficult to form any
worthwhile connections.
“sculpture is mostly in the form of architectural ornament…[and] the
styles also tend to diverge from the Classic monumental style, and

In conjunction with this issue of differing styles, large differences in subject

for this reason chronological sequences that we attempt to construct

matter and focus can also be seen. This is demonstrated well in Alfred Tozzer’s

for these sites are not reliable” (Proskouriakoff 1950:3-4).

Chichen Itza and its Cenote of Sacrifice (1957). His Chapter 3 is a comparative
study of different aspects of Chichen Itza with several other Mesoamerican

A similar case can be made for the monuments of the northern site of Chichen

locations. Of most relevance is Part Seven, ‘Representative Art’. Here Tozzer

Itza. However an additional issue arises for many of the sites to the north. Given

breaks down the subject matter of Chichen Itza art such as animal, human

that many of the northern sites, and in particular Chichen Itza, did not flourish

and deity figures as well as other natural and celestial topics. What becomes

until the end of the Classic Period and beyond and that the ethnicity of these

immediately obvious is the differences in how these subjects were portrayed

sites show signs of being mixed with people from Central Mexico significant

and what they purposes were, for instance the use of serpents. Whilst both
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groups used the motifs of serpents, the focus of the Classic Period appears to
be on the standard serpent (it is not possible to use the term realistic as very
few representations appear to be intended as realistic) but the focus of the PostClassic (Chichen Itza) Period appears to shift to greater concentration on the
feathered serpent. Standard serpents are still used but key representations,
like the Serpent Bar or the serpent footed Manikin Sceptre (K’awil), disappear.
To further demonstrate this situation, human figures are depicted in new ways.
For example Tozzer looks at the introduction of nudity, but most importantly the
displaying of genitals, into the artistic repertoire by the Chichen Itza artists. As
he points out, “The Maya are singularly free from much manifestation of any of
these characteristics. Nudity is extremely uncommon in the entire Maya area”
(Tozzer 1957:111). He then continues with a discussion of occurrences of nudity
in key locations such as the Mercado, the Temple of the Warriors and amongst
the smaller Atlantean figures. The result of all this is two markedly different
styles between north and south and early and late times that struggle to be
Figure 3.7. a. Leiden Plate (Morley 1937:131). b. Category IX-B (Proskouriakoff 1950:69). c.
Category IX-E (Proskouriakoff 1950:69)

compared with any real homogeneity.

additional resource for those who wish to identify a monument that does not
The instances of great variation can be seen in Proskouriakoff’s catalogue. The
resemble the overall artistic style of the core catalogue. This section may
majority of the motifs included from Chichen Itza form groups of their own as they
are from a single location, who’s florescence was so short lived that meaningful

even include motifs from other central Mexican sites in order to fully represent
the entire region. However, as far as including them in a revised version of

timelines cannot be formed. There are 23 occurrences of Chichen Itza motifs in
Proskouriakoff’s catalogue, I feel that they are redundant and would simply act
Proskouriakoff’s study and of those 15 make up their own group, while only 8
as a distraction to the usable motifs. For this reason they will not be included in
are grouped with motifs from other sites. However, it is worthwhile mentioning
that those grouped with motifs from other sites are, with the exception of one

any of the catalogues or tests that make up this work.

(XIII-D2), vague, pedestrian forms that are almost regarded as miscellaneous
3.3.3 Additions
groupings.

I feel that it would be more beneficial for a future publication of this study to

One monument is something of an anomaly, but as it appears to be intrinsically
linked to the study as a whole, it had to be included. The Leiden Plate (Figure

possibly include a section where aberrant forms of motifs, such as those from
3.7a) is a small piece of Jadeite with a sculpted surface that was found out of
Palenque and Chichen Itza, are included in a supplementary section as an
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context during the digging of a canal approximately 30km east of Puerto Barrios,
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Guatemala dated to 8.14. 3. 1.12. It appears to be a ‘celt’ or ornament that

the study. The Early Classic Period was

was attached to the belt, predominantly in groups of three. This can be seen

a time when the region was beginning

in the catalogue in Category IX- Belts, motifs B and E (Figure 3.7b & c). In any

to express itself in art to a much greater

other circumstance this would have meant that it was not suitable for this study,

degree and so does not have the same

as the focus is on the large scale sculpted monuments rather than the smaller

quantity of images that are available in

more personal objects. However there are both modern and ancient features that

the later periods. Therefore whilst the

have meant that its inclusion is important. From an ancient standpoint this is a

Leiden Plate does not fit the criteria

significant piece as it bares the imagery of a stela. There is a single, elaborately

of a large scale stone monument; its

dressed figure in a pose similar to many of the central figures found on other

fundamental connection to the study; its

stelae, which means that it is directly comparable to its larger scale counterparts.

ability to further populate an otherwise

The imagery is highly reminiscent of that of Tikal and its neighbours but as

sparsely represented time period; its

mentioned previously, it was found out of context and has no identifying features

strong iconographic similarity to said

as to who the central figure depicts. In addition to the imagery, for a long time

stone monuments and our ability to place

it also possessed one of the earliest dates of a known sculpture, 8.14. 3. 1.12.

it in the context of the regalia worn by

This suggested that much of the iconography that we see throughout the Classic

those who appear on said monuments,

Period was in fact already well-established long before the Classic Period even

demands its inclusion in the study.
Figure 3.8. ‘Stone Idol’ by Fredrick Catherwood (Stephens 1843:83)

began. In addition, the motifs that appear on the plate do not seem to be overly
archaic forms but are similar to those typical of an Early Classic monument
whilst others resemble those characteristic of the Classic period. As such the

3.3.4 Acquisition

Leiden Plate can contribute far more to the study than most, if not all of the other
smaller, personal objects known from the region. However it is also important

In the 1940’s when Proskouriakoff embarked on the study, it was fortunate

from a modern context as well. The Leiden Plate has been brought up several

that she was part of an organisation that had one of, if not the most extensive

times throughout this dissertation as it appears, quite coincidently, to be involved

collections of Maya sculptural images that existed at the time. The archives of

with many of the fundamental milestones in the Study’s initial compilation

the Carnegie Institution of Washington had been filling up with photos since the

and subsequent revision. It represents an important means of understanding

early 1900s and they were all at Proskouriakoff’s disposal. Alfred Maudslay

the method between Proskouriakoff and Satterthwaite, and has provided the

(1889-1902) and Teobert Maler (1908; 1911)were the first major proponents

same benefit between myself and Andrew Pegg and his understanding of how

of taking photographic equipment into the field to accurately record monument

the method functioned. It was also of benefit to myself and Proskouriakoff in

discoveries. This completely changed the way in which these monuments

reconstructing her core catalogue. From a strictly technical point of view the

could be studied. In the past researchers would have to rely on field sketches

Leiden Plate is also significant as it has helped to populate the early period for

and drawings, the accuracy of which was at the mercy of the light and other
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features which later led to his inclusion, for example, of elephants where there
were none. Thankfully photography was able to present these monuments
without the influences, biases and imperfections that field drawing inevitably
possessed.

Proskouriakoff utilised this extensive photographic resource to great effect for
her study. As mentioned previously she had access to some 400 images of
monuments that were of a sufficient level of preservation to be considered and of
that 160 were included (Proskouriakoff 1950:10).

Thankfully times are very different now to the 1940s when it comes to accessing
reliable images of Maya monuments. One no longer has to be an employee of
the select few organisation that possessed extensive image archives. Reliable
images of both new and old monuments are continually being exchanged by
academics for analysis. First and foremost photography, and especially now with
digital photography, is far easier, cheaper and crucially more portable today than
in previous times. This enables researchers to record monuments in optimum
Figure 3.9. Interpretations of Palenque’s Temple of the Sun, North Jamb. A. (left) Calderon. B.
(right) Waldeck

environmental factors, but also on the skill and level of understanding that the

conditions to near infinitesimal levels of detail. We are even beginning to see the
introduction of the next stage of accurate recording, with the Peabody Museum’s
3D scanning project (Fash 2013) that will recreate three-dimensional images

artist possessed. Sometimes they were well done, such as those of Frederick
of monuments that researchers on the other side of the world could study as if
Catherwood (Figure 3.8), whose contributions to John Lloyd Stephens’ Incidents
of Travel in Central America, Chiapas and Yucatan (1841) and Incident of

they were in the jungles of Mexico. But what is also important about the current
age, and of particular importance for this study, is that not only are accurate

Travel in Yucatan (1843) were highly detailed and portrayed amazing clarity
photos circulating but reliable line drawings, from those photographs, are just as
and understanding of the subject that he was presenting. However, there were
common place.
other times where the attempts were not quite so accurate such as those from
the Temple of the Sun in Palenque by José Antonio Calderón (Figure 3.9a).
Some drawings display great intuition and yet there are instances of complete

Whilst it was mentioned above that field drawings can be potentially misleading,
usually through no fault of anyone, drawings that have been composed ‘away’

fantasy, such as the works of the infamous Count Waldeck (Figure 3.9b) and
his work at Palenque. During his time at the site he was able to capture the art
and architecture with such feeling and finesse, and yet he misunderstood other
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from the field greatly minimises these issues. Therefore, using the photos in a
comfortable and controlled environment of a laboratory or office, it is possible
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to transpose and trace monuments in order that they will have all the accuracy

fragmentation. These two reasons accounted for a little over 80% of monument

of a well composed photo but without being distracted by the noise of the stone

rejections and created a major problem as to when a monument became too

patterning or formations.

weathered or too fragmented to be included.

Therefore in this modern revision of the study, photographs have only been used

Very few monuments in the Maya corpus have completely escaped some form

when there has been no reliable drawing available. A variety of different sources

of weathering or fragmentation. Direct impact fragmentation is quite a straight

have been employed in order to locate these drawings. The two primary sources

forward process, as either the monument is struck by something such as some

of images that were utilised were, firstly, the vast collection of drawings compiled

form of weaponry in ancient times or falling debris in a more modern context or,

by Peter Mathews, which include such sites as Bonampak, Yaxchilan and Tonina,

in many cases more drastically, by the intentional or accidental toppling over of

and secondly the Corpus of Maya Hieroglyphic Inscriptions (Graham 1975),

the monument.

which covers many of largest and smallest Maya sites. This project, currently
run by Barbara Fash from the Peabody Museum, but initially developed by Ian

Weathering is a more subtle, but no less destructive, force to monuments, as

Graham under recommendation of Proskouriakoff herself (Solomon 2002:159-

most, if not all, large scale stone monuments from the Maya region were carved

160), is a vital project for the dissemination of Maya art as it presents both a

on limestone. The limestone from each different geological location within that

photographic and illustrated representation of every monument from every site

region had vastly different mineral compositions that produced great variations

that they are currently researching and was therefore of great use to the present

in colour, texture and most importantly hardness and strength. Limestone is

study. The drawings of many other researchers have also been utilised, such as

generally soft and malleable, particularly if worked immediately after quarrying

those of Linda Schele, Stephen Houston, Frans Blom, Nikolai Grube, Carl Beetz,

(Wagner 2006:338).

William Coe, Lionel Grajeda, Carolyn Tate, Phil Wanyerka, Barbara Page, John
Montgomery, Matthew Looper and Sylvanus Morley.

However, even after the stone has hardened, it has a fundamental weakness
in its composition. Being located in an environment of high temperatures and

The first criterion to investigate in this study were the dates. As mention

humidity, combined with its high percentage of calcite, leaves the limestone

previously only monuments that contained a date expressed with zero or one

susceptible to the acids that accumulate on the surface through the combination

question mark in the Morley/Mathews method were considered for the catalogue.

of CO2 and humidity. The effects of this can take several forms, namely: pitting,

This created a ‘pool’ of some 242 images from which the catalogue could be

fragmentation or sedimentary layers shearing off. While for monuments that

drawn. Monuments were then rejected for a variety of reasons. On a simple

possess shallow carving this is of particular concern, erosion has been known to

level, this could involve those monuments that did not possess relevant figural

greatly effect, or even completely erase monuments with deep incision carving

motifs (Quirigua Zoomorphs B,G,O and P), or because no reliable drawing,

(Garcia pers. comm. 2014).

or even a photograph, existed (Calakmul Stela 57). However the two most
common reasons for a monument being disregarded were weathering and
104
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Weathering proved to be more of an issue in this work than fragmentation.

developed Graham (CMHI 1:23). This is a very simple yet effective method of

For if a monument is simply fragmented then there are usually at least some

identification, for instance Piedras Negras’ code is ‘PNG’, Tikal’s ‘TIK’, Quirigua’s

features that can be salvaged that can contribute to one or more categories even

‘QRG’ and so on. The next identifying marker to be included was the monument

if it is unable to cover them all (Yaxchilan Stela 33). However if a monument

reference itself. Once again abbreviations were employed for the different

is weathered this could mean that while it is obvious there was once a figure

monument types, such as stela 2 is represented as ‘ST2’, Lintel 4 as ‘LIN4’, altar

represented on the monument there are no clear discerning features that remain

6 ‘ALT6’, sculpted stone 8 ‘SS8’ and so on. Therefore the reference number

to be included (Naranjo Stela 23). This then creates the problem of where

for Naranjo Stela 2 is NARST2 or Yaxchilan Lintel 24 is YAXLIN24. A list of the

one draws the line in determining if a monument is too weathered to be of use.

three letter code for each of the sites and the monument abbreviations can be

Unfortunately, the best way to make these judgements came down to simply

found in Appendix 1.

sight and understanding of motifs. If a motif was obviously recognisable, yet
perhaps not in sharp detail, then it may be able to be included, but if no finer

3.4 Compilation

details or even the overall shape of, for instance, a headdress can be discerned
then it simply had to be discarded. Therefore this meant that some monuments

3.4.1 Motif Extraction

were completely disregarded, while others were able to contribute perhaps one
Next, the individual motifs had to be extracted from each of the monuments that

or two motifs to the catalogue.

formed the catalogue. The separation process was not a difficult one but one
The question of a minimum number of motifs that a monument required was

that was highly time consuming. As all the monuments that made up the revised

brought up in the initial stages as being a possible factor in monument selection.

catalogue were in digital form it was possible to extract the motifs solely in the

However it is my opinion that each category of motif is independent of those

computer thereby reducing the amount of time and the potential for confusion

around it, for instance if the head and torso or a figure has been weathered

greatly.

and yet the loincloth apron and sandals are still well represented then why can
they not be used? How does an obscured headdress affect the artistic validity

The process of extracting the motif was fairly straight forward. The use of a

of a detailed belt? They are independent groups that are benefitted from every

simple image-editing computer program meant that each motif could be roughly

individually recognisable addition. The problem of quotas of recognisable motifs,

isolated from the entire image using a square/rectangle cropping function. This

in my opinion, does not become an issue until style graphs are being compiled

process of cycling through the fourteen different motif categories was conducted

and quantity of data is then important.

for each monument. First the pose and posture of every individual was cropped
and copied to a ‘Poses and Postures’ file. This was then conducted for scrolls

In all a total of 236 monuments were found to be usable in order to build the new

and then serpent heads, feathers, headdresses, etc., with each being filed in the

catalogue. Each of these monuments were allocated with a unique reference

corresponding files.

number made up of several parts. The first consisted of the three letter site code
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Each time a crop was completed a further value was given to the monuments

therefore our results differed greatly. Like all the subjectivity issues that will be

reference number, meaning that the first pose extracted was designated ‘a’.

faced in this work, it is not a matter of what is right or wrong; it is simply where

If there was another pose to be extracted from that monument it would be

do people’s priorities lie in terms of what is important and what is not? For

classified ‘b’, and another ‘c’ and so on until all the poses had been completed.

instance, this issue was resolved by determining which features appeared to

Then the first scroll would be ‘a’ and subsequent scrolls, ‘b’, ‘c’, etc. Therefore a

have the greatest control over the evolution of the motif. In the end, as the

motifs reference number could appear as TIKST10a or PNGPNL2b.

current work is a revision, I have avoided unnecessary radical changes and

A further attachment to the reference numbers was considered that would

used Proskouriakoff’s classification as a base. Changes were only made if new

distinguish which category of motif was being referred to, such as perhaps

information or examples forced the classification to be re-examined.

YAXLIN25IXa, with the IX being the belt category. This raised the problem of
reference number length, as having more and more constituent parts could

Therefore all the motifs were identified, laid out and grouped with their like

simply create an incomprehensible code. For that reason it was decided that the

fellows. The inclusion of new motifs was relatively simple, as they could be

category reference would not be a part of the reference number and that visual

designated with values that followed on from those of the original catalogue.

cues were sufficient to distinguish between the different motif categories.

However the subject of ‘splitting and lumping’ became an issue and therefore
another subjectivity problem became apparent. Drawing the line between
where a particular example is simply a variation of a motif and where it

3.4.2 Sorting

constitutes a completely new motif group was an important and complicated feat.
For the 236 monuments that formed the catalogue, a total of 2946 motifs were

Proskouriakoff wrestled with the problem extensively and went to great pains to

isolated and extracted. These then required sorting into groups based on

explain how and why she made the decisions that she did. For instance,

characteristics of form. The final list of monuments can be found in Appendix 2.
As mentioned previously this is not a study of the meaning of the iconography

“As the number of traits rose above 400, it was soon obvious that

that the motifs depict, instead it is simply a question of form, or in Panofskian

as defined, only very few were useful in determining chronology.

terms, a first level investigation (Panofsky 1972 [1939]).

The difference in the type of motif showed stronger regional than
chronological distinctions and was definitive only of the larger

It is here that we see the first occurrence of subjectivity appearing in the

periods” (Proskouriakoff 1950:10).

process itself. For instance, what are the features of a motif that are important
and therefore dictate the direction that needs to be followed? As an exercise,

In the end there was no systematic or technical way of making a decision such

an attempt was made to sort Category XII - Sandals, without reference

as that. It needed to be a judgment call based on knowledge and familiarity with

to Proskouriakoff’s results. However, the sorting orders were strikingly

the motifs, combined with the forethought of usability of the catalogue. Quite

different. Where I had focused on features like the size or absence of a sole,

simply it would be redundant to be timid and to ‘lump’ great quantities of motifs

Proskouriakoff was more interested in the workings of the heel section and

together, creating large unusable groups that would tell the reader nothing about
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the monument. But at the same time care needed to be taken so as to not create

3.4.3 Timeline Structure

vast quantities of groups, all of which contained only a few examples that were
all too similar to distinguish between them. So the reader needs to trust that

An important feature of the catalogue that needed to be addressed next was the

the correct criteria have been considered and that groups are as concise and

way in which the timelines for the various motifs were expressed. As mentioned

efficient as possible.

previously, in the original publication, a system was put in place that allocated

The question of what to do with classifications of monuments that were no

additional lines of various lengths to some motif timelines and not others,

longer represented was a straightforward but important decision. When a

leaving some completely single while others contained a mixture of single and

motif or variant, such as those from the monuments of Chichen Itza, was no

double. The purpose and criteria for this was not fully explained in the text. It

longer present, the number classification could either be reallocated for the

was only as a result of thorough examination that the assumption was reached

sake of efficiency in the catalogue, or it could be abandoned in order to remove

that suggested the double line represented the highest density of use of a

confusion between the old and new systems. It was decided that abandoning

particular motif. In the case of the single lines, they either represented sporadic,

the unused classifications was the best approach because, as previously

occasional usage of the motif if it was single for the entire lifespan of that motif,

mentioned, this is a re-evaluation of Proskouriakoff work and therefore it needs

or in instances where a line contained both single and double parts, it signified

to be readily comparable between those of the old and new. This explains why

the development and disappearance phases, as no single section lay between

there are no ‘A’ motifs in some of the categories as this was where Proskouriakoff

two double sections.

would often place the Chichen Itza motifs.
Before outlining the solution to this layout issue, the problem itself raises
Having established the practice of abandoning unused classifications, the

an interesting possibility for the whole study: the concept of weighting. Is a

question of new groupings had to be considered. Rather than give them the

particular motif more valuable to the overall scheme than others? Can an entire

relevant grouping classifications of those that are no longer used, additional

category be more representative of a time and therefore give a more accurate

classifications were allocated at the end of Proskouriakoff’s original motifs for

date than another? This topic was discussed at great length in the early stages

variants and new alphabetic classifications were given to motifs. An example of

of this research as it has the potential on the one side to focus and increase the

the whole process can be seen in a motif IX D. This group had three variants,

accuracy of the resultant style dates, while on the other it could simply lead to

labelled IX D1-3. In the re-evaluation it was decided that D2 was no longer

disregarding important information and thereby blur the results.

relevant: the example given (Palenque, Temple of the Cross) was not included in
the revised catalogue and no other examples were found to populate this variant.

After careful study of the formation of the groupings for each category, it

Therefore it was abandoned. However a new form was found on Machaquila

became clear that none warranted being weighted above any other and so as

Stela 2 that was similar enough to warrant its inclusion in the IX D motif group

in Proskouriakoff’s study, all the categories were given equal weighting. As

but required a new variant to be allocated and so it became IX D4.

an arbitrary test all motifs and variants for each category with three or more
examples that covered a period of four or less k’atuns were identified. This
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meant that the motif or variant had a fair representation over a reasonably short

field’s understanding without requiring changes being made to itself. Most of

time-span, thereby presenting a focused result. Two categories (IV and VI) had

the changes that were required for the revision were dealt with in the re-analysis

no occurrences of this combination, while six (Categories II, V, VIII, IX, X and XI)

of the catalogue. However, in situations such as this, a question always needs

had it for less than ten percent. The three categories with the highest frequency

to be raised: the system maybe efficient and effective but is it the most efficient

of results were Category III with 15.78%, Category VII with 17.65% and Category

and effective means of achieving its goals? With that in mind, a series of

I with 21.62%. These figures are too insignificant to form a compelling argument

experiments were devised that would take into consideration comments that had

for ranking a particular category above the others. Therefore it was decided

been made regarding the method as well as an attempt to work a completely

not to weight any category above any others. Every category and even each

different method into the existing framework.

motif has a way of contributing to the overall result, especially as the number of
examples for each motif and variant within the catalogue are not high enough to

The method for graphing the motif timelines that was put forward by

rule out the lifespan of some motifs stretching beyond their current limits.

Proskouriakoff was an intuitive and simple system. Assuming that the timelines
themselves were adequate representations of the true lifespans of each of the

Returning the conundrum of the double and single line designation and taking

motifs, then the date of a particular monument must lie somewhere along a

the above into consideration, as the occurrence of high frequency narrow

convergent portion of each line. The best way to achieve this is to layer each

timelines were by no means significant and given that the purpose of the double

timeline on top of each other and the place that has the most cross-over is

and single lines was based solely on an assumption, it was therefore decided

therefore the most likely date for when the monument was sculpted. Having

that the convention of double and single lines would not be transferred to the

established the finer details of the graphing process, this led to graphs that were

re-evaluated catalogue and that every motif, regardless of the frequency and

smooth-edged and with sufficient motifs to create a pyramid shape with varying

duration, would be depicted with a single line from start to finish.

degrees of inclination. Therefore the graphing method itself was not changed.

3.5 The Graphing Method

With the catalogue now in place and the original graphing method confirmed,
two tests were conducted to prove the system’s validity. The first test involved

With all the processes for the catalogue now re-confirmed or newly established,

calculating the style date of all the monuments that were used in the catalogue.

attention was then focused on the next phase of the process: the graphing

These were all the monuments that were either securely dated and those

phase. Once the issues of understanding how the process actually functioned,

that had only one ‘?’. As these dates were quite assured then the differences

that had plagued the early stages of this re-evaluation, had been overcome,

between the real date and the style date would provide a good indication of the

the workability of the system was effectively proven, even for a modern context.

precision that the method was capable of. The second test involved the use of

Therefore instead of changing the original method too greatly, it would be given

monuments that were of significant enough detail to warrant analysis but whose

the opportunity to be tested as it was. Proskouriakoff’s system was an elegant

dates were not sufficiently accurate for one reason or another. This test was

one when it was first created in that it was able to deal with changes in the

to be the first ‘independent’ test as the monuments that made up this list had
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nothing to do with the catalogue and therefore for the first time actual judgment

complicated act but a time consuming one. The way it was achieved was to

calls needed to be made to allocate which motifs and variants were being

convert the dates to a numerical value in tun (year) increments. Beginning with

depicted on the monuments. The list of monument used in this test can be found

the starting date of 8.14. 0. 0. 0, this was allocated year 1, then 8.14. 1. 0. 0 was

in Appendix 3 and the results of these tests can be found in the next chapter

allocated 2 and so on till the final date of the span, 10. 4. 0. 0. 0 was allocated

(4.3.1 and 4.3.2).

the year 601. This meant that motif date ranges would be expressed as 481 to
561, rather than 9.18. 0. 0. 0 to 10. 2. 0. 0. 0. It also meant that the date ranges

3.5.1 Variations - Phase One

established in the revised catalogue could be converted to numerical values and
then values such as the mean and inter-quartile range established, the median

In combination with these straightforward tests of the method as a whole an

range was also calculated using this system.

attempt was made to introduce some variations to the way the graphs were
composed in order to see if the same results could be reached. These were

To calculate the ‘mean’ variation, all of the monument dates for each example

undertaken in two phases. Phase One consisted of only minor changes

that made up the timelines for each motif and variant were recorded in their

to timelines in order to ascertain the influence they had, while the changes

numerical form. These numerical values were then added together and divided

proposed for Phase Two were far more significant and far reaching.

by the number of monuments that made up the group. This created a single
‘averaged’ value that would stand as the mean for that particular motif or variant.

A regular comment that has been put to me in regards to Proskouriakoff’s
method is that surely the whole process hinges on the question of averages, the

In order to test the validity of this variation, each of the constituent timelines from

entire timeline is irrelevant and only the central point is of use. Therefore Phase

style graphs of 121 monuments that made up the first test were substituted with

One sought to test this theory. In order to do this, the whole process to this point

the mean values mentioned previously. A list of these monuments can be found

which included a representative sample of the core catalogue, the timelines, the

in Appendix 4. This presented a list of single numbers rather than timespans.

resultant graphs, and the results of the first test (thereby the most accurately

These numbers were added up and divided by the amount of values, exactly the

dated results in both real terms and stylistically) were converted to numerical

same as the system used on the timeline themselves. The result was a single

values in order to test three different approaches: the mean (average), the

number that presented, what in effect was, the average of averages that made

median (mid-point) and also the inter-quartile range (middle 50%). It was hoped

up that monument. This single number (which represented a particular year)

the results of these variations would give some idea as to how the different

was then compared to that of the actual dedicatory date of the monument, and

lengths of the timelines would affect the overall style dates as they covered the

their proximity recorded.

ranges of full, half, and two different central points of said timelines.
The method used to calculate the ‘median’ variation to the graphing method was
Like several other areas within this study the process of converting the dated

quite similar to that of the ‘mean’. The same system was used to convert the

timelines and thereby the graphing method to a numerical basis was not a

timelines to numerical values, however instead of calculating the mean value
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the central value was the number sought here. Therefore the list of values for

of Proskouriakoff’s method but represent a far more radical departure than the

each motif was compiled and the central number (for instance in the case of

previous variations.

five values, the third number was the central and so the desired figure) was
identified. This produced a single value that would show the mid-point for that

3.4.2 Variations - Phase Two

timeline. In instances where there was an even number of values for a motif or
variant, the two central numbers were added together and divided by two, giving

During the time of great confusion about the graphing process, it was suggested

the central point between the two figures. Once again all of these values were

to me by the botanist, Dr. Beth Gott, from Monash University (Gott pers. comm.

collated for the motifs that made up the same collection of 121 monuments,

July 2009), that a statistical method, in particular that of Numerical Taxonomy, or

mentioned previously, from the primary catalogue. Once again the mid-point

ultimately Cluster Recognition, could hold a possible solution to the problems I

for all of the motif values was then sought and the central point of those lists

was facing.

was deemed to be the median point of that monument. The process outlined
previously for groups with even numbers of values was applied to the monument

Numerical taxonomy, which is a particular form of ‘Cluster Recognition’, is a

results as it had been for the motifs and variants. These figures were then

statistical method that was created in 1963 for the biological sciences (Sokal and

compared to the numerical value for the dedicatory dates of the monuments.

Sneath 1963; Sneath and Sokal 1973). It was a response to the introduction of
computing and the ability that such a device offered for calculating vast quantities

In order to calculate the inter-quartile range of the monuments a number of

of equations in a relatively short space of time. Prior to their invention, the sheer

additional steps were required. The list of numerical values for each timeline

volume of calculations required to undertake this type of work was simply not

were compiled and using the mean, or 50% point, previously calculated, values

feasible for a human to attempt. Essentially, it works on a ‘have’ and ‘have not’

for 25% and 75% were also calculated. These three points enabled the central

binary system. For example, if a biologist is conducting research on insects

50% of the entire group to be identified. The reason for this is based on the idea

and would like to ascertain the family or the phylogenetic tree for a particular

that the central 50% will demonstrate the period of highest recurrence of the

species, Numerical Taxonomy allows the biologist to create a list of anatomical

motif or variant and therefore the time it is most likely to have been used. These

features that are important to defining the particular groups that they are looking

reduced timelines were then graphed together similarly to that of the original

for. Each insect in the collection is studied and the presence or absence of the

method, meaning where the previous two variations had only single points,

features recorded in a database. A series of equations are then applied to the

this had shorter more concentrated timelines, similar to the original method.

data that calculates the statistical similarity that each example has with every

Therefore, the curve presented the point of greatest convergence and so the

other example: one might have a particular structure of mandible or wing while

numerical equivalent of the style date.

others may have characteristic markings on the abdomen that some do not. The
statistics can show how similar each insect is to one another and thereby create

The results of these three variations can be seen in Chapter 4.3.3 as well as

clusters and pathways that can demonstrate possible progeny and ancestor

those of Phase Two that would attempt to further test the validity and efficiency

relationships as well as divergent evolutionary pathways.
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The result of this would give a biased interpretation of the ‘absent’ values and
It is not too difficult to notice the similarity between this work and the current

thereby influence the assigning of groups. By stating that a motif is not known

study. This system has the potential of recognising groupings that are

it removes that result from contention, which allows only known results to be

unfathomable to the human mind by using statistics. Proskouriakoff had

included and to have influence over the structure of the groupings and so make

specifically chosen not to use a mathematical or statistical method, as she

them more robust.

states that “a simple graphic method was preferred, since it was considered
sufficiently accurate for the purpose” (Proskouriakoff 1950:11). However as the

The consequence of this work presented the data in a very different way to

primary aim of this dissertation is one of revision with the hopeful goal of finding

what Proskouriakoff created. Rather than breaking entire monuments down

improvements from the original it was decided that the idea, at the very least,

into categories, then into motifs and variants, the statistics would consider

had merit enough to warrant investigation.

the monument as a whole and group it with other full monuments that were
statistically important to one another based on the level of overall similarity

Thankfully, as the motif classification data from the core catalogue monuments

that the monument shared with its fellows. This process creates clusters of

was recorded in a simple spreadsheet form, it could be easily adapted to work for

monuments which, depending on the level of similarity they share and where an

this method, with only minor modifications. As Numerical Taxonomy is a binary

arbitrary cut off point is placed, will vary in size from only a single monument to a

system all the variables needed to be laid out from the beginning. This was

group. The resulting ‘style date’ for the monument would be determined by the

straightforward as these variables were simply the motifs and variants from the

range of dates that the monument is aligned with. In the next chapter (4.3.3) we

catalogue. These were listed as column headings with the monument reference

will discuss what impact that has on the precision of dating in this manner.

numbers and dates as row headings. It was then just a matter of identifying all

For this method, I will be using an ‘add on’ macro for Microsoft Excel, entitled

the occurrences of the different motifs for each monument and assigning a ‘1’

WINStat. This is a statistic program that is design to process analytical projects

value but also identifying where there was no occurrence and assigning it ‘0’.

such as Cluster Recognition. There are a number of different methods for

While Numerical Taxonomy is essentially a binary system and therefore results

calculating the similarity scores available within this program to produce the

are primarily recorded as ‘present/absent’, a third classification was available: the

‘dendrographs’, or tree charts, that will present the clusters, that are the final

‘not known’ status. These were values where it was not known if the motif was

result. All of these methods are based on how the user wants the clustering to

present or not. The main reason for not knowing a value was due to broken or

be structured. These include the ‘Centroid’ method, which compares the median

weathered monuments where, for instance, the head and therefore headdress,

values of two clusters to determine their distance from one another, or the

earplug, nosebead, even feather and scroll details no longer exist and so cannot

‘Single’ and ‘Complete’ linkage methods, which state that the distance between

be said to be present or not present.

two clusters is the distance between the two closest or farthest members
respectively. However, I have chosen to use ‘Ward’s’ method for the current

This ‘not known’ value was important, as not having it would automatically assign

project. This method states that the distance between groups is determined

an ‘absent’ value where there may have been one before the detail was lost.

by the level of variation within the group itself. Therefore the wider the level
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of variation, the further apart it is from other groups. This, to me, seemed the

Chapter 4 - Results

most appropriate approach as the level of variation is vital to this study, and
the resulting dendrograph isolated clusters in a way that was appropriate to the

This section has two main components. It will demonstrate the results that

desired task.

were attained in all the areas that were discussed in the previous chapter
and it will cover the entirety of the study’s revisiting. Firstly, it will focus on

The finer details for using this method will be discussed in Chapter 4, as it is

the catalogue and all of its constituent parts. In addition, it will look at how

more beneficial to discuss the decisions that were made to ensure the system

the revised catalogue will be structured and the differences and similarities

worked with the current dataset, at the same time as presenting the results.

between the old and new catalogue. The following section will deal with the
graphing methodology, and how effective the existing method is with the revised
catalogue. Finally it will detail the results of the two phases of variation that were
attempted, namely the mean, median and inter-quartile approaches and that of
Numerical Taxonomy.

4.1 The Catalogue

The monuments that were included in the Core Catalogue can be found
in Appendix 2. Chronological distribution is a highly important factor in a
study such as this. In order for it to function correctly the system requires a
substantial quantity of usable examples spread across the extended time period
that is under consideration. In this case, the focus time period ranges from
8.14. 0. 0. 0 (AD317) to 10. 4. 0. 0. 0 (AD909). Figure 4.1 demonstrates a
comparison between Proskouriakoff’s original 1950 catalogue and the modern,
revised catalogue. What is immediately striking is the similarity between the two
sets of results. This was always going to occur to a certain extent as the revised
catalogue has used the original as its foundation. However as can be seen the
revised catalogue is larger with the number of additional monuments boosting
certain k’atuns (20 year periods), most notably 9.16. 0. 0. 0. It can be seen that
where the original catalogue had a slower rise to its significant peak in

9.16. 0.

0. 0 with 30 examples, the revised catalogue has a marked and sharper rise to
its pinnacle at the same time with 37.
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However across the entire period there
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was a consistent increase in the number of monument examples in most k’atun
periods from the original to the revised catalogue. This is more obvious between
9.12. 0. 0. 0 and the aforementioned 9.16. 0. 0. 0.

A noteworthy point is that the revised catalogue confirms Proskouriakoff’s
discussion of the rise and fall of Maya art that is the subject of her extensive
discussion in her Chapter 4 (Proskouriakoff 1950:104-153) of the publication.
This discussion plots the early rise of Maya art in the Pre and Early Classic
Periods, from 8.14. 0. 0. 0 - 9. 5. 0. 0. 0. This period commences for both
catalogues with the Leiden Plate around 8.14. 0. 0. 0 but does not begin to show
any real increase in numbers until the later part of the period, with a maximum of
7 examples in 9. 4. 0. 0. 0, centred predominately around the site of Tikal.

Then a brief ‘Hiatus Period’ occurs from around 9. 5. 0. 0. 0 to 9. 8. 0. 0. 0, where
few works are represented. What is interesting at this point is that in 9. 8. 0. 0. 0,
there is a sharp increase in the revised catalogue (8 examples) that then slightly
decreases again over the next two k’atuns before the rise of the Late Classic
that begins at 9.11. 0. 0. 0. However in Proskouriakoff’s catalogue, this rise does
not occur until 9.11. 0. 0. 0 and even has a one k’atun decrease before a later
Figure 4.1 Catalogue Monument Distribution Compariosn

rise again in 9.13. 0. 0. 0. So while it appears in the original catalogue that the
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ancient artists had only tentatively resumed sculpting, it seems in fact that the
tradition was picked up again with great enthusiasm.

The meteoric rise of the period of great florescence in the Late Classic is
mirrored between both the original and revised catalogues, this lasted from
9. 8. 0. 0. 0 – 9.16. 0. 0. 0 and covered two phases that Proskouriakoff called the
‘Formative’ and the ‘Ornate’. Both the original and revised catalogues increase
on a similar trajectory to the height of the Late Classic, before the ‘Decadent’
phase sets in.
The beginning of the Decadent phase is marked by the obvious and significant
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drop of monuments that is seen in both catalogues in 9.17. 0. 0. 0. There is

time for Maya art, as many motifs found in later periods are in use from an early

little difference between the two catalogues in this instance, with the revised

stage but preservation and unreliable dating have contributed to their lack of

catalogue dropping by ten examples and the original by nine. This decrease

coherence and thereby suitability. Sadly it appears that the intricacies required

continues until the end of the focus time-period with the original catalogue

to make this period appropriate for Proskouriakoff’s method are too extensive

finishing on 10. 3. 0. 0. 0 and the revised catalogue one k’atun later, on

within the confines of the present study and will therefore be the subject of a

10. 4. 0. 0. 0. Unsurprisingly, this rapid collapse in art directly mirrored the

further study to be conducted upon the conclusion of this current one. If the

collapse of Classic Maya society.

boundaries and procedures for such a disparate group could be brought into line
with those of the present methodology then it may even be possible to open up

In all, the original catalogue only had a greater number of examples over the

additional geographical areas, such the peoples of the Northern Yucatan and

revised catalogue in eight of the possible 31 k’atuns that made up the focus time

even central Mexico, that are presently too unique or under-represented to make

period. However, the four k’atuns that are significant for the current investigation

them viable.

occur between 8.14. 0. 0. 0 and 9. 0. 0. 0. 0. Figure 4.1 demonstrates that
the revised catalogue, in this period, is only represented by the Leiden Plate

Regardless, two major points can be taken from the revision process. The first

at 8.14. 3. 1.12 (it can be assumed that Proskouriakoff ‘rounded off’ to the

is that with the exception of some minor details the chronological distribution of

nearest hotun as she presents a date of 8.14. 5. 0. 0 in her publication rather

both catalogues is remarkably similar in their patterns. For the most part the

than Morley’s more precise date, listed in The Inscriptions of Peten [Morley

peaks and troughs are in unison and do not diverge greatly. Had this not been

1937:127]). However, as it can be seen, the original catalogue has six other

the case it may have proved an issue and would have been an interesting and

monuments appearing in this period in addition to the Leiden Plate. Five of these

potentially complicated situation to resolve. The second point is, that with the

six extra monuments were immediately removed from the revised catalogue, as

introduction of new monuments to the catalogue, there is a greater ‘pool’ with

the dates have been revised and are no longer as secure as they were when

which to work. A study such as this is reliant on significant numbers of motifs

Proskouriakoff put her catalogue together. The final example, Uaxactun Stela 26

in order to create a sufficient cross-section. Fortunately, the new monuments

has actually become more secure in its dating, but has likewise been discarded

bolster these numbers and therefore ensures that motif groups are more relevant

as it was deemed to be too badly weathered to be used in the revised catalogue.

and reflect trends more accurately.

There were a number of other monuments from this period that were considered
for inclusion, such as those listed in Mathews (1985), however they were all

After the various attempts to create a catalogue that struck a balance between

either deemed to be too badly fragmented, weathered or their dates could not be

splitting and lumping and one that utilised monuments that were in keeping with

confirmed with sufficient accuracy. Unfortunately the diminsihed number of early

her list of criteria, Proskouriakoff decided upon a catalogue made up of 394

monument as compared to the significant number of later examples, means that

motifs and variants distributed over 14 categories. As mentioned previously,

the catalogue is out of balance between the Early and Late Classic periods.

these categories were: Poses, Scrolls, Serpent Heads, Feathers, Headdresses,

For the reasons listed previously the Early Classic period is a very interesting

Earplugs and Nosebeads, Collars, Necklaces and Collar Ornaments, Belts,
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Loincloth Aprons, Ornaments worn on Arm and Legs, Sandals, Objects and

approximately 26.5% of the entire group that were removed.

finally Ornamental Details. In order that the system was usable for everyone
without an encyclopaedic knowledge of Maya monuments, drawings of the

Another key reason for such a dramatic decrease was the removal of an entire

different motifs were included. In the final publication, each of the motif and

category. Category XIV covered ornamental details, which ranged from patterns

variant groups were presented with anywhere from one to six example images

of cloth to minor accessories associated with clothing to representations of

to use as the reference for comparison. These were all drawn for the publication

deities. It had the effect of a miscellaneous category appended to the end.

by Kisa Noguchi, resident publications artist at the Carnegie Institution. Brief

While it could be argued that it had certain merits, especially as all except one of

explanations were also included for each of the groups in order to remove any

its twelve timelines were focussed between 9. 9. 0. 0. 0 and 9.19. 0. 0. 0 (variant

doubt as to which part of the motif was being considered and to form a textual

XIV-A1 has a timeline ranging fron the beginning of the focus period to 9.14. 0. 0.

structure for the reader to understand. These explanations were placed below

0), which is a relatively short time span. They are reliant, particularly in a modern

the timeline graphs for ready reference.

context, on a number of factors coming together to present a workable group.
First and foremost, they needed to have been composed by a skilled, delicate

For the sake of ease and reference it was decided that the revised catalogue

hand that had the potential and, in many ways most importantly, the motivation

would not limit itself to a small representative sample for each of the motifs and

to create images of such complexity and detail that many of these decorations

variants; rather every example that makes up the group is shown for comparison

required. Monuments such as Aguateca Stela 3 (Figure 4.2) clearly demonstrate

and identification. This approach better deals with the variations within motifs

that the focus of the piece

that can create confusion and distract from what they are really representing.

is not the finer details of

While the natural assumption for a re-evaluation of a system such as this,

accoutrement but the symbolic

including the introduction of new monuments, would be an increase in the

details of other features, like

amount of motifs that were available for reference, instead it was found that the

the collar ornament, belt and

number of motif groupings was actually slightly decreased. The final revised

manikin sceptre held in the

total was 358 motifs and variants, a net reduction of 36 from the original. This

central figure’s hand. The

decrease occurred as a result of 102 redundant groups being removed, while

sceptre was obviously of

only 66 new groups being introduced. The reductions were the direct result of

such importance that when

a number of factors but the primary reason for such a large, gross decrease of

an issue of space arose,

groups was the removal of various sites and monuments that were mentioned

perhaps from the scale of the

previously. As many of those removed were stand-alone groups centred on

figure in the narrow confines

a small number of sites that had unique artistic characteristics, the removal

of the workable area, it was

of these sites, namely Chichen Itza and Palenque, had a dramatic effect

actually carved into the border

on the numbers. In fact the removal of these two sites accounted for 27 or

rather than distorted to fit in
Figure 4.2 Aguateca Stela 3 (Drawing by Ian Graham)
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the workable area or omitted completely. It appears that for the features that fit

The more numerous problems for Category XIV are of a less symbolic nature

into the category of ornamental details, such allowances would not be granted

and are centred more on today than when the monuments were carved. The

in most cases. Instead they would be manoeuvred into the space available or

first of these is the quantity and quality of extant details, meaning the levels of

left out altogether. It appears unlikely that the pattern on the clothes worn by the

weathering and breakage that a monument has sustained. The processes and

central figure had the same symbolic weight that the object grasped in his hand

effects that weathering can have on a monument have already been discussed,

or the figure on the collar around his neck held. Many of these details were used

but no category is effected more by these than Category XIV. In order for this

to fill space, no doubt they were actually present on the garments worn, but were

category to be effective there is a great need for preservation to be of such

usually inserted to fill a space surrounding details that clearly were of more value

an extent that these features, which can be incredible delicate, are visible and

and so were therefore expendable and used in a way that does not appear to be

quantifiable, more so than the motifs of other categories. Not every monument

conducive to systematic grouping.

is of such a state of preservation that it can accommodate this. Pusilha Stela
P has issues of both weathering and breakage and therefore if there were any

Granted, some figures, mainly women, are shown in garments that have

ornamental details on the monument, its state of preservation means they were

ornamental details prominently on them, most notably from Piedras Negras

lost a long time ago.

with “Lady K’atun A’jaw” on Stelae 1 and 3 (Martin & Grube 2008:145) and the
wife of “Yo’nal Ahk III” on Stela 14 (Martin & Grube 2008:151). These women

The previous issues can be further compounded when you take into

are wearing the quintessential feminine Maya garment, the huipil, and have

consideration the facsimile of the monument that one is working from.

emblematic patterns arranged on them. As Proskouriakoff explains in an article

Proskouriakoff used photographs to isolate her monuments. In ideal conditions

focusing on women in art, ‘Portraits of Women in Maya Art’ (1964),

and with a skilled photographer this would be the optimum set of circumstances.
However, at the time camera equipment was large and cumbersome and getting

“sometimes it resembled a cloak open at the front; elsewhere it

the right angle, with the right lense, in the right lighting conditions proved to be

was stitched at the sides to form a voluminous garment entirely

easier for some than others. Many of the photos available then can be flawless

enveloping the figure… For ceremonial functions, the huipil was

with every possible detail in complete focus and able to be studied, but there

richly embroidered with an over-all pattern and edged with cords

are also many where this is not possible; consequently, there is an entire scale

and fringes” (Proskouriakoff 1964:81).

between the two extremes. The same situation is present today, although there
is one major change.

However I maintain that this is due to a lack of more grandiose symbolic details,
found more frequently on the more elaborately dressed, predominantly male,

Photographs are no longer used with the same frequency, as the sharing of line-

figures. However, these simpler garments are the exception not the rule and

drawings is a far greater occurence. This naturally raises the problem of the skill

cover only a tiny proportion of the catalogue.

of the artist/s who created said line-drawing. Were they able to understand and
convey all of the details and nuances that were present in the original sculpture?
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We have spoken already of the problems that arose with Waldeck, whose skill

ceremonial regalia with obvious symbolic details. While for weathering, many

was obvious in presenting a beautifully drawn image, but unfortunately, he

other categories can be discerned from a weathered monument. This can be

did not understand the subject that he was drawing and based it on his own

seen on Coba Stela 2 (Figure 4.3), whilst almost the entirety of the central figure

interpretations which resulted in an incorrect representation. Therefore, similar

has been badly weathered, individual motifs from categories such as the Pose,

to the composition stage discussed previously, decorative and ornamental

Scrolls, Feathers, Headdresses, Earplugs, Necklaces, Belts and Objects can be

details are usually the first to be jettisoned by a sculpter or misunderstood and

interpreted from general outlines. Ornamental details would be an impossibility

misinterpreted by an artist. In this instance we are dealing, not with a mind who

in this and most other cases of weathering as there is rarely an external shape

is culturally enmeshed with the images that they are conveying, rather they

from which to deduce the motif, they are predominantly in the line of the body of

are interpreting what they see to the best of their ability from varying levels of

the figure and consist of only minor sculpting or etching.

experience and as these details are often quite small or partially masked by other
features, the accuracy in which they are transposed can waver and not always

If every monument was carved with the precision and attention to detail as for

be as intended.

instance Yaxchilan Lintel 24, (a sculpture of such extraordinary detail as to even
present the stitching of the clothes worn) and at the same time have survived in

It could be argued that the above reasons for the removal of this category could

such a pristine condition as this monument has, then category XIV would have

be said of any of the other 13 categories.

stood a better chance. Unfortunately, ornamental details appear to have been

However the rate of abandonment and

one of the first features of a composition to get sacrificed in favour of other motifs

degradation does not appear to be

that were deemed to be of greater importance, or perhaps once a composition

anywhere as high with the others as it is with

had been completed, the first to succumb to the ravages of time.

Category XIV. Features such as earplugs
can sometimes be incredibly simple as on

The effect of removing Category XIV appears to have little to no effect on the

Xcalumkin Jamb 7, where they are basic

overall style graphs. A test was conducted on the example graphs published

circles that appear to be there more to

in the study. In all, there are 16 example graphs (three were not considered

create a smooth flow from the headdress to

as they are the attempts of several people on Naranjo Stela 12, none of which

the beads of the necklace and collar than

identified motifs from Category XIV) and of these only 7 had Category XIV

draw attention to themselves. They do not

motifs. Three examples included motifs that had no corresponding timelines

appear to be of much importance, other than

and therefore it made no difference with them taken out. Three had motifs with

the act of wearing earplugs. However, most

only one usable timeline and once these were removed, the result once again,

earplugs have some degree of elaboration,

made no change to the overall shape and therefore the style date. Finally

such as decorations or protruding pieces.

only one had motifs that had two usable timelines. Once these were extracted
this also had no effect on the overall date. Therefore with the representative

These were, for the vast majority, important
Figure 4.3 Coba Stela 2 (CMHI 8.1:25)
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sample given by Proskourikakoff, which covers monuments from all time-frames,

“There are, in addition, some specific qualities of scrolls and

there are no detrimental effects by the removal of Category XIV. It was not

specialized types, which seem to have a limited distribution and may

possible to conduct any test on the effect that Category XIV would have had

be useful in judging chronology, although few occur often enough

on the revised catalogue as the decision to remove it was made prior to the

to be used in constructing chronological graphs” (Proskouriakoff

catalogues compilation. The original catalogue was also not an option as there

1950:38).

is no breakdown of any monuments other than those presented in the example
section.

This would suggest that in their presented state these additional style are
simply there as a guide to demonstrate the level of variability that scrolls can

Ultimately, the factors explained previously, the removal of Category XIV, the

contain, but as they did not occur frequently enough they did not warrant their

omission of sites whose monuments are considered too unique as well as

own groupings. Even with a wider ranging catalogue, they do not occur in

other minor changes such as reorganising motif groups, have led to an overall

any workable numbers and therefore they will not be something that will be

decrease in the number of groups that make up the catalogue. As we have seen

considered any further in this dissertation.

this was a complex and detailed process that required much consideration, some
were the result of becoming redundant, while others were a result of margin

The addition to category XI - Ornaments worn on Arms and Legs, was a

calls that needed to be made. But ultimately this was necessary to ensure the

collection of ‘garters and gaiters’. These were leg adornments that were different

efficiency and accuracy of the system.

to the cuff and bracelet type forms that make up the rest of this category. For
the most part, the garters were bands that wrapped around the legs that may

To continue on the theme of efficiency, Proskouriakoff’s original catalogue

or may not display a variety of decorative additions, while the gaiters were

contained two groups of motifs that had no effect on any results. These were

straps, or probably some form of cloth, that was wrapped around the lower leg,

additions to Categories II - Scrolls, and XI - Ornaments worn on Arms and

in a variety of different ways, just above the line of the sandal. Even though

Legs. Although they were included and arranged in the catalogue, they had no

Proskouriakoff has gone to the trouble of grouping and explaining each type that

direct bearing on the overall process. The Category II additions were elaborate

she encountered, she states that,

or alternative forms of previously represented scrolls and it is unclear if they
were meant to be associated with the timelines of the forms they compliment.

“[a]lthough it is possible to distinguish among these forms the

Proskouriakoff appears unsure what to do with these forms herself as she states

development of ornate design, and in some cases to note dynamic

that,

and or decadent influences, they do not lend themselves easily to
classification and have not been utilized in the chronological series”
(Proskouriakoff 1950:81).
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Therefore, ultimately they serve no purpose other than to show that they exist

number was to be lowered to 2 motifs then the overall figure rises to 76.32%.

- but not in any useable form. Like scroll variations, those that could not be

The three best represented categories were IV - Feathers, VII - Collars and III -

grouped or that did not make the revision of the catalogue were removed, while

Serpent Heads with 84.2%, 82.4% and 75.0% respectively. What is interesting

those that had the ability to be grouped were included at the end of category

about this is the reoccurrence of Categories VII and III, while IV (that was 5th in

and given classification details. This will be discussed further in the Category XI

the original catalogue) rises to the highest ranking, and yet Category IX (that

analysis.

was previously ranked 3rd) dropped to 9th. Meanwhile at the other end of the
scale, categories XIII - Objects, V – Headdresses and II - Scrolls, came in as the

Another curious feature of the original catalogue is the number of motifs and

least represented with 50.9%, 54.1% and 55.0% respectively. Once again two

variants that appear but that do not have timelines. In total only 46% of all motifs

(Categories XIII & V) recurred in the lower end of the revised catalogue, while

and variants actually have a useable timeline in the original catalogue. One

Category II (previously ranked 4th) replaced XI (now ranked equal 4th with VIII) for

could argue that a large portion of those, that do not, are exotic and unpopular

third lowest ranking. Most importantly, not one category dropped below the 50%

forms that are used only sparingly. Unfortunately, this cannot be scrutinised with

mark in the revised catalogue, ensuring that the vast majority are represented

any great vigour as the monuments that make up each of the motifs and variants

and usable.

are never listed outside of the few, illustrated examples.
4.2 Category Comparison
Some categories are better represented than others, with categories VII Collars, III - Serpent Heads and IX -Belts best represented, with 83.3%, 79% and

The completed revised catalogue can be found in Appendix 5. In this section I

76.2% respectively, while V - Headdresses, XIII - Objects and XI - Ornaments

will be discussing each of the 13 categories that make up the catalogue. I will be

worn on Arms and Legs managed only 21.2%, 31.5% and 37.5% respectively.

paying particular attention to the number of examples that make up the category

The only pattern appears to be one of scale, the larger the groups, the higher the

(unfortunately this cannot be a comparison as Proskouriakoff has only offered

number of rare forms and the lower the number of timelines. Categories VII, III

a select group of examples for each motif rather than the entire collection). I

and IX have 12, 19 and 21 timelines respectively, while V, XIII and XI have 33,

will also present a brief overview of the wider trends of the category, the motifs

54 and 32 timelines respectively. But the overall infrequency of timelines was

and variations that have been removed and those that have been introduced. It

a matter that needed to be addressed and improved upon in order to make the

is my intention to cover only those motifs and variants that have changed from

system function better.

the original to the revised catalogues, as there is little to be gained from simply
rehashing the same information that Proskouriakoff presented in the original

The revised catalogue saw an increase in the number of timelines by nearly 16%

publication here. Therefore, for further reference on the items that were not

from 46.27% to 62.12%. This is based on motifs and variants that had three or

affected by the revision, consult the individual categories in Chapter 3 – The

more examples in them. This was considered a sufficient base value in order to

Stylistic Development of the original publication. As stated previously, it is not

begin to get an understanding of the range that the motif was capable of. If that

my intention to interpret the finer details, both symbolically and physically, of
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these motifs but some explanation of what they are depicting is inevitable;

as she calculated their style dates. Therefore, it would seem that these may

therefore interpretation will only cover enough to sufficiently identify the motif

have been used to bolster the numbers of existing motifs or to create additional

and differentiate it from its fellows. It is for an investigation with more time and

motifs and variants. An example of this can be seen with variant I-K2. This

space than this one allows to interpret the finer details of what these motifs mean

variant has two example images, the Halal lintel (possibly Halakal lintel but

symbolically and in unison with one another.

unsure) and Santa Rosa Xtampak Stela 3. Neither of these monuments have
secure dates. Hence both monuments could not even be reduced to a vague

The reasons for the removal of motifs and variants are many and varied, and yet

date and instead were both classified as ‘Late Classic, Variant?’. The same is

quite universal. Therefore, this topic is to be discussed now in an overarching

seen in variant I-I1 represented by Yaxchilan Lintel 13, this time at least the

approach, rather than as a recurring feature of the individual category analysis.

date that is proposed has two question marks, but is still far from secure. Not

Motifs and variants became redundant for a variety of reasons. The most

surprisingly neither of these variants have timelines, which goes some way to

obvious response to this is simply that the revised catalogue no longer has any

explain the lack of timelines for many of the categories. Many of the removals

instances of that particular motif occurring in it. However it is in the reasons for

over all of the categories are affected by this approach.

this lack of representation that we see the variation. This variation that will be
While it would be of great benefit to the study to be able to continue using these

the focus of the following section.

motifs and variants, there are no secure examples of them and therefore for the
One of the most frequent reasons why monuments appear in the original but

sake of security and efficiency of the system, they have to be omitted.

not the revised catalogue has been discussed previously and is simply that the
site that appeared in the original, no longer appears in the revised catalogues.

4.2.1 Category I – Poses and Postures

The reason of compatibility has already been discussed in regards to Palenque
and Chichen Itza. However, entire sites have been removed from the catalogue

Poses and Postures, is the first and one of the largest of the categories. This

for reasons of date changes and weathering or that a particular motif appears

great proliferation is not surprising, as while it may seem that there is not a

in no other location, such as Uaxactun and La Honradez. This is seen with the

great deal of variation in the way central figures are depicted, there is great

removal of variant XI-E1, whose example was solely from Uaxactun.

nuance to certain poses that actually reveal a wide range of possible poses
that a ruler might be presented in. However, a notable addition to this collection

An interesting methodological problem arises at this point that is also tied into

in the revised version of the catalogue, is the inclusions of secondary figures.

the issue of removals. Several of the example images of motifs and variants

In this category, more so than in any other, this is an important inclusion as it

from the original catalogue are of monuments whose dates are not secure and

opens up a whole new area of figural poses. This includes poses of assistance,

were therefore not part of the original, core catalogue let alone making it into

such as those seen by figures that stand beside the central figure. In addition

the revised one. As has been mentioned previously, once Proskouriakoff had

there are poses of supplication, which are those positioned at or under the feet

created her core catalogue, she then incorporated monuments into the system

of the central figure. The poses set the tone of the composition and form the
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foundation from which the other motifs can be presented.

lends itself best to only a single figure, but with some clever composition more
can be included, unfortunately these can sometimes be made unnaturally thin

The revised catalogue sees Category I made up of 274 examples spread over 37

if the available space is not great. This can be seen in such motifs as I-B when

motifs and variants. This is a reduction of only one from the 38 that made up the

attendant figures are added to what was once a group of solely central figures.

original. The changes between the original and revised version have been quite

However, while there is a tendency for variation, they still follow certain stylistic

dynamic in this category as nine motifs and variants have been removed for a

conventions that can be analysed.

number of reasons, while significantly eight have been introduced.
The one stand-alone motif and eight variants that were removed from this

The most overt display of the supplication pose is the figure lying at the bottom

category were a direct result of monuments no longer represented in the

of the composition, either at or under the feet of the central figure. This forms

catalogue, which in turn means that the example images are no longer relevant

the new motif I-R and its three variants. I-R1, which is the most common of

and no new examples of that motif or variant were found.

these types of poses, depicts the figure lying face down at the bottom of the
composition, with most, if not all, of the body touching the baseline. There were

As mentioned previously the introduction of the secondary figure into the

20 example of this pose found in the revised catalogue and cover the majority of

revised catalogue has affected this category more significantly than any other.

the Classic Period from 8.14. 3. 1.12 to 10. 1. 0. 0. 0.

Proskouriakoff had focused solely on the central figure, explaining, that;
The I-R2 variant is a similar pose to the R1 except that instead of the body lying
“most of the conventions defined refer to the composition of the

on the baseline, this figure has the impression of floating and has no connection

principle figure on Maya stelae and do not have equal value when

the baseline at all. This is a rare example as it only appears on one monument

applied to smaller subsidiary figures, which are more freely designed

from Ucanal (Stela 4) dated to 10. 1. 0. 0. 0. Another rare variant is I-R3, also

and show greater variability” (Proskouriakoff 1950:19).

with only one example and is again similar to I-R1, but the significant difference
is that while the figure is touching the baseline, it is with their back rather than

This is an entirely understandable position, but the secondary figures are actually

their front. While the figure in this example is facing to the left of the composition

capable of forming patterns that are of as much figural value as simply those of

it would be expected that other examples of this variant would rather face

the primary figures. The most obvious of these are the supplication poses of

upward. This is a Late Classic motif (9.17. 7.12.15?) and comes from Aguateca

captives. However the introduction of the secondary figures presents another,

(Stela 19).

slightly less submissive, group of characters to the revised catalogue. These, it
would seem, are the attendants and relatives (either by marriage or birth). These

Another significant pose motif to be introduced to the revised catalogue, but one

are very interesting groups, as they are clearly important enough for the central

whose differentiation between captive and attendant is slightly more mixed has

figure to warrant their inclusion, but they are the first to be distorted when issues

been designated as I-Q and is made up for four variants. These poses depict

of space arise, as Proskouriakoff states. The basic shape of the Maya stela

kneeling figures. Similar to the I-R poses, particularly R1, there are captives that
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are designated predominantly by a lack of clothing and ropes tied around various

motif from Colonia La Esperanza and has been dated to 9. 7.17.12.14.

parts of their bodies, most frequently around the upper arms. However, as I-Q
is not nearly as derogatory a pose as I-R1, it is also the realm of attendants,

Meanwhile the I-Q4 pose is a very obvious supplicatory and derogatory pose.

and in one instance (Piedras Negras Stela 40) the ruler of the day in the act of

It is unclear if the legs are crossed or not, but both appear to be parallel to the

‘scattering’.

baseline, just like Q2. However, the body is much more prostrate and hunched
as the arms appear to be tied and are also horizontal to the baseline. There is

The I-Q1 pose sees the figure kneeling with one leg horizontal, while the

an increased desire to depict a figure that is being degraded that is not found in

other has a raised knee, thereby making the legs close to, if not, vertical. The

the other poses, and thereby warranted its separation. This pose only appears in

difference in the intention of the figure effects the position of the rest of the body.

one example from Coba and has been dated 9.17.10. 0. 0.

Attendants are more alert and erect, while the captive figures are more slumped
over and resigned. This difference in the position of the torso was not deemed

One final variant was introduced and was designated as the third variant of the

sufficient to create a further split, as the key feature is the position of the legs. Six

I-M motif. The I-M motif variants are predominantly seating poses. The I-M3

examples of this occur and cover a period from 9.10.10. 0. 0 – 10. 3. 0. 0. 0.

pose depicts a reclining figure, although still essentially seated. It is as if the
figure had been seated but was pushed to one side as the legs are extended

The I-Q2 pose is quite similar to the I-Q1, except that instead of the legs being

in one direction while the torso extends in the other. The arm may or may not

in two different positions, the knees and legs of the Q2 figures are both together

be used to support the figure. This is a fairly rare Late Classic variant that only

and horizontal. Once again this variant contains captives and attendants

has two examples from La Corona and Yaxchilan and covers a period from

but also even a ruler. The varied motivations likewise affect the positioning

approximately 9.12.15. 0. 0 to 9.16.12. 5.14.

of the upper body but not sufficiently enough to warrant splitting. This is the
most prolific of the I-Q motifs with a total of eighteen examples but covers a

4.2.2 Category II – Scrolls

shorter timespan than Q1 from approximately 9.10.10. 0. 0 to approximately
9.19. 0. 0. 0.

Scrolls are an interesting group in the catalogue as they appear in a variety of
places and have the potential to represent many things. Proskouriakoff states

The figure in the I-Q3 variant is kneeling, but in what appears to be a frozen

that the “forms included in Category II are not necessarily purely decorative

moment of movement. This is a ballplayer figure who it would seem is in the

inventions. Some are derived from plant motifs, others from the ubiquitous

process of interaction with the ball. While from a purely analytical perspective

serpent head” (Proskouriakoff 1950:29). They can be large and gregarious (II-

this variant is the same as Q1, with one leg horizontal and one vertical, the

G through II-I), such as coming out of the forehead of the figure of the Manikin

fact is that the motivation and the clear suggestion of movement is completely

Sceptre or from a ceremonial bar, or tiny and unassuming (II-B through II-E) like

different to the Q1, and so separates it. This is not a supplication gesture as it is

a small portion of an otherwise elaborate headdress. But while their meanings

a dynamic snapshot of a ballplayer in full flight. There is only one example of this

were clearly varied, their makeup contains universal patterns like narrow and
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thick tapering forms that can be undulating and curved with decorations that

4.2.3 Category III – Serpent Heads

range from none at all to extensive and elaborate. These forms and patterns can
Serpent heads are a particularly intriguing and difficult category to study. The

be grouped and plotted.

serpent motif was a highly important symbol for the Maya people as it appears
‘Scrolls’ is made up of 86 examples in the revised catalogue spread over 19

in numbers vastly higher than any other animal. Andrea Stone and Marc Zender

motifs and variants. The revised catalogue has had 15 motifs removed while no

explain that,

new motifs have been introduced
“for a variety of reasons – linguistic, morphological, and biological
What is interesting about this category is that the motif was used in such a way

– the serpent was a treasure trove of metaphorical allusion in Maya

that Proskouriakoff was able to not only plot the varying forms, but group them

thought… The serpent’s sinuous form evoked all manner of things,

into a series of chronological stages. While this may sound self-evident, given

rope, penises, lightning, clouds and cosmic paths. It’s dangerous

the aim of the work, this appears to be the only category where the evolution is

behaviour related serpents to the awesome but potentially deadly

such that it lends itself to the influences of trends over time that can be plotted

forces of nature. Conversely, regenerative behaviours, such as

and grouped at this level. With the exception of a rogue group in II-A (which

moulting, made the serpent a fertility symbol” (Stone & Zender

incidentally was a group that was removed from the revised catalogue due to

2011:201).

changes in dates), the groups are structured as ‘Scrolls of the Early Classic’,
‘Scrolls of Intermediate Type’ and ‘Late Scrolls Resembling Early Forms’. It

However even within the overarching artistic representational group of ‘serpent’

seems that while the scrolls go through a period of elaboration over time

there is enormous variation in the way they were depicted, ranging from the

they weren’t as divergent as some categories that splintered into a myriad of

vaguely naturalistic, to the entirely abstract.

variations and combinations. This isn’t that surprising, given the limitations on
form that this category has. This advancement and regression, Proskouriakoff

Of all the categories of this study it is serpent heads that would require a reader

describes as a wave of change, as the motif begins at a fairly simple point but

to have the most understanding to enable them to interpret these motifs properly.

as the wave builds and crests at elaboration it peaks before crashing back to

In many cases serpents are represented in ways that, for the uninitiated, would

the simple form again (Poskouriakoff 1950:29). Regardless it is one of two

appear to be simple geometric shapes. It is only when one can understand the

categories that Proskouriakoff has structured differently from the rest, no doubt

constituent parts that make up the serpent motif, that an understanding of how

directed by the motifs themselves rather than any methodological decision. The

they can be abstracted can begin.

other to have this variation is Category III – Serpent Heads.
To create further confusion in this category, serpents are not the only animals
that make up the motifs, there is another creature represented that was not
identified until the quite recently: the centipede (Taube 2003). While sharing
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many of the same traits as serpents, such as long slender bodies, sharp fangs

Only slight changes were made between the original and revised catalogues for

and elongated eyes, the centipede has one key feature that immediately

Category III. There are 148 examples spread over 19 motifs and variants. Only

separates it artistically. Proskouriakoff designated the III-D motif as terminal

two variants were removed while two variants were introduced.

fangs, assuming that the fangs, once in the creature’s mouth had migrated closer
to and was now protruding from the snout. However, this is the quintessential

The two variants (III-A2 & III-B2) were removed for an interesting reason. Firstly,

characteristic of the centipede. Stone and Zender (2011:179) also discuss

several of the examples were from monuments that were not longer a part of the

artistic differences in the texture of the skin, such as spots depicting the

catalogue, although there were some examples from other monuments that were

carapace, but these are not features that are covered in the current catalogue. At

included. III-A2 included Copan Stela 6 and III-B2 included Copan Stela A and

this stage, as it only affects the results of the III-D motif, I do not feel it necessary

Ucanal Stela 4, all of which are part of the revised catalogue. Unfortunately the

to change the category to ’Serpent and Centipede Heads’ or make any other

motifs in question could not be found on these monuments in any images that I

radical changes. Instead I have simply changed the III-D motif designation to

had access to or the resources to locate. The only possible conclusions would

‘Centipede Fangs’, rather than ‘Terminal Fangs’.

be either an error (although this is unlikely as it occurs in several other motifs as
well) or the images that Proskouriakoff had access to showed elements that are

Proskouriakoff clearly understood the dilemma of abstraction and variation

no longer visible today. Either way there was no way of confirming the existence

for this category, as she included a brief tutorial of the serpent motif in the

of the motif so therefore there was no choice but to remove the variant from the

original catalogue, outlining the key physiological details of the serpent and

catalogue.

a range of examples to demonstrate how they were used in the art. This is a
worthwhile addition that demonstrates Proskouriakoff’s desire to make her work

There is one key occurrence of a serpent that has been omitted from the revised

as accessible as possible to all people (Proskouriakoff 1950:39). Through a

category which also does not appear to have been included in the original work.

number of example images she outlines, beginning with a naturalistic form, the

A notable feature of the Manikin Sceptre is the serpentine foot of the god K’awil

increasingly abstract nature of the serpent through the iconic features that one

or God K. In the sceptre form this appendage is often elongated well past

needs to understand to be able to identify them.

the line of the other, human-like, leg and is where the sceptre is held. In most
instances these are a simple naturalistic serpent head with little artistic value.

To further aid in the process of understanding this category, the layout itself has

The sceptre itself undergoes its own changes over the Classic Period to a much

been divided between the constituent parts of the serpent, as Proskouriakoff

more elaborate and abstract form, but this will be considered in Category XIII –

says, “the variations are best studied if one considers separately elements of the

Objects. Therefore, it was deemed unnecessary to include this single element of

serpent head” (Proskouriakoff 1950:30). These groups are ‘The Supraorbital

an entire construct in another category.

Plate’, ‘Dentition’, ‘Terminal Fangs’ and ‘Snout’, while III-B unofficially
represented the scroll at the edge of the serpent’s mouth, or the tongue.

Two variants were also introduced to this category (III-C6 & III-E6). The III-C
motif is designated for ‘Dentition’ and covers all of the varying styles of teeth that
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are depicted with serpent heads. III-C6 depicts individual, square, molar-like

the highly elaborate examples of costumes worn by the central figures in Lintels

teeth. III-C4 and C5 also depicts molar-like teeth but these are in conjunction

2, 3, 6 and 9.

with other more complex forms of rear teeth, while C6 depicts teeth that would
look more at ease in the mouth of a human figure rather than that of a serpent.

However feathers cover the entire spectrum of the Classic period. The focus

Therefore, a new variant was established that has four examples and covers a

on this category is more on the way in which the feather is depicted rather than

rather narrow period in the Late Classic, from 9.13.19.16. 9 to 9.17.15. 0. 0.

what it was attached to. For that reason they are considered separate from the
headdress or the various objects that feathers are usually seen attached to. The

The other new variant introduced to the revised catalogue is designated III-E6,

key is how the feather is modelled. Some are simply narrow rectangular shapes

and is part of the ‘Snout’ motif. The upper jaw of the serpent was frequently

with no detailing as seen in IV-B1. If the shaft or vein is depicted it can be a

depicted, particularly in later times, with increasingly elaborate undulating forms,

single or double incised line (IV-C and IV-D1 respectively) or actually modelled

where the snout and the upper fangs are often difficult to differentiate between.

(IV-D2). The barbs can be depicted with simple texturing (IV-C1) or with great

However, another form existed that was much simpler and almost naturalistic.

detail (IV-D3). This category is another that is affected by the ‘wave of change’.

This variant represents the ‘blunt’ snout which is smoothed off, often right-angled

As time progressed the feathers were depicted more and more elaborately, but

form similar to that of an actual snake, unlike those variants seen in III-E1

as the Decadent phase set in they reverted back to simpler forms again.

through E4. There is little to no elaboration attached to the snout, unlike variant
E5 and therefore required a new variant to be established. The occurrence of

While this category does not focus on what feathers are attached to, there is

the blunt snout was quite well established with seven examples covering a period

provision to study what is attached to the feathers. Motif IV-F shows types of

from 9. 5. 0. 0. 0 to 10. 2. 0. 0. 0.

decorations that are found on some of the most elaborate examples. While IV-E,
G and H focus on the way that feathers are grouped.

4.2.4 Category IV – Feathers
The popularity of the feather motifs in Classic sculpture is shown by the fact that
Feathers were a vital and exuberant element of the Maya ceremonial regalia.

there are 329 examples of feathers spread over only 16 motifs and variants. This

Mesoamerica and its surrounds are home to an amazing array of tropical birds

is the highest represented category of the catalogue, yet has the lowest number

in a myriad of colours, many of which were used to great effect in the costume

of motif groups in which to use. Eight variants were removed for a variety of

of the elite. I say elite and not simply royalty here because the addition of

reasons, and yet no new variants were deemed necessary. Once again the

secondary figures to the catalogue demonstrates that subsidiary elites also

limited nature in which this category can be depicted may have been a factor

had costuming that included feathers. This is most apparent in the lintels of

in the focused and efficient way that it is presented. The only potential issue

Yaxchilan. Every lintel containing a secondary or attendant figure, not obscured

here was identifying which feather arrangement motif was the right one, as the

by weathering has costumes with feathers of varying degrees of elaboration

identification is reliant on a number of factors, such as placement, modeling and

incorporated. These range from the subdued and subtle additions in Lintel 26 to

accoutrement.
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Category V was quite prolific in the revised catalogue, with a total of 197

4.2.5 Category V – Headdresses

examples spread over 37 different motifs and variants. Six Motifs and variants
As single elements of Maya costume, headdresses are the most variable, but it

were removed, while twelve were introduced. Of the six removed, three were of

was this variability that made them highly conspicuous and evocative tools in a

earlier forms that unfortunately fall in the time period where the revised catalogue

ruler’s ritual arsenal. Many elements were combined to create these important

has limited examples.

pieces, as Schele and Miller explain,
Whilst motif V-C is not a new introduction to the revised catalogue, it has now
“These costumes were a blaze of colors. They combined decorated

been divided into two variants. This motif is one of the most popular styles and

cloth with the brilliant feathers of tropical birds – quetzals, macaws

whilst its composition appears to adhere to a set of strict rules, rare forms did

and parrots – and the sparkling and richness of polished jade,

exist that were too varied to be included in the original group. Therefore V-C1

pyrite, obsidian, shell and animal pelts – especially the spotted fur of

effectively takes the place of V-C that was initially designated as being a typical

the jaguar” (Schele and Miller 1986:67).

Late Classic form, but has now been proven to include more than just the Late
Classic as it covers a period from 9. 4. 0. 0. 0 to 10. 3. 0. 0. 0. During this period

Headdresses were laden with symbolic meaning. However, as varied as they

of time there are 57 examples that make up the collection. Therefore V-C2 now

were they still had patterns, combinations and features that can be plotted.

covers the rare forms of C1 where we see many of the C1’s features such as the

Proskouriakoff notes that, “the design of the headdresses most commonly worn

wing element and deity heads of some description but also a number of unique

by the principle figure on Maya stelae consists of a central mask with attached

features as well. In addition, the focus on the god head does not appear as

plumes and other ornaments” (Proskouriakoff 1950:50). This design is extremely

great, and is only incorporated as a lesser feature. This variation appears to be

common and was identified as V-C1. Earlier variants that include lower jaws

a late classic feature as the four examples that make up the group cover a period

are found in V-A and B. However, there is a whole range of different forms that

from 9.13.10. 0. 0 to 10. 0.10. 0. 0.

incorporated a variety of heads, animals and geometric shapes. The symbolic
range for headdresses is enormous and the more one looks the more one

The first of the new additions to this category has been designated V-Y and has

becomes aware of this.

five variants. These are not as extensive as the headdresses, as they include
the more subtle headband design. V-Y1 depicts a simple fabric headband. This

Again the introduction of the secondary figures has presented a range of new

style appears to consist of several layers of cloth. However, it is unclear if it was

headdresses to be incorporated and strengthened the existing motif groups. It

wrapped around the head several times to achieve this effect or whether it was

demonstrates that certain headdresses, otherwise worn by central figures, were

a single piece of cloth with a rear tie. We can see the mechanics of a general

also able to be worn by subsidiary figures, either on the same monument, such

headband type in Bonampak Sculptured Stones 1 and 5, as untied headbands

as Calakmul Stela 89, or in combination with different styles like La Corona

are being offered to central figures by subsidiary characters. This variant

Miscellaneous Monument 2.

consists of five examples and covers a period from 9.13. 1. 0. 4 to 10. 3. 0. 0. 0.
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V-Y2 is a more elaborate version of Y1 and still utilises the headband design

death) and the other not. Therefore, ultimately if more examples are uncovered,

but this time animal iconography is incorporated into the design. A splitting

the group can be split if required. These two examples cover the relative short

and lumping argument arose with this variant, as three of the four examples

period of approximately 9.14.14.13.17 to 9.16.15. 0. 0.

have birds as the animal feature and one has a centipede. In the end it was
decided that for the time being, an overarching animal group is of more value

The next motif is similar to the last but instead of being headbands they more

than having a group of three birds and one centipede. If, in the future, more

closely resemble arrangements that have been worked into the figure’s hair.

birds or centipedes are discovered then the group can be divided, but for now it

This motif has been designated V-Z and has two variants. The first variant,

is best kept as one group. Variant V-Y2 covers the period from approximately

V-Z1 is only a single example from Yaxchilan, which dates from approximately

9.14.14.13.17 to approximately 9.19. 0. 0. 0

9.14.14.13.17, and presents a floral arrangement in the figure’s hair. There is no
sign of a larger headband or even headdress feature that they were incorporated

The next of the headband variants is V-Y3 and consists of elaborate headbands

into, rather the hair has been twisted and shaped into an exotic style with flowers

that bear the image of the Jester god (Freidel 1990). These headbands

woven into the design. Another long slender item was also worked into the

were located on stelae from a number of sites, with an actual example of the

design but unfortunately due to weathering its identification was not possible.

headband excavated from the site of Aguateca (Inomato, Triadan, Ponciano,
Pinto, Terry and Eberl 2003:315). They consist of an image of the Jester god

The second variant V-Z2 depicts the use of feather in a hair design rather than

which is positioned on the forehead with a band of square beads surrounding

flowers. These two examples, also from Yaxchilan (Lintels 39 and 40) show the

the head. There were a total of seven examples of this variant, ranging from

protagonists with an exotic hairstyle that features feathers in its design. However

9. 3. 0. 0. 0 to approximately 9.17.16. 3.12.

as these two monuments are both from the one wider architectural complex we
only have a single date for this variant, 9.16.12. 5.14.

Variant V-Y4 is similar to the V-Y3 variant, but instead of the Jester God being
presented on the diadem it is open to all other deities. At present the two

Finally, an additional five examples existed for this category. Unfortunately they

examples that make up this group are only depictions of Tlaloc, but more

did not seem appropriate for any of the existing categories of motifs and variants,

instances are required for a true grouping and other deities might be uncovered.

so for the time being these have been placed in a group all of their own and

The two examples, both from Yaxchilan, are dated to 9.16. 4. 1. 1.

designated as ‘Miscellaneous’. It is hoped that in future more examples of these
motifs will be discovered thereby enabling them to be factored into this category;

Finally, for the V-Y motif, the V-Y5 variant is represented by human heads, rather

unfortunately for now they are simply there to acknowledge their existence but

than the deities of variant Y3 and Y4. The overall layout is similar, except for the

not to affect the overall timelines.

subject matter of the diadem element. It was decided to ‘lump’ the two examples
together, one with an anatomically correct head and one with only a skull, given
their similarity, as one is fleshed (but with their eyes closed, thereby denoting
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4.2.6 Category VI – Earplugs and Nosebeads

Another reason to stand as an obstacle against incorporating these examples is
the motif’s occurrence solely in the Late Classic. The first example, Bonampak

It is curious that this category is not divided into two as, unlike Category XI

Sculptured Stone 5, was dated to approximately 9.10.15. 7. 4 and the final was

– Ornaments worn on Arms and Legs, the forms of both of these parts are

Yaxchilan Stela 5, dated to approximately 9.18. 6. 5.11. So while it covers a

noticeably different. There is none of the crossover that we see in Category XI,

period of some 150 years, it is isolated solely in a timeframe of great florescence.

which could perhaps be renamed, ‘Ornaments worn on the Head’. Earplugs and

But the final reason was one of proximity. Twenty-six of the 30 examples that

Nosebeads is another highly prolific category as all but a very small collection

make up this earplug motif, in the revised catalogue, were from Yaxchilan

of monuments have some form of ear ornament, and while the nosebead is not

and Bonampak, which are sites that are in very close geographical proximity.

quite as popular as the earplug, it is well represented in the art.

Two examples were from La Pasadita which is even closer geographically to
Yaxchilan than Bonampak and was probably carved by a Yaxchilan Sculptor,

A methodological possibility arose for this category. An interesting design feature

and one was from Tzendales, a site known to be in Chiapas (once again closely

that we see in earplugs is that while most are depicted from the front, with the

situated to the others) but whose actual location is unknown (Stuart 2013). This

predominantly circular or oblong shape projecting out from the face, some are

just left a single rogue example from Naranjo, a site some 200km to the north-

shown from the side, where we see the ‘workings’ of the ornament and how it

west. While it appears late in the motif’s timespan, I would argue the Naranjo

is attached to the ear. In the original work these examples of a side view (VI-

example (Stela 19) to be a rare form of earplug rather than a migration of the

E) were regarded as separate classification from those shown from the front

motif geographically. All of the above factors combined, led to the decision to

(VI-A to D). So in order to try to bolster the front facing groups and increase

leave the classification the way it was and treat the side-on presentation as a

efficiency in the category, an attempt was made to isolate the front view motifs

distinct form from the front facing.

from these side view examples. Certain elaborations could be identified that
attest to particular groups, such as the beading around the edge of the ornament

The revised catalogue has 258 examples spread over 26 motifs and variants.

in Yaxchilan Lintel 26. This would suggest it should be included in variant VI-D2,

Two variants of earplug were removed (VI-G6 & G8) due to isolated forms from

especially as one of the examples given in the original is from another Yaxchilan

monuments not used in the study, while two new variants were introduced to the

Lintel (Lintel 9).

VI-F motif. The VI-F motif are rare forms of ear ornament and so VI-F5 and F6
are new forms discovered in the revised catalogue.

However, it is the simpler forms of earplugs that are not so easily placed, like
those on Bonampak Sculptured Stones 1 and 5 or Yaxchilan Lintel 8, as they are

Variant VI-F5 appears to be some kind of shell or coral ornament (Moholy-Nagy

depicted with little, to no, diagnostic features. Consequently, there are some that

2008). They appear to be made from a single piece, with a narrow shaft that is

cannot be placed with any certainty. This ambiguity presented too great a risk

inserted into the ear, with a projecting fan-like shape issuing from the front. What

to the integrity of the revised catalogue, especially as the form it was in already

is interesting is that of the four examples that make up the variant, two come

appears workable.

from Yaxchilan and one each from La Corona and Aguateca. The two examples
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from Yaxchilan are found on captive figures, while the examples from Aguateca

that can reach as wide as the shoulders and chest. Proskouriakoff describes

and La Corona are on principle figures. The only variation to the theme is that

them as being,

the two forms on the principle figure have additional ornaments dangling from
the bottom. The La Corona example has the very typical circular medallion with

“composed of several rows of beads or of rectangular elements that

beads on the side and bottom, while the Aguateca example has what appears to

are probably flat segments of shell sewn into a lining. Tubular and

be a naturalistic lizard feature. This variant covers a period from 9.12.15. 0. 0 to

round beads are often combined in the design, and small heads are

approximately 9.18. 0.13.18.

attached for ornament” (Proskouriakoff 1950:59).

Variant VI-F6 appears to be a reduced version of the motifs VI-C & D. These are

In the revised catalogue, Collars are represented by 177 examples spread

large thin beads that protrude out from the ear. They are similar to the central

over 17 motifs and variants. This category witnessed the least amount of

beads found in VI-C and D, but without the surrounding ear-flare. One of the two

variant removal of all categories with only one being removed (VII-A6), while

examples that make up this variant (Naranjo Stela 24) appears to have a rope or

incorporating a sizable number of inclusions – six in total. VII-A6 was removed

fillet that passes behind the head of the figure and is likely to attach to the same

as it contained a singular example from Chichen Itza and no additional examples

bead on the opposite ear. This example is also very ornate compared to that of

were introduced in the revised catalogue.

the other occurrence (Piedras Negras Stela 40) which appears to be a simple
cylinder bead with another round bead at its tip, or may even be a single rod.

All of the six motifs and variants introduced were completely new and were not

Without further examples populating this variant, little value can be assigned to

extensions of existing motifs. Four of the six are variants of what has been

it. The fact there are only two examples, from different sites, with one simple

labelled the VII-E motif and are based on the occurrence of strings of beads.

and one ornate example means that they are only together because the wider
characteristics are similar (a rod-like ornament, with no accompanying earplug).

The VII-E1 variant consists of a single string of beads. It could be argued that

If further examples are found it may prove necessary to split them into ornate

this constitutes a necklace and not a collar, however the composition of the

and simple forms, but at this stage they could at best be described as an ‘in

beads themselves aligns this variant more with the collars than the necklaces.

transitional’ variant.

The necklaces that are found in Category VIII are worn far more loosely around
the neck, as seen on Ixkun Stela 5, with the predominant type extending further

4.2.7 Category VII – Collars

and further down the line of the body from the chest to the waist, to the knees,
as we see in monuments Yaxchilan Lintel 43, Piedras Negras Stela 34 and

Category VII – Collars is an interesting group as it is very closely tied to Category

Coba Stela 1, respectively. In addition, they are also connected to some form of

VIII – Necklaces and Collar Ornaments. The Collars category is concerned

ornament that in many ways appears to be the real focus of the piece.

with the feature worn around the neck that can range from quite simple, to an

In contrast, the single rows of beads that have been grouped in VII-E1 are

elaborate collection of beads, sown together to create a single circular ornament

grouped much closer to the neck and appear to be a much simpler and more
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subtle motif, with only a small number possessing some form of ornament and

predominately in the site of Yaxchilan, although we know a similar variant was

those that do - Seibal Stela 7 and La Mar Stela 2 - are very simple in nature.

present at the site of Bonampak shortly after this timespan. If a monument was

This variant has a total of nineteen examples that range from approximately

discovered that had this variant it could be placed within a very narrow timeframe

9. 8.10. 0. 0 to 10. 4. 0. 0. 0.

that would then only require moderate consolidation with its neighbouring motifs.
These briefly lived variants offer the best means of compiling narrow, focused

The next variant is VII-E2 and consists of a double strand of beads, rather

results when graphed, that are therefore the most important to this study.

than the single of the previous variant. This appears to be an aberration as it
only appears in one example from Naranjo and is dated to 9. 9. 2. 0. 4. Half

Motif VII-F has been explained as ‘Torc-like’ as it strongly resembles the

of the collar is obscured by the ceremonial bar that the figure is holding, but its

ceremonial neck ornament worn by peoples, such as the Celts and Gauls, of

composition is definitely that of a collar.

Iron Age Europe. They consisted of a single, rigid, horseshoe shaped, piece
of metal (Brailsford 1971). However, in spite of the visual similarities in display

Variants VII-E3 and E4 are also bead related, but are much grander. VII-E3

they are actually structured quite different between the Old and New Worlds.

is a large scale collection of three or sometimes even four rows of beads that

The depictions seen on the two examples that make up this variant are in fact

are somehow connected and descend past the figure’s knees. These come

two spherical jade beads, tethered together by a length of cloth. This is then

down either side of the figure’s head and are bound at the level of the waist

draped over the neck, where the weight of the beads holds it in place. This

before continuing as a single group further down. The VII-E3 examples have no

variant had quite a limited timespan ranging from approximately 9.17.16. 3.12

ornament attached to them, other than perhaps simple cloth used to bind the two

to approximately 9.19.10. 0. 0, although it is significant that they were found in

descending sections at waist level, otherwise it is simply the beads themselves.

Bonampak and Caracol respectively, two sites geographically quite separate.

This variant has four examples from Yaxchilan and a single example from
Bonampak and covers a period from approximately 9.12. 5. 2.13 to 9.17.15. 0. 0.

Finally motif VII-G is a cloth collar, or could possibly even be regarded as a
scarf, tied around the neck. This has been placed in the collar category rather

Meanwhile variant VII-E4 is similar to that of E3 with a composition of

than the necklaces as its shape and the proximity to the line of the neck appear

descending beads, bound at the level of the waist, however it has one noticeable

to make it more closely akin to collars than necklaces. These appear as quite

difference. Medallions are attached to create a more ornate variation on the

simple pieces of fabric that, similar to VII-F, are tied at the front. There is no

theme. Two of the three examples have a single quite sizable medallion, while

elaboration to the motif other than the knot itself. This motif is made up of only

the third consists of three slightly smaller ones placed equidistantly at the level of

three examples, two from Tonina and one from Bonampak (two sites in quite

the chest, waist and knees. All three examples come from Yaxchilan and cover a

close geographic proximity) and range from 9.13. 0.10. 3 to approximately

period from 9.16. 4. 1. 1 to 9.16.10. 0. 0. This variant could be argued to be quite

9.17. 16. 3.12. An interesting point to draw attention to is that the two Tonina

significant to the study as it is a prime candidate for isolating a monument in a

examples are both from the early k’atun 9.13. 0. 0. 0 while the Bonampak

significantly short timeframe. It has a range of only 6 tuns (years) and is centred

example occurs four k’atuns later during 9.17. 0. 0. 0. It appears from this, in
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conjunction with the beaded arrangement of VII-E4, that we may see regional

or Moral Stela 1), the collar was the important part and the necklaces and collar

trends migrating from one site to another and can witness the ‘drag time’ it takes

ornaments were for extra effect depending on the what symbolic messages the

for the style to transfer.

figure was trying to convey.

4.2.8 Category VIII – Necklaces and Collar Ornaments

In the revised catalogue, six motifs and variants were removed (VIII-A2,
B1,C1,H,K and L) while one new variant (VIII-C8) and a motif (VIII-M1 and M2)

While Category VII was focused on the items around a figure’s neck, Category

were introduced. In addition, the motif VIII-E was split into two separate variants.

VIII concentrates on the ornaments. These are either attached to the collars
themselves or they are part of their own piece, which is positioned around the

Variant VIII-C8 is an avian or avian-like medallion form. Two of the three

neck with a more loose fitting arrangement than is seen with the collars.

examples that make up this group consist of a naturalistic bird form attached
to a plain rectangular backing board that projects out from either side of the

This category has three major forms, the first of which Proskouriakoff calls

bird to create a more striking pectoral composition. There is also a very thin,

the ‘mat’ ornament. This consists of a complex arrangement of knotted and

simple strap that goes around the neck. The third of three examples is a more

woven fabric that creates a vaguely rectangular shape that incorporates a

abstracted avian form. This comes from Seibal Stela 8 and consists of a series

border and three diagonal lines. The strap that goes around the neck is part of

of scrolls that represent the wings, with circles and another shape representing

the arrangement as are two additional pieces that hang from the bottom. The

the head. The form is attached to a collar rather than being a stand-alone piece.

second form is the ‘bar’ ornament. The central feature of this form is a long

This is a problematic variant as the two examples that depict the naturalistic

tubular bead. At either end there is a collection of smaller beads that terminate in

avian form are identical because they are part of a pair from Aguateca and

a fan of three smaller tubular beads with circular tips. Often the strap around the

Dos Pilas (Stela 2 at both sites). They were clearly commissioned at the same

neck is made up of large, interlocking, cup-like beads, similar to those attached

time by the same person and therefore could almost be considered the one

to the central bead or giving the impression of human vertebrae. These are worn

monument. The third form, in contrast, is abstract and is similar only through

at varying lengths from the chest to the knees. The final form is the medallion

interpretation. The timeframes are also quite different with the naturalistic forms

ornament. This is the most varied of the three but ultimately consists of a central

dating to 9.15. 5. 0. 0 while the abstract form is 10. 1. 0. 0. 0. In future if more

design, such as a human, animal or deity face or an abstract shape. These

candidates for this variant are uncovered it may mean that it could be split into

medallions can either have their own straps or be attached to a collar.

naturalistic and abstract variants, but for now they have been combined.

Category VIII is one of the lowest represented with only 120 examples spread

Motif VIII-E has been split into E1 and E2 variants. In the original catalogue

over eighteen motifs and variants. The ability of figures to simply wear a collar

VIII-E was described as “Bar with skull, particularly common at Naranjo

with no ornaments, I believe, is a reason for such a low number. It appears that,

and Piedras Negras in the Ornate and Dynamic phase of Late Classic”

while there are instances of figures wearing only a necklace (Aguateca Stela 13

(Proskouriakoff 1950:66). Essentially it is depicting a skull (indications would
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suggest stylised rather than a real), on its side and attached to a pectoral

have had a simple circular geometric shape or face, but the surface is weathered

ornament. The strap, for around the neck appears to be a feature of the piece

and therefore what it is actually represented is questionable. Finally the third

as it is tied around the pectoral feature itself rather than simply concealed at the

(Yaxchilan Lintel 43) has a human face, with hair and earplugs depicted. There

rear aesthetically. The original explanation for this motif is interesting as I could

was another example of this variant on Yaxchilan Lintel 43, that displays a jaguar

not find any examples of this motif from Piedras Negras and only one instance

as its central design, but as both it and the other example would be classified in

from Naranjo (which dates from 9.14. 1. 3.19?). The other two examples that

the same variant group it was decided to only use the first example.

have been found for the revised catalogue come from La Corona (Miscellaneous
1) and Dos Pilas (Stela 16) and date from 9.12.15. 0. 0 and approximately

Meanwhile the VIII-M2 variant is a slightly smaller version of the M1 and is also

9.14. 6.10. 2 respectively.

similar to the VII-D3 variant in that it is a face surrounded by a simple row of
beads. The major difference between the M2 and these others is the additional

VIII-E2 has been deemed different as the basic shape of the pectoral is

beads that instead of forming additional borders, hang from the bottom of the

reminiscent of the VIII-E1 but does not have the skull motif attached. In many

medallion and the fact that it is connected to a beaded necklace rather than

ways it could be said that this variant sits somewhere between the ‘mat’ and

a collar. It might be argued that this is an example of context dictating the

‘bar’ forms that predominate this category. Essentially they are rectangular

variation. We see this face with a beaded border attached to collar in the rigid

pectoral forms that can be constructed of either beads or tied fabric, but do not

formal context of the stela, while the example shown in the M2 variant, which is

possess any figural attachments. They clearly had symbolic meaning, such as

found on Yaxchilan Lintel 24, is found in a more private setting of conducting a

the example from Coba Stela 1 which has many of the features of the typical

ceremony. Therefore, in this case the cumbersome collar is not required but the

‘bar’ form (VIII-C2 and C7) but has been expanded to form a large rectangular

symbol of the medallion is still sought.

shape that covers the entire chest and most of the upper arms. Meanwhile the
example from Copan (Stela B) appears to be a fabric version of the C2 and C7
bar. Five examples make up this group and range in date from 9.12.10. 5.12 to

4.2.9 Category IX – Belts

10. 0.10.17. 5.
While the topic of belts may seem to be a fairly straightforward and some might
A new motif, VIII-M, has been introduced to this category and consists of two

think even mundane topic when compared to categories like serpent heads,

variants. VIII-M1 portrays large beaded medallions with a variety of subjects

headdresses and objects. In fact belts represent quite a complex category that

in the centre. The key feature of this variant is the large beaded border

shows a substantial degree of variation but also incorporates an amount of

surrounding a central image. These are made up of several rows of beads of

ornamentation that can accompany the belt itself. The most common of these

differing designs and shapes. For the central image the sculptor appears to

features are human heads. Sometimes just a single example is found attached

have the capacity for great variation. Of the three examples that make up this

to the front, while some examples have three shown, or possibly four existing

variant, one (Tikal Stela 22) has a deity head, a second (Xcalumkin Jamb 7) may

at equal points around the back. The amount of elaboration of these heads is
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also highly variable, with headdresses, earplugs and knots surrounding the head

While plain stone examples have been found, the two examples that make

itself and often ‘celts’ dangling below. Celts are thin elongated disks of stone that

up this variant (Colonia La Esperanza Ball Court Marker and La Corona

were designed to collide with one another while walking to create a particular

Miscellaneous 1) appear quite decorated, although this may have just been

noise, similar to that of a wind chime, that may have been considered important

done to cover the stone underneath. These two examples cover a period from

and symbolic by the Maya. However we know that while they appear plain in the

9. 7.17.12.14 to 9.12.15. 0. 0 but it would not be too presumptuous to suggest

inscriptions, they may have been decorated with motifs similar to those found on

that the tradition actually extends well beyond these dates.

the stela. It appears that the Leiden Plate is an example of one of these celts due
to its shape and the inclusion of a hole in the top in order to tie a thong of leather

In the original catalogue, motif IX-C had only two variants, belts composed of

or fabric.

vertical elements (IX-C1) and square elements (IX-C2). This group could almost
be described as the rare belt forms, as most examples fit into the previous motifs

Another ornament depicted as being attached to belts are beaded trains that

A & B. In the revised catalogue this now includes three more variants (IX-C3, C4

either have knotted fabric or heads and figures attached to them that descend

and C5). Which are also forms that do not adhere to the otherwise common A

from the rear of the belt (IX-D). Some give the impression of being a loop from

and B motifs.

one side of the belt to the other and sitting behind the legs of the figure, while
others suggest that they may, in fact, only hang from one side of the belt and not

Variant IX-C3 appears to be made of fabric. It consists of several layers that

join up. Unfortunately this is a situation that is affected by the perspective of the

have either been wound around the body from a single, very long, piece of

figure and can, at times, be ambiguous.

fabric or it goes around the body only once and is fastened in an unseen way.
The amount of layers of fabric varies; the most common with eight of the ten

The revised catalogue has a total of 184 examples present in this category which

examples, is three layers. One example (La Corona Miscellaneous Stone 1)

are spread over 22 motifs and variants. The revision has been quite dynamic in

has the three layers, but also has a slight variation. It is possible in this case

this category with a total of five variants being removed and six being introduced.

that the layers are all twisted and may in fact be platted, although not enough of

Motif IX-A incorporates all of the standard belts, from the very plain to those

the belt can be seen. One other example (Copan Stela 6) has four layers which

patterned with intricate crosses and circles, but all without the panelling found

are twisted, and one final example (Yaxchilan Lintel 2) has only two very simple

in more elaborate examples (IX-A3). The IX-A5 variant that has been added to

layers depicted with no twisting or elaboration. This variant covers a period from

this category presents another quite simply decorated style, but one that would

9.12.10. 0. 0 to 9.18. 0.13.18.

have required far more structure that can ever be seen. These are the belts, or
‘yokes’ worn by ballplayers in the ever intriguing ball game. These were solid

Variant IX-C4 is a single rare form (Yaxchilan Lintel 24) and consists of a belt

constructions that were used to protect the players as it is believed that the hip/

made entirely of small square-like panels that were clearly attached to a hidden

belt was the preferred method for hitting the ball.

substructure. These appear to have been arranged similarly to the ‘scale mail’
or ‘lorica squamata’ worn by the Romans and other ancient peoples (Cagniart
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2007). However these clearly do not serve a defensive task and were more of

Rather than the ‘tau’ symbols that appear to make up the chains in variant D1 &

a decorative piece with the square panels having the ‘twisted-fret’ design at its

D2 (D2 having been removed in the revision), the beads found in the D4 variant

centre, a design seen on other items such as sandals (XII-C4) and ceremonial

are simple spherical or at the very least circular beads with category VII-D3

staffs (XIII-N). The distortion of several of these panels is not only a testament to

designs attached. These chain and figure motifs are quite rare in the artistic

the Yaxchilan sculptors but also indicates that this was probably a single garment

repertoire as only one example for each of the three variants have been found.

with several descending layers that were tied at the front. While this example

The D4 example dates to approximately 9.19. 0. 0. 0.

dates to approximately 9.14.14.13.17, the fact that it is a single example means it
is of little use in a dating context unless more examples can be located.

Motif IX-E covers the much more common attachments to the belts, these are
the head sculptures that can be attached to the front or rear of the belt. It is

Variant IX-C5 is another fabric variant. However a key feature appears that

attached to these heads that we see the celt that the Leiden Plate is believed

indicates a more sturdy design to the other examples. This variant depicts

to be an example of. While most of these heads appear to be human in their

belts of either single or double layered construction, but the introduction of

design with a variety of elaboration surrounding them, another variant group

cross-hatching as a feature gives the impression that this fabric was more

had to be included with the revised catalogue. Variant IX-E8 presents the head

sturdy and solid than other forms. This is particularly evident in the example

sculptures like the rest of the motif group, although three heads are not human in

from Bonampak (Stela 1) where the cross-hatched belt is bordered by circular

their designs as they are either animal or supernatural. The examples that make

beads and has a fringe of beads hanging from the base. The impression is

up this variant range from faces only slightly different from the standard human

one of sturdiness found only in the belts of the IX-B motif group. The other two

examples to the completely animal or god heads, with some depicted with similar

examples (Agua Calientes Stela1 and La Amelia Stela 1) do not appear to be as

features to the human head such as earplugs (Copan Stela 3, Tonina Monument

rigid as the Bonampak example but still give the impression of greater complexity

28, Copan Stela I and Yaxchilan Lintel 6). An interesting point worth noting

and strength. This was only a short lived feature, covering the period from

here is that while there may be differences in the face, all five examples that

9.17.10. 0. 0 to

have eye details depicted are shown with the hook shape, indicative of serpent

9.18.17. 1.13.

eyes. The other three examples may or may not have had this design as well,
The next introduction was to the IX-D motif. As mentioned previously this

but unfortunately they have only been shown with blank spaces for eyes. These

motif depicts the additions to the belts. These are the beaded or knotted

non-human belt attachments cover a period from approximately 9.11. 0. 0. 0 to

fabric attachments that either hung to one side of the belt or looped behind

9.16. 4. 1. 1.

the body from one hip to another. The IX-D4 variant is a sole example found
on Machaquila Stela 2 and features a type of animal form, possible avian or
serpentine, hanging from a beaded chain attached to the belt. Thankfully the
sculptors have left indications that this example is looped around the back, as
it shows the bead chain on both the front and then the back side of the figure.
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4.2.10 Category X – Loincloth Aprons

apron, I believe due partly at least because of its shape, was a perfect location
to present a large amount of symbolic information. No doubt it began as a

The form of loincloth aprons can be many and varied, ranging from a simple

functional item of clothing, but it grew over time beyond these simple beginnings.

rectangular arrangement, to elaborately and obviously symbolically knotted
examples, to the highly elaborate fretted, deity, loin cloth aprons. The

There are 142 examples of loincloth aprons that make up this category for the

relationship between the belt and the loincloth apron appears to be a complex

revised catalogue, these examples cover 29 motifs and variants. Five variants

one where the significant of one or both could be depicted at different times;

have been removed while only one has been introduced.

sometimes the belt appears to be the important feature with only a simple
loincloth apron attached to it, while the opposite can be true with the loincloth

Motif X-N has been introduced to the catalogue as another unusual form. The

apron being the important feature and the belt simple, or both can be just as

coupled monuments of Aguateca Stela 2 and Dos Pilas Stela 2 depict a very

important as one another.

short loincloth apron that barely reaches the figures knees. It is circular at the
bottom, with an elaborate border. The central feature of the piece is the deity

Loincloth aprons appear to have been as symbolically important as the

head that takes up much of the area that the border surrounds. The features of

headdress, having a diverse range of symbols and patterns at the disposal of

the head would suggest a ‘war serpent’ (Taube 2002) which would be fitting given

either those making the garment themselves or the sculptor depicting them. A

the sites involved and their influences. This is a highly unusual form and only

great deal of effort was put into the most elaborate examples in order to present

appears on these identical monuments dating from approximately 9.15. 5. 0. 0.

as much symbolic power as possible.
4.2.11 Category XI – Ornaments Worn on Arms and Legs
The serpent appears to be a key figure in this group. As we saw hints of in
variant IX-E8, with serpent eyes depicted in the animal and deity head belt

While initially it may be thought that this category could be split between those

attachments, many of the key feature groups that were isolated in Category

items worn on arms and those on legs, the similarity in design that the two have

III, such as the eye, supraorbital plate, the snout and the dentition are present

is actually quite remarkable and therefore justifies the combination of the two

in highly stylised forms, in many of the apron designs. The most obvious and

groups into one. Another name for this group and one that Proskouriakoff also

conspicuous serpentine feature for the aprons are the frets, or snouts/upper

uses is ‘wristlets and anklets’. In many ways this is a more accurate term as

jaws that, to varying degrees, protrude from the sides of the apron. For those

the focus is on items worn on ankles and wrists as opposed to the rest of the

unfamiliar with the serpentine symbolic repertoire this is a key place to start as

leg. These can take many forms and appear in differing degrees of intricacy

other features can be discerned from this point.

and elaboration. Some are as simple as a string of circular beads (XI-A1) or
basic cuff of fabric bound by a cord (XI-B1), while others are rows of long tubular

Other deity features are present on the loincloth apron as well, however it would

beads with very basic borders (XI-A3) or coiled, twisted fabric that covers the

be redundant to list and analyse them all here. Needless to say the loincloth

entire lower leg (XI-B2) as well as other still elaborately structured items that
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appear to be made up of a number of different materials (XI-G). Like many other

depicted as having bordered panels of crosshatching similar to the IX-C5 belt

categories, such as the earplugs, collar, and belts, there is great capacity in this

variant. Hanging from these are rectangular panels positioned equidistantly

category for subtlety and minimisation of features, while at the same time other

around the leg. These panels are also crosshatched and have a fringe of beads

examples can be prominent and attention seeking.

at their base. An example from Bonampak (Stela 2) has been included in this
group that appears to show the existence of beads, rather than whatever feature

As mentioned previously another group was compiled for the original catalogue

crosshatching denoted. However this could be a consequence of a number of

that incorporated other forms. Labelled ‘Garters and Gaiters’, this group covered

different factors, either it was a matter of interpretation by the sculptor or the

items that were predominantly positioned on the upper parts of the legs and

artist of the line-drawing, or it was the first of an evolution in the variant from

arms. None of these were allocated timelines and appear to have been there

whatever the crosshatching was to the bead-working, especially as it was the

simply for reference purposes. However, the revised catalogue has seen the

latest occurrence of the variant. Due to this ambiguity and the overall similarity

removal of the group acting solely for reference and that those instances where

of shape found between this example and the rest of the group that make up the

groups can be formed, have been introduced and made into a far more useful

motif it was decided that it should be included. The six examples that make up

resource.

this group cover a period from 9.11.15. 0. 0 to 9.17.18.15.18.

It is partly for this reason that this category has seen a significant number of

Variant XI-K2 is also a garter design. However as the XI-K1 variant was very

motifs and variants removed or introduced in what is one of the most dynamic

square and rectangular in its design, the K2 is triangular. Three of the four

categories of the revision process. The final total for this category is 304

examples that make up this variant have a triangular design that formed the

examples spread over the 42 motifs and variants. Eight variants have been

central band, mostly in a number of different layers. The example that does

removed, while a significant eighteen motifs and variants have been introduced.

not conform to this is Naranjo Stela 19, where the band appears to be simple
fabric wrapped a number of times around the thigh, but there is an angular

Motif XI-J are fairly simple anklets. They consist of a single row of square beads

design in the centre which may be an acknowledgement of the triangular origin

surrounded by a very prominent border at the top and bottom. While there were

or may indeed be a representation of the knot that tied the whole thing to the

other occurrences of single rows of beads (XI-A1), none had such a strong

leg. Regardless, all the examples have panels descending from this band and

border surrounding them. This is a rare form as there was only one instance

are made up of two or more overlapping triangular pieces. This variant covers a

of this motif and was located on a secondary figure from Caracol, dating to

period from 9.12.10. 0. 0 to approximately 9.18. 0. 0. 0.

9. 8. 0. 0. 0.
Finally, the XI-K3 variant is also made up of a band around the thigh with
Motif XI-K was an introduction from the ‘Garters and Gaiters’ group and consists

additions descending from it. However in this case, the band is made up of

of three variants of garters which were positioned on the thigh of the figure.

what appears to be square beads, with most then surrounded by a strong border

Variant XI-K1 consists of a single band that surrounded the thigh. These are

above and below. This is highly reminiscent of the XI-J motif, except that the K3
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is positioned on the thigh, while the J is found on the ankle. Rather than panels

full figure attached to the band. The key feature of the L2 variant is the narrow

descending from this band, as have been seen in the other two variants, a

band that holds the medallion in place. These consist of a single row of short or

collection of simple beads are attached to the band. These consist of anywhere

circular beads. Some hang at an angle suggesting a loose fit, while others are

from two to four circular beads, terminating in a single oval or elongated bead.

perpendicular to the leg suggesting a tight controlled fit. This was quite a popular

A late example from Seibal (Stela 20) appears to be part of this group with

variant with a total of nineteen examples covering a period from approximately

indications of the square beads in the band and pieces hanging down from the

9.11. 0. 0. 0 to 10. 1.10. 0. 0.

band; however much of it is obscured by the position of the figure therefore
presenting as much the method of fastening as the bead work. This variant

The XI-L3 variant is very similar to the L2 except, once again, for the band that

is quite widespread with a date range from approximately 9.14.14.13.17 to

holds the medallion to the leg. In this variant the band is much wider than in

approximately 10. 3. 0. 0. 0.

the L2 variant. Instead of the single or narrow row of beads, this variant has
a double row of circular or spherical beads or single row of rectangular beads

The XI-L motif is also predominantly made up of garters in its five variants,

that are much wider than those of the previous variant. All of these examples

except for the L5 variant which is an upper arm band. The overarching design

contain human head medallions with the typical beading surrounding them. This

feature of the motif group is a single band supporting a head medallion of

group covers a shorter time frame with six examples dating from 9.15. 0. 0. 0 to

differing designs.

9.18. 5. 0. 0.

The XI-L1 variant is made up of only one example. The reason for this is that

The variants XI-L4 and L5 are rare forms of this motif. They still consist

the band that holds the head onto the figure cannot be seen. All that is a present

of a band tied to the legs, or in one case the arm, with a figure attached to

is the human head medallion, surrounded at the top and side by circular beads

it. The L4 variant has only one example from Copan (Stela 3), which dates

and underneath by a fringe of tubular beads, terminating with a circular bead.

from approximately 9.11. 0. 0. 0. The design consists of a single band of

This absence of a band may have been an important feature of the variants

cord or fabric. The point where the cord is tied is actually depicted in the

design or it may simply have been a matter of the way the image was sculpted.

image. Attached to this cord are what appear to be two figures. Unfortunately

Nonetheless this has been given its own variant in the belief that more may be

weathering has distorted what they actually represent, but they appear to be

found where the band is not shown. The example, from Naranjo (Stela 13) dates

full figures, or at the very least more than beaded heads. This variant is also

from 9.17.10. 0. 0.

positioned further down the leg and sits just above the line of the sandal which
may suggest a flowing motif from the leg to the sandal, though they do appear to

Meanwhile the XI-L2 variant is similar to the L1 except that it has the band

be separate pieces.

on display. The head medallion which is present, is predominantly human in
design, although one example (Quirgiua Stela K) contains what appears to be

The XI-L5 variant is also a single example, but this time from Machaquila (Stela

a deity head and another (Peidras Negras Stela 15) has what appears to be a

6) and dates from 10. 0. 5.16. 0. This variant, as mentioned previously, is
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attached to the upper arm and still consists of a single band, although this time

The XI-M4 variant is highly unusual and quite difficult to understand. Found on

it is much broader than previous examples and has a head medallion attached.

Seibal Stela 18, it consists of a band that is tied to the upper calf of the figure (the

In this case it appears to be a stylised jaguar, possibly with some serpentine

cord used to tie the piece in place can just be seen at the back of the figures leg).

features. The jaguar theme is continued on the wide cuff-like band that bears the

It begins with two vertical tubular beads, then a panel of three or four horizontal

spots that are commonly used to denote such an animal.

beads, then another vertical one. The front of the legs is a circular item whose
meaning is unknown. The only indication is the six diagonal lines positioned at

The XI-M motif is concerned with leg coverings that appear to be highly

random points around the circumference of the shape. Descending from this

embroidered or made of rope or twisted fabric. The M1 variant is unusual

central point is another rectangular panel of bead work, before a long and flowing

as it has been presented with great detail. The piece appears to have been

shape that cannot be identified. If the whole piece was position higher up the

extensively embroidered, based on the intense use of shapes to fill the design.

legs I would suggest this was a loincloth apron but given its position on the calf it

However what it is actually depicted is something of a mystery. There appears

cannot be that. Whatever it is, it is long, thin and diverges at the end. Given the

to be a possible floral motif shown side-on with a circular feature in the centre

scroll work that the figure is seated on and the objects in the figures hands, this

and what could be petals or feathers emanating out from there. In addition,

may be a ritual setting and the addition of costume features that wave and flap

projecting past the line of the leg is a dome shape that is not easily identifiable.

when the figure moves can add to the mystique and pageantry of the event. The

Nothing else like it has been found in the catalogue so this will have to be

piece dates to 10. 3. 0. 0. 0.

regarded as another rare form until more examples are located.
Variant XI-M5 appears to be (given the postures that the figure wearing them
The XI-M2 variant consists of a banded garter, similar to the XI-K motif however

is in) costume features that are worn by dancers. It consist of a band that

the band appears to be beaded in large square beads and instead of a series

surrounds the leg and in two of the three examples, this band is patterned with

of beads or panels descending from the band, this variant has a continuous

diagonal lines that suggests weaving, while the other example is plain. Tied over

row of tassels surrounding the leg. This covers a period of 9.15. 5. 3.13 to

this band is a circular medallion. The band tying these to the leg is shown, as is

approximately 9.17. 7.12.15.

a slight warping of the medallion shape to suggest it is being bent by being tied.
The medallion is decorated with faces similar to the medallions of the XI-L motif

The XI-M3 variant is simply an elaborate form of the M2 variant as the band

as well as the collar ornament variants VII-D3, with the exception of the faces.

appears to be more intensively embroidered surrounding the beaded area and

Dancing motifs are quite rare in monuments and this motif has a very short span

the tasseling has more elements to it. This is only a single example and while

of 9.18.10. 0. 0 to 9.18.17. 1.13.

it could be argued that it should be combined with those of the M2, the intensity
of the embroidery dictated its own group even at the expense of reducing the

Finally the XI-M6 variant is a simple rope arrangement. These are not like some

timelines of the two variants. This example dates to slightly earlier than those of

of the elaborate rope or cord arrangements that some figures have as they are

the M2, at approximately 9.14.14. 9.18.

just single ropes tied to the legs. There is slight indication from both examples
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that would suggest that these ropes were tying something to the legs, however

two to six depending on how it has been interpreted. However the key feature

the weathering of both monuments leaves this slightly ambiguous. If it is just a

of this variant is the use of plain fabric in wrapping and tying around the arm.

simple rope and nothing else, this sort of motif would seem more akin to being

There are five examples of this variant and cover a period from approximately

worn by a captive, whose arms, legs and bodies are usually tied by ropes,

9.14. 1. 3.19 to approximately 10. 0.10. 0. 0.

but as these are both central and clearly important figures it dictated a new
interpretation and therefore group was required. These examples cover a period
from approximately 9.14.15. 0. 0 to approximately 9.16. 5. 0. 0.

4.2.12 Category XII – Sandals

The XI-N motif is made up of three variants that are composed of fabric items.

While the sandals may appear to be of fairly standard design, there are many

Unlike the elaborate designs seen in XI-M, these all appear to be simple fabric

subtle variations that create a myriad of different appearances. There can be a

wrapped and tied in a variety of different ways. The XI-N1 variants are similar

range of different heel heights and panels, the presence of a sole and how much

to the XI-M2 variant in that it is a band surrounding the leg with tassels hanging

of the foot it covers and also the presence or absence of the ubiquitous front

below. However these are much simpler. The band does not appear to be

tassel or ‘pineapple’, as it has been called (Mathews pers. comm. April 2008).

beaded, instead it is a simple fabric band with not elaboration. Hanging from
this band is a fringe of what may be short pieces of fabric or possibly feathers,

A challenge for this category can be discerning what is the sandal and what is

but they have been depicted very basically and hence, the ambiguity. This

the anklet. This is made all the more tricky by the use of deity heads on both

appears to be a localised variant, with all three examples coming from the site of

sandals as well as separate anklets. However if one looks at the way in which

Xcalumkin and ranging in date form 9.15. 2. 0. 0 to 9.15.12. 6. 9.

the sandal, and most importantly, the strap and heel panel are structured, it is
usually quite straightforward as can be seen in Dos Pilas Stela 1.

Variant XI-N2 comes from Seibal and consists of a single, or possibily double,
layer of fabric that has been wrapped around the ankle and calf of a figure

After the revisions to this category there are a total of 147 examples distributed

in a cross and horizontal arrangement, giving the impression of a basic shin

over the 17 motifs and variants. Five variants were removed, while only two

guard. This arrangement has been tied at the front of the shin and has a large

were introduced. What is interesting is that four of the five removed were a

amount of fabric remaining, perhaps for the sake of theatrics. This example may

sequential group from motif XII-B (B3, B4, B5 and B6). The majority of these

go some way to explaining the curious design found in XI-M4, as both come

were variants from Chichen Itza, with a couple of other examples from different

from the same site, but the two designs are too different in other aspects to be

sites whose monuments were not used in the revised catalogue and whose other

combined. This example dates from 10. 2. 0. 0. 0.

examples didn’t share the motif. While the removal of solely Chichen Itza (or
other excluded sites) variants has been a fairly common occurrence throughout

Finally variant XI-N4 consists of arm ornaments that have been made from

this process, never has it happened over so many sequential variants and

simple fabric being wrapped around the limb. The amount of layers varies from

therefore warranted comment.
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While four of the six XII-B variants have been removed, one needed to be

rendered the compilation of a group useless. The second observation was

added. XII-B7 has the solid heel element that is the key feature of the XII-B motif,

that occurrences of bare feet in primary and secondary figures likewise did not

however it appears that the strapping that is also a feature goes to a different

appear to fit to any chronological pattern or fashion, instead it would seem that

level than in other variants. There is a hint of a heel panel, denoted by a single

the use of bare feet was governed more by geographical location and context

thin vertical line on one of the sandals, which would be required to keep the

of the event that is being portrayed, and even those two factors are presented

sandal on, and above that, strapping has been wound extensively around the

in a vague manner. The positioning of the feet was thought to be a possibility,

ankle and lower calf. The design would suggest that the straps were brought up

however it soon became apparent that this was more in the realm of Poses

from the sole, between two of the toes to the ankle and then wrapped around the

(Category I) and had therefore already been covered and any attempt here

leg, before being tied at the front. There is no other elaboration to this design.

would be rehashing established information. For these reasons I abandoned

Unfortunately this variant is only found in a single example from Naranjo (Stela

work on bare feet and left them out of the catalogue as their inclusion would not

38), dating to approximately 9. 8. 0. 0. 0.

be able to present data that would be of any help and could cause biased results
in adverse ways.

Motif XII-F is an unusual design, but a very common symbol in Maya religious
regalia. Rather than simply having sandals made from or covered with jaguar

Tzendales Stela 1 depicts a feature somewhere between that of sandals and

hide as we see in examples such as Machaquila Stela 7 and Bonampak Lintel

bare feet. The primary figure is wearing what appears to be a simple ankle cover

3, the examples found in this motif group actually have foot coverings that are

with no additional features attaching it to the foot. The inclusion of this example

constructed in the shape of jaguar paws. The spots indicate the use of jaguar

was considered as a rare form, however the quality of the image used was not

hide and they are even equipped with claws. The production of the actual

sufficient to rule out the presence of additional features to the ankle that may

‘shoes’ themselves would have been quite an impressive feat as they would have

have placed it in another motif group. Therefore this monument was also not

had to be sculpted in the shape of the paw as, naturally real jaguar paws would

included.

have been too small. Three examples make up this group: one is from Quirigua
and the other two are the ‘pair’ monuments from Aguateca and Dos Pilas (both
Stela 2); they cover a period from 9.15. 5. 0. 0 to 9.17. 5. 0. 0.

4.2.13 Category XIII – Objects

Finally an attempt was made to find patterns in instances of bare feet. With the

The Objects category is by far the most extensive of the thirteen. The main

introduction of secondary figures to the catalogue this motif became widespread

reason for this is it covers such a wide array of items. First and foremost it

and so it was hoped a new motif group could be formed. However right from the

covers anything that a figure, be it primary or secondary, is holding in their hands

outset two things became apparent from the 53 examples. The first was that

such as spears, shields or deity effigies. However it also covers items that

bare feet on captives were as diagnostic a feature as the feet themselves. Every

surround the figures and those that are of a personal nature. While these would

representation of a captive in the core catalogue had bare feet, and thereby

include items such as offering bowls, they do not include representations of
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things like God’s heads, such as those seen on Caracol Stela 3, which may have

circular motif reminiscent of the tripartite cartouche that indicates the day sign

been a real pedestal on which the ruler stood or have been simply an inclusion

in the Tzolk’in cycle. There is no indication of what, if any, day sign is being

by the sculptor to increase the symbolic power of the image.

portrayed in the cartouche; it is simply the shape of the cartouche itself but with
a few additional elements surrounding it. However, the tripartite configuration

Therefore this category has a wide scope from which to work as the use of

could be connected to the bar ornament found in the Category VIII-C motif. Here

objects in monumental sculpture was clearly an important feature that was used

the long tubular bar is terminated by a fringe of three, predominantly beaded,

to its greatest degree, and includes keys elements that have been discussed

attachments. Therefore, as these bar ornaments are highly reminiscent of

previously like the manikin sceptre depicting God K, or K’awil, or the highly

ceremonial bars themselves, a connection could be made between the two

important ceremonial bar and its various forms.

that would suggest similarity. Consequrntly, the more fluid form found in Tonina
Monument 69 could be a variation of this tradition. Both options have merit but

After the revision process this category is now made up of 256 examples

further analysis is beyond the scope of this study.

distributed over 59 motifs and variants. Thirteen motifs and variants have been
removed while 22 have been introduced. One point worth noting here, and it is

Motif XIII-C covers the occurrences of God K, or K’awil. Previously this

something that has appeared previously but not to this extent, is that 14 of the 22

incorporated two of his guises, the full figure approach (XIII-C1) and the slightly

groups introduced come from motifs that have been split into variants during the

more stylised ‘manikin’ sceptre form (XIII-C2). However a third variant has

revision process. This is because the motifs relating to objects have been found

been included which is based on four new examples. This new variant, XIII-C3,

to have more variation than was once thought which required their division into

covers the highly stylised and abstracted form of God K. In this guise only the

separate groups.

key features are present, such as the up-turned snout, the mirrored axe head
or fire element in his forehead and the serpentine foot (Taube 1992:69), which

The Ceremonial or Serpent Bar was clearly an important feature in the Maya

are all positioned along a narrow staff. In one instance (Ek Balam Stela 2) there

ritual repertoire for a significant part of the Middle to Late Classic period. It

is not even a face depicted - only a tassel arrangement at the top, axe blade

took many forms within a wider symbolic framework and was made up of many

protrusion slightly below, and serpent body and head termination. The ‘stylised’

different symbols that evolved and changed over time. Two significant works

variant begins in 9.12.19. 1. 1 at Tzendales and continues until approximately

have been undertaken on this subject, the first by Walter Taylor (1941) and later

10. 0.10. 0. 0 in Ek Balam. It is curious that these examples would be considered

by Flora Clancy (1994), where the form, position and circumstance of their use

part of Spinden’s final ‘elimination’ period for a motif, from the sites that make

was analysed. Proskouriakoff, in her original catalogue identified three variants

up this group (Tzendales, Piedras Negras, Nim Li Punit and Ek Balam), while

for this motif, but an additional variant has become necessary from the revision.

others, such as Yaxchilan, Machaquila and Jimbal, continued to use the more
common manikin sceptre well into, and indeed beyond, the known examples of

Variant XIII-B4 is a rare form from Tonina (Monument 69). Instead of the

this stylised form (9.13. 0. 0. 0 to 10. 2.10. 0. 0). Clearly, we have two opposing

common serpent heads that are attached to each end of the bar, there is a

traditions here rather than evolution of the motif, as no site appears with both
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variants.

serrated edges along the strapped section that whilst looking aggressive and
dangerous may simply have been decoration, but this is unclear. Nevertheless, it

The XIII-J motif consists of different bowls and in the original catalogue had

is apparent that the key feature of these spears is the tassels that are positioned

two variations, one fairly simple (J1) and one more ornate (J2). However in the

either directly below the head itself or below the strapping and ornament just

revised catalogue, a third had to be included that did not resemble the other

discussed. Based on the way in which these tassels are depicted it would

two. Variant XIII-J3 depicts a vessel holding pieces of what appear to be paper,

appear that they were made from feathers but this is not certain. This was

which is similar to the other two variants, but the key difference is the shape

clearly a popular design as it covers many sites, is made up of sixteen examples

of the bowl. Rather than a simple bowl, the example from Nim Li Punit (Stela

and had a timespan ranging from approximately 9.11.10. 0. 0 to 10. 2. 0. 0. 0.

15) that makes up this variant, is in the shape of a god’s head. The position of
the bowl where the paper is placed and indeed the fact that it has been set on

The XIII-K2 variant is also a long-shafted spear with a form of tassel, but the key

fire, combined with the up turned snout, suggests that this is indeed another

difference between this and the K1 variant is that the area below the spear-head,

representation of K’awil. As has been stated previously the axe head protruding

that was strapped in K1. This has now been taken to a much greater extent in

from K’awil’s forehead is also interchangeable with fire. Unfortunately, the

K2 creating a large rectangular feature. This rectangular shape is decorated with

publication on Nim Li Punit by Hammond, Howarth and Wilk describes this piece

a number of different materials such as feather (Piedras Negras Stela 12), jaguar

as simply in the sense of form as “a bowl with an everted rim set on a profile

hide (Bonompak Lintel 1) and possibly either large beading or stone (Aguateca

monster head…The bowl contains folded paper with three wavy, flame-like

Stela 1). Unlike the K1 variant the chance of these examples being used in a

elements rising from it” (Hammond, Howarth and Wilk 1999:13). This example is

battle context is slim given their impracticality of their design. There are four

dated to 9.14.10. 0. 0.

examples for this variant and they cover the quite narrow period of approximately
9.17. 7.12.15 to 9.18. 5. 0. 0.

Motif XIII-K was the first of the motif groups to be split during the revision
process. Rather than a single group ‘K’, it has now been divided into three

On the other hand the XIII-K3 variant is clearly only meant for a ceremonial

variants, K1, K2 and K3. The XIII-K motif was described by Proskouriakoff

context. It is similar to the long-shafted spear with tassel arrangements, although

simply as ‘Spears’ (Proskouriakoff 1950:98). However this is far too broad a term

without the strapping. Instead two deity heads have been attached one above

for the way that this group is now positioned.

the other with a small portion of the shaft left free to enable it to be held. Patchy
preservation has, unfortunately, meant that identifying the deity is not possible,

Variant XIII-K1 has now been entitled ‘Spear with tassels, with or without

although there does appear to be some key serpentine features present. This

strapping’. These are long-shafted spears, some have the potential to have

variant is only represented by one example from Arroyo De Piedras (Stela 1) and

been used in warfare while others are clearly for ritual use. Below the spear-

is dated to 9. 9. 0. 0. 0.

head a number examples have some form of strapping for ornamental purposes.
However, three examples from Yaxchilan (Lintel 8, 41 and Stela 18) have
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The second motif to be divided into new variants was XIII-L. This motif was

at the beginning of the design by two diamond shaped panels that, rather than

concerned with staffs, and more specifically those staffs divided into sections.

showing the rounded bowing shape, are definite sharp-angled designs. As time

Three distinct styles of staffs have been identified and assigned numbers: L1, L2

progresses more of these diamond shaped panels are added and can number up

and L3.

to four, with a rare example from Naranjo (Stela 8) having five.

Variant XIII-L1 consists of staffs, divided into sections that appear to be

Between each of these panels there is still a type of binding, but this has also

constructed under tension. They consist of predominantly two sections, apart

become more elaborate. Two or three knots are used to accentuate these

from one exception (Tikal Stela 9), which is bound at each end and also in the

bindings in a very uniform and rigid layout. Five of the examples also have

middle. Various types of decoration are used for the binding, from deity heads

kidney-shaped attachments beside the knots, whose interpretation is difficult, but

to simple medallions. There appears to be no particular place in which to hold

one example (Naranjo Stela 38) has ‘tau’ shaped attachments instead.

the staff as they are depicted being held in a variety of different places. This
seems unusual for an object being used in the highly detailed and exacting realm

The terminations of these staffs are varied and also quite intriguing as they bear

of ritual. There is a rare form of this staff that has been included in the overall

the early stages of the design features found in later ceremonial or serpent bars.

group. Tikal Stela 9, at first sight, appears to have some significant differences

Four examples have the tripartite scrolls and three have serpentine or centipede

to the other examples that make up this variant. However upon closer inspection

figures at the end. What is also interesting is that the serpentine and centipede

it can be seen that while the ‘bowing’ features, under tension, prominent in the

terminations also have spear-heads protruding from the mouth of the beast.

other examples, are not as pronounced here. There are a number of small

Therefore from the L1 and L2 variation to the XIII-B motif we can tentatively see

sections (in this case three), only slightly bowing out in this instance yet are still

the beginnings and evolution of the ceremonial bar. The XIII-L2 variant ranges in

bound at the ends, and while there are gaps between these sections (to aid in

the date from approximately 9. 8. 0. 0. 0 to 10. 2. 0. 0. 0. This is in line with the

holding the staff), the whole design is reminiscent of, at the very least, the origin

ceremonial bars development but clearly continued after the styles diverged.

of this style. I propose that while there is a relatively short space of time between
the Stela 9 (9. 2. 0. 0. 0) example and the next in chronological order, Tikal Stela

The L3 staff’s key feature is also sections but it is much simpler than the other

3 (9. 2.13. 0. 0) that these demonstrate an evolution of form and do not require

two variants. In this case it is composed of a simple rod, but attached to it is

a new variant group be allocated. This style of staff was restricted only to the

cloth tied at each end and at the middle, reminiscent of those binding the bowing

site of Tikal and had a quite brief lifespan ranging in date from 9. 2. 0. 0. 0 to

or angular sections of L1 and L2. In the two Naranjo examples (Stela 30 and

9. 4. 0. 0. 0.

Stela 33) knots of fabric appear to be the key feature as they are tied in a very
rigid and uniform way in groups of three. There are five examples of this variant

The staff found in variant XIII-L2 may prove to demonstrate an evolution from

that range in time from 9.13.19.16. 9 to 10. 1. 0. 0. 0.

the L1 variant. Several of the elements that are characteristic of the L1 staff are
present but in a different way in L2. The tensioned sections have been replaced
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Proskouriakoff describes the XIII-M motif simply as “other types of staffs”

quite elaborate with tassels descending from the base of the head, while the

(Proskouriakoff 1950:98). However there are distinct styles of staffs in this

Stela 12 example is much more subtle. Stela 7 and 8 were commissioned by

section that can be of more value than simply clumping them together in a

the same ruler, K’inch Yo’nal Ahk II (Martin and Grube 2008:145), and according

‘miscellaneous’ group. For this reason, The XIII-M motif has now been divided

to Proskouriakoff (1960:456) were in a chronological sequence, slightly under

into five variants. All five of these variants consist of long simple shafts with,

five years apart. While the outfits worn in each of the two monuments are

except for one (M5), an ornamental design at its peak.

significantly different, the staffs bear a striking resemblance, most notably the
tassels that hang below and the narrowness of the ornament’s overall shape.

Variant XIII-M1 has the typical XIII-M shaft, simple and unadorned, but at the

However, it is unclear if the head elements are the same being. Each has the

top the shaft curves over on itself and is terminated with a serpentine head.

curved appendage on the top of the head and each has an oval shape with two

This variant is made up of only one example from Piedras Negras (Stela 26).

circles. Yet the noses are different and there is an unusual difference in the

The head is quite notably realistic, with little exaggeration in the jaws, eyes and

mouths. It appears that the Stela 7 example has two mouths. Below the eye of

supraorbital plate. The tongue projects quite thick and large from the front of

the head we see the maxilla, with two round shapes that may form the nose and/

the mouth, rather than from the back, as is more common. While the image is

or possibly teeth, with the mandible curving below. Additonally, at the level of the

slightly weathered there appears to be indications of feathering around the back

mandible, we see a fleshless maxilla with very pronounced teeth and the jagged

of the serpent’s head. This may be a connection to the ‘war serpent’, which is

shape of a fleshless mandible curving below. Therefore, while these three

very conspicuously involved in the composition through the massive and highly

examples have some significant differences, the overall design of a long simple

elaborate ‘war serpent’ headdress worn by the central figure. A curious design is

shaft with narrow head feature at its peak, means that these examples need to

attached to the serpent’s lower jaw. This consists of a circular ‘badge-like’ shape

be placed in the same group.

with two tassels hanging from the bottom. Each is a small rectangular piece of
what appears to be fabric, with one falling straight while the other veers off to the

The XIII-M3 variant is another regionally specific variant found at the site of

side. In addition, each of these tassels terminates in two oval shapes that could

Yaxchilan and is made up of two examples (Lintels 6 and 43). Once again

represent fabric, or most likely beads. While this is only a single example its date

it consists of a long simple shaft with an ornament at its peak. In this case,

(9. 9.15. 0. 0) prior to, and subject matter (particularly in relation to the dress of

the ornament is a trapezoidal shape of ‘woven’ diagonal lines, which suggest

the figure) suggest a possible connection with the examples found in the next

a type of wicker-work or basketry. Seated on top of this shape is a full figure

variant (M2).

representation of God K, K’awil. It is therefore unsurprising that Tate has named
these ‘God K Baskets’ (Tate 1992: 104-105). The Lintel 6 examples had another

The XIII-M2 variant is also found in the site of Piedras Negras, but this time is

square ‘woven’ shape below the basket itself that does not appear on Lintel 43.

made up of three examples (Stelae 7, 8 and 12). Once again this staff has a

Both of these lintels may have been commissioned together as they were both

long simple shaft with no elaboration until the top. The top ornament consists

dated to 9.16. 4. 1. 1.

of narrow supernatural or serpentine heads. Two examples (Stela 7 and 8) are
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Variant XIII-M4 still consists of staffs with simple shafts; however, unlike the

feathered, however the Lintel 2 example demonstrates that it was actually two

previous variants their tops have not consistently been used enough to warrant

pieces of patterned fabric. Given the use of feathers worn by the figures and the

their own group. Nevertheless, these have been grouped together in the hope

wavy nature of this style of staff, these were designed to be potent ritual symbols

that in future times more examples will be found thereby warranting their division.

of great pageantry. This variant appears to have a very short time-span with the

For this reason no date range has been assigned to this variant.

two examples dating from 9.16. 4. 1. 1 to 9. 16. 6. 0. 0.

Meanwhile the XIII-M5 variant is this motif’s simplest form. It consists solely of

The XIII-Q2 variant has some striking similarities to the Q1 variant in that it is

the simple shaft, with no ornament at its peak. One example (Lacanha Stela

of cruciform shape and has a naturalistic bird positioned upside-down at its

7) has some slight elaboration, with two pieces of fabric tied a distance apart,

peak. Nevertheless, there are some significant differences as well. This variant

with S-shaped lines suggesting basic incision. Given the very simple nature of

contains one example from the site of Moral (Stela 1) and unfortunately the

the decoration and its lack of resemblance to any other decorated staff type,

monument is broken along at the midpoint of the staff, thereby obscuring certain

the decision was made to place it in this group. The three examples date from

features. But what is clear is that the cross bars do not terminate in circular

9. 8. 0. 0. 0 to 9.18.10. 0. 0.

beaded motifs as they did in Q1, instead they appear to be more similar to the
angular serpent frets found at the base of many loincloth aprons (X-A to E). At

Motif XIII-Q consists of three variants of animal staffs. The first, XIII-Q1, is a

the base of the staff there are suggestions of what may be the fabric tassels of

form found exclusively in Yaxchilan. This variant is cruciform in shape with an

the Q1 variant but this is not certain, however the bottom end of the staff can

avian theme. The two examples (Lintel 2 and Lintel 5) consist of a central shaft,

be seen as terminating in a ball shape with two projecting oval forms, possibly

for which to hold. Toward the top either one or two crossbars are terminated

a floral design, a feature not found or obscured from, the Q1 variant. Given the

with circular beaded designs. These designs bear striking resemblance to

proximity of Moral to Yaxchilan this may be an example of diffusion and evolution

flowers, which bring this into the cross representing tree debate (Norman 1973),

of design as its date of 9. 16. 5. 0. 0 is between the two examples that make up

but it is not clear if this is so, especially in the case of the Lintel 5 examples

variant Q1.

whose arrangements are similar to other circular beaded designs seen in
several other categories (the surrounding circle of beads with additional beads

The XIII-Q3 variant is very different from the other two variants. In this case the

at the quarter points of the circle). However, the key feature of the staff is the

animal depicted is the jaguar rather than birds. It consists of a tapering shaft

naturalistic bird form that is positioned upside-down above the crossbars. The

increasing to a jaguar paw at its peak. There are none of the usual indications

reason for this position, it would appear, was to enable the long tail feathers to

that this is a jaguar, like the black spots that are most common, instead it is

project and sway at the peak of the staff. The row of short tail feathers combined

evident through the basic shape and the three crescent shapes that project from

with another plume of long feathers of the quetzal (Pharomachrus mocinno),

the front that resemble claws, that is reminiscent of a jaguar paw. This example

represent an extremely potent symbol of royalty. The base of the staff also has

from Yaxchilan (Lintel 6), dated to 9.16. 4. 1. 1, is a rare form as there are no

an arrangement, which according to the Lintel 5 example, may also have been

other examples of this style of staff and no other styles that suggest any form of
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evolutionary or diffusionary pathways.

depictions of captives bound by their arms, legs and torsos. However in this
instance it is being used as an object. More specifically the example that makes

Motif XIII-X is a new motif to be introduced as it is held by secondary figures.

up this group (Yaxchilan Lintel 24) is being used in a bloodletting ceremony

This motif is the ritual bundle. These are large circular arrangements that are

and it is being passed through the tongue of Lady Kabal Xook, principle wife

held in both arms by the figures carrying them. It is suggested by their design

of Itzamnaaj Bahlam III (Martin and Grube 2008:125). While this is the only

that they are made from fabric or at the very least are bound together by fabric

occurrence of rope as an object the motif grouping has been kept broad so that

that is tied in a knot at the very top of the bundle. Merle Greene Robertson

in future other occurrences of rope can be placed in this group, particularly if it is

suggested in 1972 that given the context in which they appear, they may have

in a bloodletting context. This example dates from approximately 9.14.14.13.17.

contained the paraphernalia required for a blood-letting ceremony, a view that
is still held today (Martinez Pers. Comm Jan. 2014). Whilst it appears that

Motif XIII-AA are depictions of the objects used for scattering. These are shown

these bundles occurred in other locations, the three examples that appear in the

as small circular objects that descend from the diagonally out-stretched hand of

catalogue, are all from the site of Yaxchilan (Lintels 1, 5 and 7) (Tate 1992:68)

the figure. J Erik Simpson presented, for his PhD. dissertation (1995), a study

and date from 9.16. 4. 1. 1. to 9.16. 6. 0. 0.

of this much debated gesture. What they actually represent is irrelevant to this
investigation as they all take the same shape and therefore one has to infer

The next object is a curious one with many possible interpretations, as

(due to no extant primary document that outlines what they in fact are) that they

regardless of its symbolic meaning its physical form is enough of a mystery.

signify the same thing and what that is, is the subject of much debate anyway,

Labelled motif XIII-Y, this object is held in two hands and appears to consist of

so interpretation at this point would be pointless (Schele and Miller 1986:179;

one or possibly two pieces of fabric that are tied at the top. Strangely, the point

Sharer 2006: 149; O’Neil 2012:111). Regardless the four examples that make up

at which the pieces are tied is not the centre, which raises many more questions.

this motif come from Nim Li Punit (Stela 15, 1 and 14) and Piedras Negras (Stela

There is a chance that it was made from a more rigid material however given the

40) and range in date from 9.14.10. 0. 0 to 9.18. 0. 0. 0.

suggestion of fringing on the ends it would most likely suggest a fabric design.
The closest analogy that we see in the repertoire to this design is that of an

Finally motif XIII-BB contains offering that are held in the hand of figures. The

unbound head-band (an example of which can be seen in Bonampak Sculptured

two examples that make up this motif (Copan Stela B and Machaquila Stela 2)

Stone 1). However, there is no central ornament to position on the forehead,

depict small, portable objects that, given the way they are being held, are clearly

which is highly common on these items, and there is only a small group of

of ritual importance and both appear to utilise a type of plant as their focus. The

hieroglyphs present on the right side. This is a peculiar object that dates from

Copan example is a simple bundle bound by some type of rope or cord, while the

9.16. 7. 9. 2.

Machaquila example is more elaborate with the plant element ‘sprouting’ out of
a collection of hieroglyphs that translate to 7 ek’ kan nal, which in simple terms

Fortunately, motif XIII-Z is a more straight-forward motif, as it is rope, or cord.

is a location. The sprouting element could possibly denote maize (Callaway

This motif is a very common one, with the majority of instances coming from

pers. comm. 2013). This motif appears to be another example requiring possible
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division when or if more examples of the motif are found, but at present the two

that caused such confusion in the list at the end of the book. The aim of this was

examples cover a period from 9.15. 0. 0. 0 to approximately 9.19. 0. 0. 0.

to analyse the efficacy of the revised catalogue versus that of the original.

Whilst some major changes were undertaken in order to create the revised

The next step was to study particular variations that could be made to the

catalogue, most notably the removal of Category XIV – Ornamental Details as

graphing method in order to test if, in the first phase, slight changes may lead

well as the removal of certain sites, the majority of the revision was to increase

to an increase or decrease in the precision of results. Three approaches were

the collection of motifs through the introduction of a sizable amount of newly

tested. These were the calculation of the mean, median and inter-quartile range

discovered monuments. A methodology such as this is heavily reliant on as large

of motif timelines.

a collection as possible and the increase in breadth that these introductions have
created has enabled a wider view of the method. However the overarching goal

The second phase of the variation process attempted a far more significant

was to ensure maximum efficiency in this new analysis and execution. Many

alteration to the original method. This involved the introduction of Numerical

more motif groups could have been assigned, but this would have created a

Taxonomy, or Cluster Recognition, that used statistically attained similarity

situation of extensive single motif groups that would serve only to confuse in a

ratings of entire monuments in order to isolate style dates.

‘can’t see the forest for the trees’ type scenario. As mentioned in the category
breakdown, in future many of these groups may be open to division if more
examples of those motifs are found and a divide becomes necessary, but for now

4.3.1 Core Catalogue Test

the groups have been allocated in the most straightforward and efficient way
This was the first test conducted with the revised catalogue. Its aim was to

possible.

test the precision of the methodology based on the monuments that make up
4.3 The Proskouriakoff Graphing Method

the catalogue itself. With that in mind all of the 236 monuments that form the
catalogue were studied and graphed as if they were new to the system.

Having now established the appearance of the new catalogue, attention must
be turned to the methodology used to find the dates - the graphing method. To

The only statistics of results that Proskouriakoff offers the reader are based on

begin with, the focus will be on how the method, as it was first put forward by

her first and second attempts at finding a balance of splitting and lumping in the

Proskouriakoff, fared. This process will consist of two tests. The first involved

method. She makes no mention of any results for the final method itself. What

the calculation of styles dates for all of the monuments that made up the revised,

is also unusual is that she suddenly introduces an additional dimension that

core catalogue and comparing them to the result that Proskouriakoff achieved.

appears not to be used in any other explanation. Proskouriakoff states that,

The second test involved utilising a collection of other monuments with less
precise dates in essentially the same way. This is reminiscent of the ‘second
pass’ that Proskouriakoff conducted that saw the introduction of the monuments
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“In the first method, the graph was cut by a horizontal line four units

counted in any results or statistics. This meant that the total workable group of

from its peak, and the midpoint of the intersection was noted as the

monuments for the revised primary catalogue for this test was 211.

best date for the monument. In the second method, which produced
graphs with a sharper rise, the line was placed eight units down

Before outlining the results of the revised catalogue, we will first look at the

from the peak” (Proskouriakoff 1950:11).

reconstruction of the original catalogue results. These involve Proskouriakoff’s
core catalogue of monuments. Morley’s, or other researchers’, dates are also

This cutting off of the top of each graph is not mentioned anywhere else and

compared to Proskouriakoff’s style dates. This information was taken from the

no examples are presented where this variation has been used. It could be

list at the rear of the original publication (Proskouriakoff 1950: 185-199).

concluded that in the final structure of the overall method, this variation was
removed for a reason that is never explained. As this variation does not appear

All of the results, both for the original and revised catalogues, have been ranked

to be evident in any of the final results (there is no indication of it in any of the

in terms of their precision and grouped accordingly. This begins with monuments

example graphs) it will not factor into any of the revised tests.

that were style dated exactly the same as those put forward by Morley, Mathews
and other scholars. Next the groups are ranked, in decreasing precision, from

Therefore the results that are presented, presumably using the variation to the

exact to within half a k’atun (approximately 10 years), half a k’atun to one k’atun,

method, are that with the first attempt she achieved 84% within two and a half

one to two and finally two k’atuns to three. Those monuments that fall outside

k’atuns and 91% within three. Then with the second method she achieved a

of three k’atuns have been simply placed in a group titled ‘More’. The reason for

slight improvement with 84% within two and half k’atuns and 94% within 3. This

this is that, while they need to be recorded, by the time a monument reaches four

is curious, as we shall see below: the reconstructed figures do not support the

or more k’atuns from its actual date a window of at least 320 years is possible

above percentages of her final attempt, and that for some reason the results are,

and therefore the date is of little use to anyone. Proskouriakoff recorded these

in fact, lower.

monuments in two different ways. One was to simply record their style date just
like the others, while for some it seems she did not want to, or could not, isolate

There was one recommendation that was noted by Proskouriakoff in the original

the date to a single point in time and instead recorded the style date as a time

publication that was used in this, revised, graphing test and all subsequent

period, such as for Naachtun Stela 2, which was dated by Morley to9.10.10. 0. 0,

tests. In the study Proskouriakoff states, “most of the errors… occur when style

but instead by Proskouriakoff as “Late Classic, Ornate Phase?“(Proskouriakoff

estimates are based on five traits or less” (Proskouiakoff 1950:12). The reason

1950:191). It was felt as this project’s aim was to assess the precision of the

for this is that with monuments that have fewer than five traits it is difficult to form

method, then if a possible date could be ascertained by a curve (no matter

significant enough peaks in order to focus in on a specific date and that the few

how far from the desired point that may fall) it needed to be allocated a date.

motifs that a monument does have, could easily give biased results that would

Allocating time periods, which immediately demonstrate an inability to isolate

be different to the trend that more motifs would have presented had they been

a date, do not help in demonstrating how far from the date a monument is and

available. This was an issue for 25 of the monuments, and therefore they are not

therefore is of little assistance when attempting to revise the precision of a
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extreme and the proximity of the estimation to the actual date would be purely
coincidental.

A summary of the results can be seen in Table 4.1a-f and covers both the first
and second tests. Based on the 161 monuments that made up Proskouriakoff’s
original catalogue, twelve were calculated to a style date exactly the same as the
dedicatory date, 33 were found to be within half a k’atun, 48 within one k’atun, 39
were within two k’atuns and nine within three. Twenty monuments were found to
be greater than three k’atuns (Table 4.1b).

In terms of accumulating percentages these figures demonstrate that, with
Proskouriakoff’s core catalogue, 7.45% were exactly the same as their
dedicatory date, 27.95% were within half a k’atun and that 57.76% were within
a single k’atun. Slightly below 82% were calculated to within two k’atuns and
87.58% within three.

It should be noted these figures do not entirely match up with those of
Proskouriakoff that have been mentioned previously. For the sake of ease and
efficiency the results have been presented in whole k’atun groups, except for
the first k’atun. Furthermore, in order to arrive at the two and a half k’atuns that
Table 4.1. First, Second and Combined Test Result Summaries

Proskouriakoff used for her statistics, a further six monuments need to be added

method. With that in mind the monuments for the revised catalogue have been

to the two k’atun results. This results in a figure of 85.71% which is in fact higher

assigned dates wherever possible.

than her 84%. However, the 3 k’atuns results are lower than the listed 94% and
indeed the 91%, with a total of only 87.58% of monuments falling within three

There was only one example where this was not possible in the revised primary

k’atuns. This is likely because of the changes that were made between the 2nd

catalogue - Yaxchilan Stela 14. With a graph that is made up of five motifs, the

and the final variation of the method. Therefore, it is surprising that the figures

narrowest range stretched from 9. 3. 0. 0. 0 to 10. 0. 0. 0. 0. If a curve was to

actually went backward rather than forward.

be placed over the graph it may present a date of perhaps 9. 6. 0. 0. 0 to 9. 9.
0. 0. 0, and while Mathews dates it to 9. 4. 8. 8.15? (which could conceivably

As mentioned previously the revised catalogue used an increased total of 211

place the style date within two k’atuns) this would be stretching the method to its

monuments in this test (Table 4.1a). Of those 211, 33 were dated exactly to
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their dedicatory date, 80 were within half a k’atun and 57 were within one k’atun.

to allow monuments of secure date to be set aside in order to test style date

Twenty-four monuments were style dated to within 2 k’atuns and thirteen were

calculations, but that could then be factored into the core catalogue after this

within three. Only four monuments were found to be greater than three k’atuns

was completed. Many problems were caused when Proskouriakoff attempted

from their dedicatory date.

something similar. Therefore the best candidate for the secondary category test
was the monuments whose dates weren’t as accurate as those that make up the

The above figures indicate that 15.63% were dated exactly to their dedicatory

core catalogue. These are the monuments whose dates are shown with two or

dates, 53.45% were within half a k’atun and 80.55% fell within one k’atun.

three question marks (?).

Finally 91.92% were within two and 98. 8% within three k’atuns. Therefore this
demonstrates a marked increase in significant periods, with exact dates rising

The compilation of the secondary catalogue was a two-fold approach. The first

by 8.2%, a significant increase of 22.79% for dates within one k’atun, a 9.93%

was to establish one group from Proskouriakoff’s original, published catalogue

increase for two k’atuns and a 10.5% increase for three k’atuns. The only

and the second was to compile one also centred around Proskouriakoff’s, but

decrease came with the ‘more’ category of 10.5% from the original to the revised

with additional monuments based on Mathews’ monument data.

catalogues. Naturally this decrease is actually a positive result, given that it
occurred in the least precise of groups.

The compilation from the original catalogue was quite straight-forward as they
were simply the monuments that hadn’t been included in the core catalogue.

It was hoped and expected that this test would provide quite high results, as all of

These were all the monuments that were used in the list but that did not have

the motifs that can be identified on the monuments are already in the categories,

sufficiently accurate dates. This resulted in a total of 71 monuments. However

thereby removing an element of doubt and interpretation. It would simply test

22 of those monuments were calculated as ‘time periods’ and not specific Long

how robust the method was as a whole. However, the marked increase in the all

Count dates, so they had to be removed. This reduced the number of usable

except the lowest group, was a significant sign of how the revision has created

monuments to 49.

more relevant and sturdy groupings that have helped to focus the timelines and
reconfirm the value of the graphing method.

Just as for the revised core catalogue, the revised secondary catalogue began
with the original and from that monuments were removed or introduced. Once
again the reasons for the removal of monuments were due to fragmentation,

4.3.2 Secondary Catalogue Test

weathering or changes to dates that led to their ineligibility. Another reason
arose that saw monument types such as lintels and altars that, as discussed

The second test was to ascertain how the method would fare with monuments

previously, were not used in the original catalogue but could now be included in

that did not make up its core group. The nature of the cataloguing process

the revised version. However, this meant they could not be used again in this

ensured that all of the known dated monuments were included in the catalogue

second round. All of these above factors led to only eight monuments being

itself. No way could be devised, that would not cause significant problems,

eligible to transfer from the original to the revised secondary catalogues.
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In addition to those that had been removed, the Mathews monument data was

applied to both.

again consulted to ascertain if there were any further monuments that had been
discovered since the publication of the study but that did not have sufficiently

It would seem that with the overarching negative issues that face the

accurate dates, or instances where dates had changed from those of Morley to

secondary catalogue, compared with the overly controlled conditions of the

Mathews. In all fifteen monuments were included under this method. Therefore

primary catalogue, combining the two would give a more balanced view of the

a total of 23 monuments were suitable for the revised secondary catalogue.

capabilities of this method. With that in mind the figures of the primary and
secondary catalogues for each of the original and revised approaches were

The Proskouriakoff catalogue (Table 4.1d), consisting of 49 examples, saw three

combined with the following results (Table 4.1e and f).

instances where the exact date was achieved, three within half a k’atun and four
with one k’atun. Eight examples fell within two k’atuns of the inscribed date,

The original method had a total of 210 monuments (161 + 49) in its combined

nine were within three and 22 fell outside of the three k’atun range. In terms of

catalogue. This was broken down to fifteen monuments being style-dated to

percentages, this meant that 6.12% were exact, 12.24% were within half a k’atun

their given dates, 36 were found to be within half a k’atun, 52 examples were

and 20.40% within one k’atun. A total of 36.73% of monuments were within two

within one k’atun, 47 were within two k’atuns and 18 were within three. Naturally

k’atuns and 55.10% were within the three k’atun limit.

this created percentages that fell between those of the primary and secondary
catalogues. It found that 7.14% of monuments were exactly dated, 24.29% were

Meanwhile the revised catalogue (Table 4.1c), consisting of 23 examples had

within half a k’atun and 49.05% were within one k’atun. Within two k’atuns were

one instance of where the exact date was reached. This included nine examples

71.43% and exactly 80% for within three.

within half a k’atun and three within one k’atun. In addition, four examples were
within two k’atuns and one within three. Finally five examples were outside of

Meanwhile the combine catalogue for the revised approach consisted of 234

the three k’atun range. This means that 4.35% were exact, 43.48% were within

monuments (211 + 23) and found that 34 monuments were exactly dated, a

half a k’atun and 56.52% were within one. A total of 73.91% were found to be

substantial 88 were found to be within half a k’atun and a further 61 were within

within two k’atuns and 78.26% within three.

one. Twenty-six examples were found to be within two k’atuns and 16 were
within three. A total of nine examples were found to be outside the three k’atun

There was a noticeable drop in the precision of the method for this secondary

range. In terms of accumulating percentages this demonstrated that 14.53%

group as opposed to the primary. However this was to be expected as the

were calculated to the exact date, 52.14% were found to be within half a k’atun

monuments that were being analysed no longer were those that made up the

and 78.21% within one. A total of 89.32% were within two k’atuns and 96.15%

original catalogue and also the precision of the original dates was not complete

within three.

right from the outset. If the exact dates were known at the time perhaps the
results would have been effected one way or another, but as these were issues

Therefore by comparing these two sets of results we see significant increases in

that spanned all tests of both catalogues, then a trend comparison could then be

all important periods from the original to the revised. Overall we see an increase
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in the catalogues of monuments from 210 in the original publication to 234 in the

4.4.1 Phase One

revised. This slight increase is in response to the secondary catalogue for the

For the first phase, three variations

original method which has more than twice the numbers of the revised method.

to the basic method were

This reduced the increases seen in the core catalogue of the revised method.

attempted. These were to test the

However in the end there was still an increase of 24 monuments overall.

mean, median and inter-quartile
ranges of the timelines and thereby

In terms of precision, the revised catalogue presents an increase of 7.39% for

the way in which the style dates

style dates that were calculated to exactly the same as the dedicatory dates.

were calculated. The mean and

Analysing the accumulating percentages of the subsequent groups shows

the median reduced the timelines

increases of 27.85% for those monuments whose style dates fell within half

to a single numerical value. This

a k’atun of the dedicatory dates. Monuments calculated to within one k’atun

meant that for the mean, the style

demonstrated the highest increase with 29.16% from the original to the revised

date was effectively the average of

methods. Style dates within two k’atuns rose by 17.89% and three k’atuns

the average of the timelines, and

increased by 16.15%.

for the median it was the central
value alone for the timeline that

These increases demonstrate that Proskouriakoff’s method functioned well

was important. The interquartile

for the 1950s and its subsequent revision has shown that it is still valid in a

range reduced the timelines to their

modern context especially taking into consideration advances in the field such

Table 4.2. Phase One Variation Result Summary

as the discovery of new monuments, a better understanding of the motifs being

points at 25%, 50% and 75% of the overall timelines to create new boundaries.

most concentrated 50%, identifying

presented, and more precise analyses of the dates.
Using the same recording scale as the primary and secondary catalogues, the
dates were grouped as; exactly coincided with the dedicatory date, within half a

4.4 Variations to the Method

k’atun, from half a k’atun to one, from one k’atun to two, two to three and more
With the above results it appears that Proskouriakoff’s method did, and still

than three. Once again any more than three k’atuns distance between style

does, function in isolating dates based on stylistic changes. However we can

date and the dedicatory date renders the figures effectively useless in terms of

ask whether this graphing method was the most effective and efficient method

precision data. The results of this can be found in Table 4.2a-c.

available to achieve this goal. With this in mind a number of variations, over two
phases have been studied in an attempt to ascertain if another approach may

The results of the Mean test (Table 4.2a) indicated that no monuments were

yield better results than those achieved with the current practice.

dated to their exact dedicatory dates. Seventeen of the possible 121 were
dated to within half a k’atun and a further 15 dated to within one. Thirty-six
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monuments were dated to within two k’atuns and seventeen were within three.

within half a k’atun and 14 were within one k’atun. Twenty-six monuments

Unfortunately 36 monuments were dated to outside the three k’atun range. In

were calculated to within two k’atuns and seven to within three. Thirty-four

terms of accumulating percentages this equates to 14.05% within half a k’atun

monuments were calculated to outside the three k’atun range.

and 26.45% within one. Dates were within two k’atuns for 56.20% of the entire
group and 70.25% for three k’atuns.

The accumulating percentages of the Interquartile Range variation present
higher figures at the lower end but similar results on the outer limits. They show

The Median variation (Table 4.2b) calculated eight monuments to their exact

that 1.82% were exactly dates, while 26.36% were within half a k’atun. Dates of

dedicatory dates. A further eleven were found to be within half a k’atun and

within one k’atun were reached by 39.09% of the group, 62.73% were within two

thirteen were within one k’atun of their dedicatory dates. Thirty-two monuments

and 69.09% for three.

were within two k’atuns and 18 were within three.
One feature of these variations that becomes immediately obvious is that while
To once again look at the accumulating percentages this equates to 6.61% that

the Interquartile Range variation demonstrates the best figures in terms of being

were exact, 15.70% that were within half a k’atun, 26.45% that were within one

closer to the exact date, none of the three variations present any figures that

k’atun, 52.89% were within 2 k’atuns and 67.77 that were within the three k’atun

would lead to any desire to adopt these methods over the original.

limit.
4.4.2 Phase 2 Variation
Therefore these two variations presented figures that were fairly similar to each
other with both presenting 26.45% for monuments within one k’atun. What is

The second phase of variations that were attempted was far more radical in the

interesting is that for the exactly dated figures, the Median variation appears

extent to which it altered Proskouriakoff’s original method. The use of Numerical

to have taken a number of those from the half k’atuns figures that the mean

Taxonomy, or otherwise known as Cluster Recognition, was attempted as a

variation simply lumped together.

possible alternative means by which to achieve the same goals set down by
Proskouriakoff.

Interestingly the Interquartile Range variation (Table 4.2c) also presented results
that were quite similar to the previous two. Unfortunately due to the nature of the

Appendix 6 presents the dendrograph that was produced by the WINStat

system, eleven monuments had to be removed as the reduced timelines meant

program based on the ‘presence/absence’ spreadsheet of the core catalogue.

that a date could not be calculated. This resulted in a workable group of only 110

As can be seen the monument references are listed along the Y axis of the

monuments.

chart, and the level of similarity is presented in the X axis. What is immediately
noticeable is that the groupings are not as distinct as those of the original
method. The size of the grouping is instead determined by the level of similarity

Two monuments were calculated to their exact dedicatory dates, 27 were
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that one monument shares with its neighbour. So the further down the chart that
203

the link is positioned, the less similar the connection. For instance Bonampak

has meant that there is no obvious location in which to draw the similarity ‘line’.

Sculptured Stones 1 and 5 have a similarity rating of zero, which means they are

The most likely location would fall somewhere between the 200 and 400 levels,

remarkably similar and yet Agua Calientes Stela 1 and the Leiden Plate have

but there are justifications for several different locations. A large number of

similarity ratings of 1150 and 2080 respectively, meaning they are significantly

clusters consist of only two monuments with little similarity, therefore a line closer

different to everything else in the catalogue.

to 400 would enable a better grouping structure. However the significant cluster
located towards the left side of the dendrograph would benefit more from a line

It can be seen that a number of clusters have formed that are centred on

closer to 200, thereby reducing the size of that substantial group of quite similar

certain sites, such as those highlighted that include a number of monuments

monuments. In the end it was concluded that there was no location in which to

from Tikal and Yaxchilan. This is not surprising as one would hope that some

place the cut off line that would not create a number of problems and so another

monuments from a single site would be located in close proximity to one another

solution was reached.

due to the local traditions of the site that may not be seen between sites in
geographically different regions. However it is also worth drawing attention to

Rather than focusing on a number of firmly delineated groups, it was decided

another highlighted cluster that includes monuments from Yaxchilan, Bonampak,

instead to focus on the first clustering point. What this means is that the result

Tzendales and La Pasadita. These are all sites within a close geographic range

will either be a single monument or perhaps a small number of monuments

of each other that used a similar artistic repertoire. This goes some way to

depending the level of similarity at which a new monument would enter the

demonstrating the ability to accurately group monuments based on the collection

cluster.

of motifs as a whole and not simply as the culmination of a number of categorical
groupings, as seen in Proskouriakoff’s method. However, naturally the question

Therefore the process of using this method would be thus: A new monument

of precision arises at this point.

is broken down to its individual motifs as laid out in the revised catalogue. This
data is input into the entire catalogue’s ‘presence/absence/missing’ database,

The key to the identification of groups in cluster recognition at what level

with 0 for absent, 1 for present and blank for missing. The program then

of similarity does one place the limit, meaning, what level best depicts the

recalculates the clusters introducing the data for the new monument and thereby

boundaries of the desired groupings. For biology, from where the method

assigning it a cluster. The first point at which the new monument contacts with

comes, there are a number of levels to set such as Family, Genus and Species,

another cluster produces the level of similarity and the monument or monuments

but for a method that is concerned with the dating of monuments there is only

that are part of that cluster presents the date or date range that the new

one level that is of interest and where that level lies is important. This is due to

monument should centre around, thereby given the result.

the fact this limit needs to encompass the appropriate number of monuments to
best describe the group, but at the same time not include so many that the range

A test of this method was completed using the monuments that made up

is extended beyond a useable level.

the second test of Proskouriakoff’s method (those with two or three question

Unfortunately, as can be seen by the dendrograph, the nature of the clustering

marks). These 22 monuments were incorporated into the database and their
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single monument had several results quite close to their actual dates, with two
falling within half a k’atun (12.5%) and four within one (25%), but the majority
were on the other end of the scale, with one monument three k’atuns from the
date (6.25%) and nine were more than three k’atuns (56.25%).

No trends could be ascertained from the level of similarity attained by the above
results. A monument that had a date within the range or close to the comparable
date had just as much chance of the similarity being close or far away for these
results, likewise at the other end of the scale.

Unfortunately it would seem that this method does not present a workable
alternative to that of Proskouriakoff’s. The lack of consistency of the results
and low percentages of success do not come close to those achieved by
Table 4.3. Cluster Recognition Test Results

Proskouriakoff in the original publication much less those of the revised method.
similarity and dates were recorded, the results of which can be seen in Table 4.3.
What is immediately clear is that this method presents two possible results. If
It would appear, from the results, that the Phase One and Two variations did
the new monument is clustered with only a single monument then the result is
not achieve the goals set down for them. The Phase One variations, while
only a single date, but if the monument is clustered with a group this presents a
range into which the new monument might be placed.

presenting interesting figures that speak to the nature of the graphic process did
not present results nearly as precise as the original method and the Phase Two

Of the 22 examples sixteen were clustered with only a single monument,
while six were clustered with a group. These groups consisted of two to five

results were likewise not sufficient. However, the exercise of conducting these
tests had wider implications that will be discussed in the Chapter 5.

monuments. Those monuments clustered with only single examples were
recorded the same way as those of Proskouriakoff method: meaning they
were recorded on a scale from half a k’atun to ‘More’, while those monuments
clustered with groups were recorded as either being within the date range
assigned (IR) or outside the range (OR). This immediately causes complication
and inconsistency within the results, with the necessity of two recording systems.
Very little consistency can be seen in either sets of results. The dates of four of
the six monuments who were allocated a date range were within those ranges,
thereby given a percentage of 66.67%. However those clustered with only a
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Chapter 5 - Discussion

Therefore taking the above into consideration and combining it with the ultimate
layout that is presented later on in the work, the general opinion has always

5.1 Aims

been that she had set out to create a means by which to date the undated as
precisely as possible. This was to be achieved by focusing the date ranges of

As a methodological classic, A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture is held dear in

motifs and variants that make up the entire catalogue in order to reduce specific

the hearts of many researchers. It was an efficient and elegant approach that

combinations of occurrences of these date ranges to a single point and thereby

sought to remove the doubt and personal idiosyncrasies that came from differing

form ‘style’ dates.

interpretations of undated monuments. But a method such as this requires a
great deal of explanation in order that both the experienced and the layperson

However, the trajectory of this goal does not appear to be as lineal as is

can comprehend and use it. This method is suitable for both. It is beneficial

suggested. Even within the next paragraph of the previous quote Proskouriakoff

for the expert because it can help categorise and formalise interpretations and

writes that,

beliefs, that are mentioned previous, regarding different styles of sculpture, and
yet for the layperson, it can be used to enlighten and help further educate them

“[t]he elaborate costumes depicted on Maya stelae provided a rich

about the sculptures and their subject matter.

selection of motifs for study, but as the work progressed, it became
obvious that most of the motifs were of ancient origin. Their

Unfortunately Proskouriakoff’s explanation of the aims and the methodology is

chronological distribution, with very few exceptions, could not be

not always entirely clear. The ultimate goal and the limitations that effect that

used to place monuments in time, except perhaps in very restricted

goal change repeatedly and the steps that were taken, and processes that are

areas… Criteria based on the occurrence of certain designs or

needed to be followed, in order to use the study has elements that can be quite

motifs could be used only to define the Classic Maya style as a

vague.

whole or, at best, its two major periods” (Proskouriakoff 1950:2).

From the outset Proskouriakoff stated that the aim of the study was,

A possible explanation for this may speak more to the humility of Proskouriakoff
herself rather than the limitations of her study. She is continually reminding the

“to examine variation in the Classic monumental style, which would

reader that what she is doing is not perfect and that it has limitations, perhaps

furnish clues to the relative dates of the execution of individual

in an attempt to shield herself from potential critics. In a letter to Satterthwaite

monuments, and to discover, if possible, progressive changes which

she writes: “It would have been much simpler to use the final charts, but I

characterize the development of typical Classic Maya forms depicted

was afraid I’d be accused of pulling myself up by my bootstraps, so to speak”

on stelae” (Proskouriakoff 1950:2).

(Proskouriakoff, Letter to Satterthwaite. 9th July, 1952). If you present something
that goes to great pains to convey its short-comings then you cannot be accused
of unwarranted or warranted self-aggrandising. I believe that this is what is
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happening here. She believed in the overall aim that she was presenting but she

her work on the jades from Chichen Itza (1975) and her final work, Maya History

also acknowledges that faults existed and so made sure that these faults were

(1993), all demonstrate a much more focused and precise attention to detail in

open and transparent. Unfortunately this gives the impression that she set out

their explanations. All of the methodological parts were there in her mind, but

to create a precise tool for dating the undated, but the reality soon dawned that

unfortunately they were not all explained in such a way that someone who did

this had significant faults that needed to be conveyed, and yet in continuing she

not create the method, could completely comprehend.

managed to reach this goal in spite of herself.
However these issues of explanation, whilst inconvenient, were not of great
In conjunction with this shifting of view of the study’s capabilities, there is great

consequence and ultimately a study was created that utilised the combined

variation in the means by which the finer details of its compilation and function

motifs of a substantial corpus of monuments that enabled undated monuments to

are outlined. The explanation of the study’s aims and processes have passages

be dated based on the changes and innovations that occurred within otherwise

of great clarity, such as identifying which monuments are suitable for inclusion.

long established motifs. The fact this this system was developed by someone

Proskouriakoff sets out the five eligibility criteria that are needed to be achieved

with so little experience in studies such as these, is a substantial credit to

in order for a monument to be included. These are clear and concise. However

Proskouriakoff.

there are also a number of instances where the processes that she is following
are not quite so clear: for instance, the attempts at refining the processes

In the following section I will discuss key features that presented themselves

required for isolating the different motifs and variants, or, most importantly for

in the each of the overarching areas of the revision of A Study of Classic Maya

my research, the explanation as to how the graphs of motifs and variants were

Sculpture. These areas are, the Catalogue, The Graphing Process and The

to be compiled. Overall, the methodological sections are written in such a

Variations. It will be concluded with a number of overall observations that I have

way that it appears to flow in a direct and straightforward manner, but once an

gleaned from the revision process as well as a number of recommendations

attempt is made to follow these instructions, one’s surety becomes less and

that I consider are poignant to the revision, and required to ensure the study’s

less. I do not for a second believe that this is due to inability on Proskouriakoff’s

continuing relevance and use.

part, in regards to the working of the method that she created, rather that it is
a reflection of a fault that she identified in herself and mentioned in the same
letter referred to previously; “I’m sorry only that my exposition was apparently too

5.2 Compilation

cryptic. That, I find, is a constant fault in my writing, and I am trying to correct it”
(Proskouriakoff, Letter to Satterthwaite. 9th July, 1952). This is a fault that many

The key to the compilation of a productive catalogue of this nature is the

of us can identify with. It needs to be remembered that this was Proskouriakoff’s

selection of monuments. In order to be suitable for the core catalogue group,

first major study away from the subject that she was trained for – architecture/

monuments need to satisfy a number of criteria, but in essence they need

draftsmanship. And it was something that she did remedy as the explanations

two things: a secure date and to be sufficiently unweathered in order to be

for her seminal articles on Classic Maya historical inscriptions (1960, 1963,1964),

scrutinised. If a monument has these two features then it is possible to achieve
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the aims of this study. The ‘clean slate’ that comes from compiling this for the

Whilst I can understand Proskouriakoff’s motives in including the supplementary

first time, whilst daunting, I am sure offered a degree of freedom in which to

monuments in the overall publication, as mentioned previously she was

manoeuvre, but when one is revising the catalogue of the original work it is

concerned about giving the impression of ‘pulling herself up by her bootstraps’,

slightly more complex. The original catalogue needs to be adhered to as a

I do not believe that it was the right decision for the study. It would have been

starting point but things inevitably need to change, and judgements need to be

more prudent to isolate the core catalogue and to present it as is, in its purest

made on all the decisions that have come before and that led to the shape of the

form. Having done that, the next step would to outline all the supplementary

original catalogue.

monuments as tests to that core. While Proskouriakoff states that for the most
part the effects of incorporating these supplementary monuments are minimal in

In order to update and revise a catalogue that has lasted for so many years

some time periods with large amounts of monuments from which to draw (e.g.

a great deal of new information needs to be incorporated. However before

Late Classic), she also acknowledges that in periods where the monuments are

that process can begin the monuments that made up Proskouriakoff’s original

not quite so abundant (Early Classic) the effects are far greater (Proskouriakoff,

core group need to be identified. This proved to be an issue, since there was

Letter to Satterthwaite. 9th July, 1952).

no central list of the core group. As was discussed previously, in Chapter 3,
this led to a long and complex process in order to try to recreate the core list,

I acknowledge that the removal of these supplementary monuments would

as the one provided in the original publication also factored in a number of

have had a quite dramatic effect on the overall study, as it reduced the size of

supplementary monuments that were less accurately dated and therefore not

the catalogue and (more significantly) many of the motif groups. This reduction

suitable for the core group. It would have been far simpler if two lists had been

of the motif groups is a consequence of that fact that many occur entirely in

included instead: one with the core group and another with supplementary

monuments of less secure dates. Examples of this practice were discussed

monuments that were used in the study. However, I believe that once these two

in the category comparison section of the Results Chapter (4.2), in particular

lists had been established and processed, the line between the core group and

in relation to motif groups from the ‘Poses’ category, I-K2 & K3. Category I-K2

the supplementary monuments became somewhat blurred, which in turn led to

included Santa Rosa Xtampak Stela 3 and the Halal lintel, which were both listed

a number of decisions made by Proskouriakoff that seemed to have complicated

as having no dates by Morley and classified as ‘Late Classic, Variant?’and ‘Late

and diminished the focus of the original study.

Yucatan Variant?’ respectively by Proskouriakoff.

Therefore, the first task that needed to be done was to extricate the core

In addition Category I-K3 occurred in Seibal Stela 3 and Etzna Stela 15 whose

catalogue from the supplementary one as secure dates are vital for a study such

dates were 9.19. 0. 0. 0?? (it is unclear who presented this date as it is not

as this to be effective. It is essential to know with as much surety as possible,

explained in the list, but it is in parentheses and was therefore offered by

the date of the motif that one is dealing with. Transparency is the best way to

someone other than Morley) and assigned ‘no date’ by Morley respectively, with

ensure that those using the study can immediately identify what monuments

9.19. 0. 0. 0 and ‘non Classic’ offered as style dates by Proskouriakoff. As can

make up the catalogue.

be seen none of these examples were securely dated, the closest being Seibal
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Stela 3 and that still had two question marks. It would not seem too far a stretch

preservation and therefore weathering was never an issue. However not all

to assume that if there were securely dated monuments in those groups, they

monuments have that luxury. Other monuments, such as Pusilha Stela K and

would be used as the ‘type’ images, rather than those that were less secure.

Santa Rosa Xtampak Stela 7 were simply too weathered to have been of any

Consequently, their inclusion stood as another step in the dilution of the core

real use.

group and therefore required removal from the revised catalogue. While the
removal of these motif groups does mean a reduction in the overall number of

Fragmentation needs to be included in this situation as well, although only to a

motifs, I do not see this as being a great problem. The major reason for this

certain degree, as a well preserved monument that has been broken can still

is, although there will be a decrease, it will come from groups that do not have

contribute certain motifs, such as the feet fragments from Naranjo Stela 43.

usable timelines. I-K2 and K3 have no workable timelines assigned to them and

None of the rest of the figure has survived, but the sandals depicted are of a

so would not affect any style dating.

usable quality.

The argument could be made that these are included in Proskouriakoff’s motif

Incidentally, the monuments listed previously (Pusilha Stela K and Santa Rosa

groupings simply as reference points so that a person using the study could

Xtampak Stela 7) were considered to be of a usable quality by Proskouriakoff but

at least find something to compare their piece to, even if it does not have a

not by me. I felt that the level of erosion was too severe to offer usable, secure

timeline. I understand this point of view, and will discuss it later as one of my

data for the catalogue and so they were removed in my analysis.

recommendations, however I feel that only motifs that come from securely dated
monuments should be included in the catalogue in any form. This will ensure

This leads to the first instance where subjectivity is a problem to this study. It

that what a person is looking at is usable in the system. While this does not

is a theme that will be repeated in future as, given the variable nature of art,

guarantee that it will have a timeline, as will be discussed in terms of aberrant

there is rarely a ‘black and white’ answer to many questions that would benefit

forms, it does mean that what is there is secure.

from one. In this instance it is the issue of what constitutes a monument being
too weathered or fragmented. The simple answer would be that as soon as the

It has been the primary goal of this revision project to ensure that all processes

details have been degraded to the point of no longer being recognisable then the

are as efficient and as secure as possible. Where monuments have been used

monument is unusable, but where does that point lie? Clearly this is going to be

whose dates are less secure, then the point has been made very clear to the

different for everyone. Therefore to ensure confidence in the reader, every one

reader. So every monument that is part of the revised catalogue has a secure

of these decisions has been made through careful consideration, deliberation

date, based on those dates set down by Mathews.

and by continually returning to the question of what is best for the efficiency
and effectiveness of the method. Wherever possible attempts have been made

The other influencing factor for the inclusion of a monument is the level of

to minimise these decisions, namely the attempts with Numerical Taxonomy,

weathering that it has sustained over the centuries. For some monuments this

although the removal of all of these judgement calls were not possible. I have

is a moot point, for instance the lintels of Yaxchilan have a remarkable level of

sought to scrutinise the monument to as great a degree as possible in an attempt
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to ‘tease out’ the details required. In many cases overall shape can direct which

that is required to make the stylistic judgment calls, mentioned previously, in an

motif the monument once held, but in some instances the deterioration was too

efficient, concise but above all informative manner.

great and it was those that were not used.
Once again the first step in the process of revision is to evaluate what is already
The compilation process was a complex one to achieve, but the importance

in existence. The final state of Proskouriakoff’s catalogue breakdown, published

of it as a starting point, dictated that it be conducted in the way that I have

in the book, has many positive features. The scaled breakdown from entire

previously outlined. The increase in the number of monuments from 161 to

monument images to those of overarching categories; alphabetic motifs and

236 has ensured that a greater collection of images could be utilised. This has

alpha-numeric variants, is the best scheme for this this type of image in a non-

enabled a strengthening of many of the pre-existing motifs groups, as well as the

statistical way. However a number of more detailed changes were deemed

introduction of a wider selection of new groups. A key component of this was the

necessary to ensure increased efficiency and security of information that would

introduction of securely dated monuments other than stelae. Many of these, in

ultimately lead to better style dating.

particular lintels, enabled a widening of perspective as they shared a number of
stylistic rules with stelae and yet at the same time introduced a few of their own.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the removal of Category XIV – Ornamental

All instances of less securely dated monuments have been removed to ensure

Details was the most overt of the changes that were required for the revision

that only monuments whose dates are confirmed or all but confirmed, form the

process. The other thirteen categories were all understandable and relevant,

catalogue. This ensures maximum security in the motif groupings that follow and

but the ornamental details were too variable by their very nature to be of benefit

an understanding that everything that is used from this stage onward is able to

in a revised context. The degree to which these motifs and variants can be

be placed in a controlled temporal as well as a geographical framework.

changed or be entirely omitted from a composition indicates that their existence
and therefore reliability are too uncertain to ensure solid groupings.

5.3 Layout and Groupings

A solution may be found in the way alterations were made to Categories II –
Scrolls and XI – Ornaments worn on Arms and Legs. In the original catalogue

The next crucial phase of the study deals with the layout and grouping of the

these two categories had collections of items that were obscure and not

motifs taken from the catalogue. The effective classification of the different

entirely consistent with the grouping layout for the rest of their category. These

motifs is the ‘lynch pin’ of this entire work. The overarching category breakdown

‘additional’ groups were separated and factored into the existing layout scheme

needs to cover the relevant features and the motif groupings that are necessary

where appropriate, in order to ensure consistency of function. This was

to demonstrate accurate portrayals of the lifespans of specific motifs. Without

considered the best solution for the ornamental details group. Category XIV

this one cannot hope for any form of accurate date being reached. In addition,

could be disbanded and organised into the relevant category from the existing

the layout is also an important part although for another reason. If the revised

thirteen. An example of this is the fringing around the base of a belt (XIV – A).

catalogue is to be an effective tool for people to use, it needs to present the data

It stands to reason that this feature could easily be incorporated into Category
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IX - Belts, similar to the decorative, ornamental heads that already have a motif

variable nature of the art, a great many judgment calls were required in order to

group in the Belts Category (IX - E). The only potential issue that could arise

form the groups. Where does one variant begin and the other end? However for

from this division would be in the rare occasion of the motif appearing on items

this issue I can only repeat the conclusions made in the previous section: that a

of clothing that do not come under the existing groups, such as the ‘huipil’.

great deal of care and thought have gone into the groupings, the decisions that

However this could be remedied through association. For instance, it is most

were reached were based on a need for overall consistency in the approach to

likely that the motif will be placed on the lower parts of the garments, as the

the method and remaining as true to Proskouriakoff’s original work as much as

majority of other stylistic details focus on the upper body. Therefore if there is a

possible without it restricting the possibility of future growth. In many cases these

representative sample available and worthy of inclusion in the catalogue then

were common-sense decisions where differences began to stand out within motif

it would stand to reason that, given its location in the vicinity, the motif could be

groups which ultimately dictated when groups should be divided and when it was

factored into Categories IX – Belts or, most likely, Category X – Loincloth Aprons.

simply small scale variation or innovation. This was seen in the division of motif

However in order for that to be necessary then a representative sample of the

XII K, from a single motif, to now consisting of three variants.

particular motif needs to exist - which many of them did not appear to have.
However the rogue elements in every category were the ‘rare’ forms. These are
As discussed in Chapter 4.1 the overall number of motifs and variants decreased

random motifs and variants that appear in only one or two examples, usually

in the revised catalogue by a net total of 36. This was due to a number of

isolated to a single site. It was here that a number of difficult decisions needed

factors, most notably the removal of Category XIV. ‘Aberrant’ sites like Chichen

to be made. Fortunately, many could be combined with other, fairly similar, ‘rare’

Itza and Palenque were no longer utilised and the reevaluation of chronological

forms. While, ultimately, it was a fairly simple decision to include these in the

and physical details of monuments and their motifs meant they were no longer

catalogue, as they are depicted on the monuments and are of secure dates, the

suitable for inclusion.

placing them was not always an easy feat, especially as it involves the future of
the study and therefore could have wider ramifications.

It was important to retain as many of the existing motif references as possible
to ensure continuity with the original and so new variants were given the first

A study of this nature is reliant on the number of examples that make up the pool

available numerical value after the last from the original study, and motifs

from which to draw. The greater the number of examples the better the coverage

received the first alphabetic value after the final from the original. Therefore the

you can expect to achieve. This was proved by strengthening the number of

way in which the overall grouping was displayed and referenced remained very

existing motifs and the introduction of many new examples. It is hoped that

similar between the original and revised catalogues. There appeared no need to

one day the revised catalogue and the motif and variant groups that I have put

change this as it functioned in an easy and open format.

forward will be revised again and that the incorporation of new monuments in
conjunction with advancements in our understanding of Maya art will add another

I can sympathise with Proskouriakoff and her trials with ‘splitting and lumping’

layer to the potential of this work. Furthermore, what may be a ‘rare’ form in this

that are recounted in the publication. To once again draw attention to the

catalogue may end up becoming a larger group in the next or the next. More
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examples may also show that what is only a single group in the current revision,

present in some but not all other examples can be overlooked by the selection of

might become more important in future. Consequently, the decision of where to

only a small group. Therefore, at least if the entire collection is considered then

place them in the catalogue was not one that was taken lightly. For this reason

the full trend, with geographical novelty, can be taken into consideration.

rare forms have been included in the catalogue, but they have not been allocated
timelines. It is clear that single examples do not provide sufficient representation

A definite task for a future publication of this study would be to isolate the motif

of the potential chronology of a motif and can cause problems. This will be

of each example rather than a simple rectangular crop of the overall image.

discussed in the next section.

Unfortunately time constraints restricted the possibility of this for the current
work, but this has meant that some examples, such as the scrolls from Copan

The question of the cut-off point for the allocation of timelines was not one

Stela N (II E2) and the collar ornament from Piedras Negras Lintel 4 (VIII C7)

that was discussed by Proskouriakoff. At what point does a motif become

were not always clear as to what they were conveying. A curious situation arises

representative? Given the size difference between many of the groupings it was

in the latter example, where a hand and object are covering part of the motif. If

decided that for this study a timeline would be allocated if a motif or variant was

these are to be independent images, do attempts need to be made to ‘complete’

made up of three or more examples. At the very least this ensured a reasonable

the missing part? In this case, this would be fairly straight forward, as a pattern

sample size. It was thought that at that size, a trend would be starting to form,

that can be seen that can be replicated. In other situations however that may

be they either clustering close together (which would be of great benefit to style

not be so simple, and in those cases would it be necessary to show only what is

dates), or beginning to show a wider timescale for the traditional motifs with

depicted? I believe the issue of identification of cropped motifs was particularly a

greater longevity. If the cut-off point was placed any higher than, for instance

problem for the revised catalogue due to the increased use of line drawings over

four or five, then the number of usable motifs would be detrimentally reduced and

photographs.

therefore render the whole study of little benefit. At the very least three examples
begin trends that can be otherwise strengthened by the more highly represented

The grouping and layout process for the revised catalogue has many significant

groups.

similarities to the original, as the vast majority of the design features from the
original were still highly relevant and that only minor changes needed to be

Another quite overt difference between the original and revised catalogues was

enacted. Whilst the removal of an entire category may seem extreme the fact

the decision to include every example of the motif in the catalogue rather than

that it has been incorporated into the other thirteen, reduces the impact that

a small number of representative examples. While the written explanations

such an event has on the overall system. Also greater transparency of what

accompanying the timelines are the initial step, the need to make them brief

monuments make up each group ensures that the greatest amount of information

in order to ensure usability, presented a problem. I believe that if the entire

is at the reader’s disposal, which is a definite bonus for the revised system.

collection can be viewed, then subtle variations are better represented when a
reader is attempting a comparison. As only one or two key features of the motifs
can be concentrated on in the grouping process, the other features that may be
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can greatly affect the overall result. The isolated motifs are then identified in the

5.4 Graphing

catalogue and the corresponding timelines are recorded. Once all of the motifs
As mentioned in previous chapters, the procedures used for the construction of

that have these timelines have been recorded they are then graphed one on top

the style graphs for Proskouriakoff’s method were not presented in a clear and

of another on a blank recording sheet whose Y-axis records a timeframe from

definitive way. A number of different ideas are mentioned in the explanation

8.14. 0. 0. 0 to 10. 4. 0. 0. 0.

that appear to have no origin or in many cases no future in the system.
Also, the crucial discussion of how the graphs were constructed is entirely

Rather than considering the constituent timelines as ridged lines, they need

omitted. However, given that the method ultimately does work, these issues

to be positioned in such a way that the overhang from one timeline falls into

can be attributed to possible misunderstandings that have been discussed

the vacant position of the level below rather than being supported in ‘mid-

previously. Ultimately through a large amount of tests, trials and collaborations

air’. It is this feature that enables the creation of classic pyramidal shapes that

with a number of other people (most notably Mathews and Pegg), the closest

are characteristic of this method instead of the jagged and highly subjective

approximation has been developed. I believe that from the available information

graphs that were produced when the lines are considered ridged. For lack of

the system outlined below best conveys Proskouriakoff’s original concept, but

a better term, one could almost call this process ‘smoothing’; however this has

with a number of features that have either been removed or introduced in order

connotations of ‘stretching’ or adding further length to timelines in order to make

to make it function in a more efficient and effective way. After explaining the final

them fit together better. This is not what is happening in this process - perhaps

procedure for the method and a discussion of the results that came from the

a better term would be ‘compacting’. This method of compacting ensures that

two major tests of the system, I will focus on two key features of both the original

the location of greatest overlap is projected to the highest point while the least

and revised version that require some discussion: these are the pitfalls of rare

represented times remain low and positioned closer to the baseline. A curve is

forms versus the advantages of focused, short-lived trends, and the validity of a

then drawn over the shape that best represents its differing inclines and declines

variation mentioned by Proskouriakoff in her explanation. Finally, I will discuss a

and ensures that the apex of that curve is the style date.

number of relevant case studies from the revised method that further enlightens
some of its key features.

While the curve may seem redundant, as surely the highest point is the date
required, it is not as simple as that. The highest point may be three or four

After much deliberation and calculation, a final layout of the graphing method

k’atuns wide, in which case does one simply select the central point? This may

for the revised catalogue has been established. The motifs of a particular

mean that the result could be up to two or three k’atuns off. And even if the

monument are isolated based on the thirteen categories of the catalogue. This

highest point is only a single k’atun wide then at which point does one set the

process is done for all primary and secondary figures, therefore any instance of

date? This is where the curve is of great use. The curve uses the overall shape

an identifiable motif. However one key point to note here is not to use a motif

of the graph to influence at which point of the highest ‘plateau’ the result lies. For

more than once from the same monument, as this will give an uneven bias to

instance if the graph starts with a sharp increase to the high point but then gently

that range of that motif and, as will be discussed presently, a single duplication

tapers out afterwards, then the curve would place the date at the earlier point.
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This is a result of sharp rises or declines that draw the apex closer to them than

as the limited number examples from the catalogue do not adequately represent

those that are more gradual. However, if the rise and decline are the exact same

the true lifespan of that motif, then this can have a dramatic effect on the overall

shape then the apex will be situated in the exact centre of the high point, as seen

graph. This conundrum is one of the inherent flaws of the system and one that

on the Naranjo Stela 12 example (Table 5.1).

has no solution; as there is always the chance of motifs being found that extend
the lifespans demonstrated in the catalogue. A novel solution for this situation

This shifting of the highest point based on the position of the curve has

would be a central database that could be updated with new monuments as

implications in other areas of the graphing procedure. As was discussed briefly

they come in and the result disseminated to all who use it. Nevertheless, as

in the Results Chapter (4.3.1), at one point in the discussion of the method,

the system needs to be ‘closed off’ after every revision, this problem is always

Proskouriakoff explains, (in relation to what could be either an intended part

going to exist. The only option would be to remove the offending motif from the

of the method or a variation) that the true style graph need only consist of the

graph thereby enabling the remaining motifs to influence the style date or by

top four or eight timelines and that the rest can be discarded. On the surface

attempting a one off or running change of the timeline, in one’s personal copy of

this appears to make sense as it is a point along the highest range of the style

the publication.

graph that will have the style date. However, as has just been discussed, it is
the entire shape of the graph that is important, for it is the entire shape of the

Unfortunately, the issue that arises from attempting to extend the timelines is

graph that dictates the way that the curve will go. So if, in some cases, the

that while the majority of the remaining timelines may be directing the result in a

bottom three quarters of the entire graph is removed, this will seriously affect

particular way, ultimately the monument that one is trying to use the method on

the path of the curve and thereby give a misleading result. This is backed up

clearly has no secure date (otherwise one wouldn’t need to be using this method

by the results found in the two phases of variations that were conducted on

on it) and therefore one can never be sure that the extension is an accurate

the revised catalogue and that will be discussed shortly. The entire shape is

projection of what the timeline may have been like. While Proskouriakoff did

important and perhaps Proskouriakoff discovered this to be true, which is why it

not want to be seen as ‘pulling herself up by her bootstraps’ (9th July, 1952), I

is only mentioned as being part of the first and second attempts and yet is not

do not foresee a way of safely incorporating examples which extend a motif’s

mentioned in the final explanation.

lifespan, that I am not certain are accurate. Therefore, I feel the best course of
action would be to remove the timeline in question if it appears significantly out

To move from the larger scale situations to the smaller. A single smaller timeline

of place, thereby leaving only the majority that have some form of relationship.

can either prove or mislead an entire style graph. For if the example one is trying

More frequent revision of the method may help to reduce this issue, although

to date includes a motif whose range is outside of the trends forming from the

every subsequent revision would then call into question style dates from

rest of the motifs, then this can cause problems. If a motif is well represented

previous versions. This is already an issue with the current revision as the style

and has a brief lifespan, and therefore timeline, then it has the potential to

dates published for Tikal (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982) and Caracol (Beetz

present a near perfect graph, especially if the other timelines support the result.

and Satterthwaite 1981), that include those by Proskouriakoff, are significantly

However if a motif is a ‘rare’ form and therefore may not fit into the time frame

different in the revised catalogue. So while a short time frame for a motif may
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be the perfect guide to an accurate style date they can also come with certain

The category of dates found to be within half k’atun of the true date is a curious

issues.

one, as in many ways the monuments that are located in this group can
ultimately be considered as being precise. This is because not all monuments

One further curious, and at times annoying, feature of the method occurs when

are dedicated on k’atun or hotun endings, which means that by the very nature

the end of a motif’s timeline aligns with the beginning of another’s. This issue

of the recording process it will never be posible to isolate the monument in a

can cancel out a characteristic benefit that the two timelines may otherwise have

timeframe down to the k’in, winal or even tun. Therefore those monuments that

created, had they overlapped. Once again this is an unavoidable issue in a

were dated exactly, which accounted for 17.09% (a increase of nearly 10% from

system such as this, and many times one wishes timelines were just one k’atun

the original publication), had the good fortune of, first and foremost, being well

bigger, but one needs to rely on the timelines the way they are because they

preserved or having representative features but also that they were dedicated

represent solid, secure examples. This is why the ‘purity’ of the system is so

on k’atun or half k’atun ending dates. For this reason it could almost be said that

essential. The reader needs to trust and accept that the timelines have comes

the accumulative total of 56.87% are all but exactly dated.

from only accurately dated monuments and that while there may be instances
where, through no fault of the system or the motif curious alignments occur, then

However, the key feature of the results from the first test (Table 4.1a) is that

judgement calls need to be made in order to remove the doubt.

only 1.42% of monuments fell outside of the three k’atun range for the revised
catalogue, as opposed to nearly 12.5% for the original. This is a significant

5.4.1 Testing

advancement for the method and demonstrates a solid increase in the method’s
strength and precision.

The revision of both the catalogue and the graphing method appears to have
a noticeable impact on the system. The results from the two tests that were

Likewise the second test, which dealt with monuments whose dates are less

conducted on the method bear this out. Significant increases in precision at

certain due to a number of factors, predominantly that the date was never

key time periods demonstrate that the combination of more monuments and

carved or that it had since been weathered or fragmented (Table 4.1c). While

refined grouping and graphing techniques have enabled this method to become

increases were only seen in the half, single and two k’atun ranges these were

even more effective than before. The first test, which involved the solidly dated

significant increases of 33.01%, 4.88% and 1.06% respectively. Ultimately this

monuments that made up the core catalogue, saw increases ranging from only

demonstrated yet another marked increase in the number of monuments that fell

0.1% in the case of the three k’atun range to nearly 18% for the those in the

within the three k’atun range. The revised catalogue now incorporates 78.26% of

half k’atun range, whilst from an accumulative perspective we see the largest

monuments while the original was 55.1% which represents an overall increase of

increase of nearly 29% for monuments within a single k’atun of the their exact

slightly over 23%.

dates.
As discussed in Chapter 4.3.2 the secondary catalogue test had the overarching
issue of date reliability (this is the very reason they were used in a secondary
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catalogue and not for the primary), while the primary test could in many ways

would see monuments grouped together as a whole rather than grouping their

be considered too pristine to be regarded as being representative, then by

constituent parts. It was hoped that this method would remove the subjectivity

combining the two figures a more accurate ‘middle ground’ could be reached.

of the motif selection process by allowing the computer program to calculate

Once again significant increases across the accumulated percentages are seen,

the similarity coefficients of each monument, in relation to all the others in the

the largest again being the half k’atun range with 31.26%. However what we do

catalogue. This would create dendrographs or ‘tree diagrams’ that would assign

see is an increase of 16.58% in the total number of monument falling within the

monuments to groups based on statistics rather than, the potentially variable

three k’atun range, from 80% in the original to 96.58% in the revised catalogue.

nature of human judgment.

These results clearly demonstrate that this method has something important to
offer the study of stone sculpture. Moreover, the revision process has enabled

5.5.1 Phase One

the system to achieve greater precision and coverage with its increased
catalogue and more focused and defined layout. The method’s ability to place all

When one compares the statistics alone for the Phase One experiments, it is

but 3% of monuments within a three k’atun range proves its effectiveness.

clear the variations and by extension the theory that all that is required to find a
style date is the central point, is simply not the case. All of the timeline is clearly

5.5 Variations

important.

In order to test the study to see if improvements could be made to its precision,

The mean test (Table 4.2a) was able to calculate dates that placed the most

a number of variations were proposed. The first phase of variations were quite

monuments into the three k’atun time frame, with a total of 70.25%. The

simple changes that would hopefully focus the timelines, and thereby the style

interquartile test (Table 4.2c) was slightly behind it with 69.09% and the median

graphs, in order to remove any perceived ‘waste’ that existed in the timelines

test (Table 4.2b) was the lowest with 67.77%. However, at the other end of the

and to test the idea that all that is required in a motif’s timeline are the various

scale it was the interquartile range that faired the best with a total of 39.09% of

‘central’ points. Therefore the mean, median and inter-quartile ranges were

monuments being dated to within a single k’atun, with the mean and median

calculated for a representative sample of the core catalogue group. This was

tests both equal second with 26.45%.

achieved through the conversion of the entire catalogue and the motif breakdown
for the included monuments into numerical values in order to conduct the

While it out performed the original method in the secondary test on both of these

experiments.

totals (the original having 55.10% within the three k’atuns and only 20.40% within
one k’atun), it is still significantly lower than the combined (secure and non-

The second phase of variation process sought to introduce more significant

secure dated monuments) total for the original and far behind all the results of

changes, in particular from a statistical standpoint. In essence this would keep

the revised method.

the core idea of Proskouriakoff’s work but change the major components.
Numerical Taxonomy or Cluster Recognition was to be the chosen method that
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Therefore it can quite categorically be said that these variations do not increase

If it proved successful, then rather than attaining a result based on the

efficiency in the method. In addition by removing the outer limits either by

culmination of a number of isolated categorical groupings, cluster recognition

50% or by all except the central or average point, this will eliminate information

would view the monument as a whole. This would mean that the entire

that greatly aids in the calculation of the style date. It is clear that all of the

combination of motifs would be compared to one another and their proximity

information is required because, while the median point is the central point for a

and grouping would be determined through statistics rather than by aesthetic

timeline, not all monuments will fall on that central point. The same can be said

judgement calls, regardless of how detailed and considered the judgment may

of the mean. What is clear from the images themselves is that the average is not

be.

a good representation because there is far too much variation in the styles to be
able to find a single point. It is because of this, I believe, that the results for the

Proskouriakoff shied away from a statistical approach to this work believing that,

interquartile range fared better due to the use of the more of the timeline. Every

“a simple graphic method was preferred, since it was considered sufficiently

example of a motif counts as a single point in the wider timelines and as that

accurate for the purpose” (Proskouriakoff 1950:11). But the choice not to use a

example can fall anywhere on the timeline with no means of forming a pattern

statistic method had other effects. It meant that the study was more accessible

of existence, then it stands to reason that every example is as valuable to the

to a general audience and not simply those people with an understanding of

timelines as every other. Only through the presentation of the entire group can

even rudimentary statistics, and ultimately it made it simpler and more portable.

we get a universal and consistent understanding of the pathway and use that the

All that was required was to use the method was the book itself, which meant

motif has had.

that it could be used in the field without much more than a note pad and pen.
Naturally the ability to perform statistical analysis, even in the field, is far easier

Therefore as part of the wider revision process, it stands that the reduction of

now than it was in the 1950s, first with the widespread introduction of personal

timelines is of no benefit to the efficiency of the study and in fact impedes the

computing and then portable computers.

study’s precision. Therefore, the entire timelines need to be used in order for the
study to function properly.

This increase in the portability and effectiveness of personal computing at least
warranted an experiment in a statistical approach. If the need for increased

5.5.2 Phase Two

knowledge required could be traded off with higher levels of precision and
potentially a more streamlined method, then perhaps now like no other time in

The second phase sought to be more radical with its approach to revising the

the past it was worth the investigation.

study. It set out to find a way to completely reshape the process but within the
confines of the overarching aims. Numerical Taxonomy, or Cluster Recognition,

Unfortunately, as can be seen by the results described in Chapter 4.4.2 this

was adopted for this approach.

method was simply not compatible with the aims that are sought both in the
original study and now with its revision. While the dendrographs were capable
of creating clusters and some of those clusters had some cohesion with other
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monuments it was simply not to a level or a consistency that would make this

repertoire in ways that are not always perceivable to a human mind.

significant and radical shift worthwhile.
Attempts were made to find a statistical method that would be suitable for our
The results (Table 4.3) that were achieved were not to the same level as those

aims, but unfortunately none could be found that offered a viable replacement for

achieved by the Proskouriakoff’s method, with noticeably lower percentages.

Proskouriakoff original method. Therefore it would seem that, while it was based

This was combined with the two differing result styles, the single date or the date

on other reasons, Proskouriakoff’s decision to avoid a statistical approach to this

range, and the important yet allusive means by which to account for the level of

study was definitely a good one. It appears that the slight variations in traditional

similarity.

themes created too much ‘noise’ for a statistical approach, and that compilation
through human interpretation, whilst open to degrees of variability is the only way

Surprisingly though a number of unexpected benefits came from undertaking the

that these aims, with this material, can be achieved.

variation process. The results of the Phase one variations have demonstrated
the need for the entire timeline for each motif in order that the right shape is

The two phases of variations undertaken for this study sought to test the

attained. Regardless of the length, the more complete the monument, the

existing method in order to ascertain if a more precise and efficient process

better the results. This was seen in the improved results attained by the Inter-

could be conceived. Whether this was possible through only minor changes

quartile test, over the mean and median tests, and the sizeable increase then

to the process or through significant and radical changes was proposed but

seen between the Inter-quartile and the original graphing method. Clearly the

ultimately the original method appears to still be the best. The statistical method

full shape is required and this may go some way to explaining Proskouriakoff’s

appears to have been incapable of dealing effectively with the diversity of motif

reasons for not including her four and eight line reductions of the graphs that

combinations that a monument can have. That, combined with variation that

were discussed for her first two attempts but never for the final.

can be witnessed even within the motifs themselves and the resultant groupings,
led to inconsistent results. However, I do believe that cluster recognition has

In addition to this, whilst the Phase Two variation likewise proved unfruitful,

benefits for the identification of patterns within monuments that may improve

Cluster Recognition does have some potential in aiding our understanding of

our understanding of their composition and their motif combinations, but it is

Maya art and costuming. The system has the ability to bring to light important

not suitable for the current task at hand. The entire lifespan of every motif,

combinations of motifs that were being used in certain circumstances. For

from every monument is needed to aid in the process of style dating. To simply

instance a particular headdress, staff and loincloth apron combination may

reduce entire collections of motifs to half or even a single point creates an

have been significant for a particular event, such as accession or period

imbalance and an unwarranted increase in the value of certain examples over

ending ceremonies. Cluster Recognition also has the potential to account for

others and the results of this can be seen in the noticeably reduced precision of

every combination of every motif in the entire catalogue and this information in

the dates. This also goes some way to demonstrate that even long timelines,

conjunction with knowledge of the events being depicted on the monuments

whilst appearing in some cases to be irrelevant, contribute to the overall shape of

could give us a better understanding of the traditions at play in the monumental

the graph and thereby affect the result. Even though it sounds cliché, everything
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is important no matter how large the timeline or how far on the extreme ends of a
timeline a monument can be. They all shape the graph and thereby the resulting
date.

5.4 Case Studies

In order to demonstrate how the method works under a variety of conditions
this section will outline a number of case studies. Some present favourable
conditions but most show how the method can work in situations where the
conditions are less than favourable. This will conclude with a number of
examples that demonstrate how the method can overcome otherwise difficult
hurdles in a ‘real world’ scenario. The first two are examples from the first, or
securely dated, test conducted on the catalogue with the monuments that helped
shape it. These are securely dated monuments and the two examples show a
positive and not too positive result. Following these will be monuments that have
suffered from detrimental levels of fragmentation and weathering in order to show
how this may or may not prove to be a problem in terms of finding a style date.
The next will focus on the earliest monument of the catalogue: the Leiden Plate.
The final examples are divided into two groups and present real world issues
that this study can help overcome. The first group consists of monuments where
Mathews could not identify or propose a date, but that Morley had at the time of
the original publication. These cover early, middle and late periods in order to
show the system’s validity over the entire period. The second group consists of
monuments from a location known as Site R. These monuments have pristine
levels of preservation, depict known rulers in high detail and bear inscriptional
references to rulers from the nearby site of Yaxchilan. It is the intention of these
case studies to demonstrate the validity and efficacy of the methodology in a
number of scenarios.
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right from the placement of the first timeline. The use of the motifs III-E5, IX-E5,

5.4.1 Core Test

X-G2 and XII-E3 influence the location of the peak as they either begin or finish
This case study will look at two examples taken from the first catalogue test that

at that one k’atun. The result of this is that the peak can push higher than those

represent both positive and negative results. The first example, which represents

surrounding it and led to the peak rising three levels above the two k’atuns either

the positive result, is Naranjo Stela 12 (Figure 5.1b). This stela depicts the

side.

Naranjo ruler Itzamnaaj K’awiil and is a highly intricate image of him standing
front on, with a ceremonial bar diagonally across his chest. He is standing on the

Despite the steady rise in the earlier years and the sudden drop off after

downward facing figure of a captive of strangely corpulent dimensions. The level

9.19. 0. 0. 0 the curve still presents a date of 9.18.10. 0. 0, which coincides

of preservation of this monument is near perfect, with only minor weathering on

exactly with the date proposed by Mathews. Itzamnaaj K’awil came to the throne

areas such as the face, headdress, ceremonial bar and a number of hieroglyphs.

on 9.17.13. 4. 3 (4th Feb. 784) and probably died shortly before his successor’s

Thankfully this weathering has not rendered the affected motifs unrecognisable,

accession on 9.19. 4. 1. 1 (24th June, 814). We can therefore safely date Stela

as all the key features of the motifs can be identified.

12 to sometime between these two dates.

This monument has two major features in its favour in terms of calculating a style

Conversely, Yaxchilan Stela 14 (Figure 5.2b) was not as successful as Naranjo

date. The condition has just been discussed and is of great benefit, but also

Stela 12. This stela was clearly once an impressive sculpture with the style, detail

the sculpted image is highly detailed and intricately laid out. Naturally this is an

and execution that one expects from Yaxchilan. Unfortunately, it has sustained

overwhelming positive as it means that there is a large quantity of motifs that can

significant breakage, so that now it consists of five pieces, with a number of

be identified and grouped.

missing sections. While the breakage has greatly impaired the interpretation
of many motifs, such as what appears to be a deity head with a fleshless jaw

In all, 20 motifs were identified from Naranjo Stela 12 that covered all of the

or skull that is being held in the hands, a number of motifs were still capable of

thirteen categories. Figure 5.1a demonstrates the style graph that results from

identification and therefore a style graph was still possible.

arranging these motifs. In order to aid in understanding how these graphs are
structured, I have colour coded each of the motif timelines for all of the example

Yaxchilan Stela 14 has been attributed to the great Itzamnaaj Bahlam III, or

graphs. This will help to show how the timelines fit on top of each other to create

Shield Jaguar III as he is colloquially known, by Martin and Grube (2008:123),

a peak at the point of highest crossover and how their layout can affect the

but the monument has been dated to 9. 4. 8. 8.15, with one question mark, by

overall shape.

Mathews. This is an issue as Itzamnaaj Bahlam did not come to power until
9.12. 9. 8. 1, and therefore the gap of some 160 years surely must rule out this
allocation. Mathews believes that while it may be Itzamnaaj Bahlam, it is not

The benefit of the high number of usable motifs is obvious from this example.

Itzamnaaj Bahlam III, instead an earlier occurrence of that name (Mathews pers.

The development of the peak between 9.18. 0. 0. 0 and 9.19. 0. 0. 0 begins

com. 2014)
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Although the seven motifs that make up this graph (Figure 5.2a) are noticeably
less than the twenty for Naranjo Stela 12, this should not necessarily pose a
significant impediment to the establishment of a style date. The problem lies
in the lack of focused representative motifs. Four of the monument’s seven
motifs (III-A1, III-C1, XI-G4 and XIII-B2) actually begin at either 9. 4. 0. 0. 0 or
9. 3. 0. 0. 0 and therefore should have been important contenders to shape the
graph around the date required. Unfortunately, all seven motifs have unusually
large timelines, which from a stylistic standpoint, mean that they are traditional,
long-standing motifs, but from a style-dating standpoint they are of little help.
It goes without saying that most monuments have occurrences of these longstanding motifs, but few have them making up the entire graph. If they are
complimented with more focused, narrower timelines then they can be of some
benefit, subtly shifting the focus toward the points that the narrower lines dictate,
but all together they offer very little. It was not helped by the fact that one of
the timelines (IX-A1) is the longest timeline of the entire catalogue, beginning
before the study timeframe and ending at 10. 3. 0. 0. 0, one k’atun before the
end of the study’s timeframe. Evidently this timeline serves little purpose, as has
been demonstrated here. The consequence of all these issues is that the shape
formed is more like a grand plaza than a pyramid and therefore dating is far less
accurate and near redundant. Based on the curve that is created one might
hazard an estimation of a style date of approximately 9.13. 0. 0. 0, but even
then it is purely based on procedural necessity and does not reflect anything the
graph is attempting to demonstrate, especially as the actual date is nine k’atuns
earlier in 9. 4. 0. 0. 0.

These two monuments demonstrate positive and negative combinations that
exist in the system. Naranjo Stela 12 had the benefit of not only a high number
of motifs but also those whose timelines were concentrated and focused. This
in turn focused the entire graph and presented an accurate style date. Yaxchilan
Stela 14 was not so fortunate, in fact in many ways it had more factors working
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against it and none working for it. To begin with, the monument was fragmented;
thereby removing a number of motifs from contention which undoubted would
have helped if they had been available. The greater the number of motifs
that are included, the more likely the chance is of being guided to the correct
date. Secondly, the seven motifs that were presented were all traditional, well
established designs and therefore stretched over significant periods of time, with
no example reducing the workable time periods and focusing the graph.

5.4.2 Fragmentation and Weathering

The next case study demonstrates that, unlike the previous example,
fragmentation is not necessarily too great an impediment. If someone is using
this method it is not too great a leap to assume that the monument that he or
she is studying has some form of weathering or fragmentation, due to the fact
that most monuments at least have some means from which to calculate a
date. Consequently, weathering and fragmentation is a situation that needs
to be addressed. Obviously it comes down to the level of weathering and
fragmentation that will determine how effective this method can be. If all of the
motifs have been weathered down to a basic outline, chances are there is not
much that even this system can offer, but as will be seen below it is not always a
lost cause.

Aguateca Stela 5 (Figure 5.3b) has sustained heavy fragmentation, similar to
Yaxchilan Stela 14. However, more of it is missing than occurs in the Yaxchilan
stela. The sixteen pieces that survive only include the figure from the waist up
as well as most of a hieroglyphic inscription above. What survives has been
preserved quite well except for the figure’s face. The question of who the
monument depicts is the subject of much conjecture, as it would appear that
while the figure is that of Ruler 1, it may have been erected by him or possibly
Ruler 4 (Houston & Mathews 1985:24; Houston 1993:110). Regardless who
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erected it and whom it depicts, it was once a highly detailed and intricately
designed stela depicting ‘a’ ruler in the act of scattering (Simpson 1995).
Mathews proposes a date of 9.13. 0. 0. 0 with one question mark.

While the fragmentation limits the number of available motifs to a certain extent,
some were still preserved in sufficient detail to enable a style graph to be
constructed (Figure 5.3a). In total six motifs were identified from this monument.
Thankfully, while the timelines were quite long their positioning meant that the
overlapping was not as consistent as Yaxchilan Stela 14 and so variation led to
a better result. The apex of the curve presented a date of 9.14. 0. 0. 0, just a
single k’atun off the date proposed by Mathews.

In many cases fragmentation and weathering become problems, not so much
when the central details of a motif have gone, but rather when the overall outline
is affected. There are naturally many exceptions to this but as a rule if you can
still recognise the outline of the motif then there is a good chance you will be able
to identify it. An example of this can be seen in the headdress being worn by the
figure in Aguateca Stela 5. It has been broken into many pieces and the face
has been weathered or fractured away. However, it is still possible to make out
the finer details of layering in the headdress, the lower jaw section descending to
the level of the shoulders and key traces of the mask that covers the face. With
this information it is quite simple to identify the headdress as a V-A5 motif.

However, the greater something is weathered or fragmented the harder it is to
identify motifs and thereby calculate a style date. Pusilha Stela E (Figure 5.4b) is
one such example. This has also sustained fragmentation, but not to the extent
of the previous two examples as it is now only in three large pieces, with just a
minor amount missing. The biggest problem that this monument faces is in the
extent of weathering that it has sustained. Few of the finer details that make up
this monument exist with much being represented by their overall outline.
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Practically nothing remains of the two seated figures at the central figure’s feet,
but a number of the central figure’s features can be identified based on their
outlines. For example the feathers, whilst heavily eroded still can be identified.
The fact the incised lines that form the overall outline of the feathers can be seen
but there is no sign of any incision within, would suggest that there never was
any and so it can be identified as a IV-B1 feather.

Mathews proposed a date of 9.15. 0. 0. 0 for Pusilha Stela E. Six motifs
were identified from the monument and the curve also presented a date of
9.15. 0. 0. 0 (Figure 5.4a). One final point worth drawing attention to for this
monument is that the shortest timeline that made up the style graph was for motif
VII-A5 and was eight k’atuns long. What this shows is that, while the particularly
narrow timelines are of great benefit, a combination of medium to longer lines
can also present the desired effect. However the key is having combinations
of timelines where the desired date is located at the beginning, middle and
end. This leads to irregular overlap which creates a jagged elevation where it is
required. The obverse situation occurs when, as we saw in Yaxchilan Stela 14,
where there is no irregularity and the graph contains a series of long lines that do
not draw attention to any single point.

The Leiden Plate (Figure 5.5b) is the earliest monument in the revised catalogue
and one that has had a great deal of serendipitous influence on the process
of the method’s revision, most notably in aiding my understanding of how
Proskouriakoff structured her catalogue and how the graphing process truly
functioned.

As mentioned previously the Leiden Plate was uncovered in excavation works on
the canal that linked the Rio San Francisco del Mar with the Rio Graciosa. What
is striking about this piece is that while it is carved with all the themes and motifs
of a large scale stone monument, it is only a small scale jade celt worn by a ruler
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and is seen in many other monuments in a very common sculptural motif (IX-E).

of other people such as Teobert Maler, Samuel Lothrop and Alfred Maudsley,

The level of preservation and the detail of the inscription is remarkable and is

while I, on the other hand utilised a revised list by Mathews. A number of the

highly reminiscent of early Tikal sculpted monuments.

dates proposed by Morley were found to be different from those of Mathews.
The three monuments that I will now focus on were given dates by Morley but

The early date of this monument is immediately noticeable in the style graph

these were subsequently dropped by Mathews who found them to be not what

(Figure 5.5a) as a large portion of the timelines start prior to the beginning of

Morley had believed. This presents a challenge for the Proskouriakoff method

the study’s focus period. The result of this is interesting as, instead of forming

as it offers a time frame for which to strive. If a date can be established within

a pyramid the resultant shape is half that, or a triangle. This has implications

a brief window surrounding the date proposed by Morley then a result can be

for the curve as it has no descending section to form a peak, as to that end the

concluded. This is in no way an attempt to prove or disprove the results of

peak is recorded as the point in which the focus period begins: therefore the

Mathews or indeed Morley, but rather an attempt to achieve a result that is

style date is presented as 8.14. 0. 0. 0. This is a good result as the true date

complimentary to one or the other for the purpose of determining the strength of

for this monument is 8.14. 3. 1.12. While some of the motifs that appear in this

the method on an early, middle and late monument.

composition appear to be embryonic forms of later styles, namely the loincloth
(X-F1), many would not seem out of place in a monument far older in date and

A point worth noting at this juncture is that due to disagreement and ultimate

demonstrates that much of what is presented in the Classic Period repertoire has

discarding of the dates by Mathews none of the monuments represented in the

its origins long in the past.

remainder of these case studies appear in the revised catalogue itself and so
discrepancies like rogue timelines can begin to appear based on identifications.

5.6.3 Real World Application

This phenomenon is an issue that cannot be easily solved, as it comes down to
two main factors. The first is that a monument may depict a motif that appears in

For the remaining case studies I wish to shift focus to the use of the system in

the catalogue but outside of the range that the catalogue presents. As has been

real world applications. I will begin with monuments where dates were originally

discussed previously, due to the catalogue being a ‘closed’ unit, new examples

proposed but these have been revised and removed by Mathews. I will look at

of the motif may come to light that could stretch the timeline further than

early, middle and late period monuments that fit this description with the view

previously thought. The inclusion of these can only occur in a major revision,

of ascertaining my own dates. After that I will look at two monuments from Site

due to the impact that these changes can have on the results of monuments

R where rulers from another site can be established based on the hieroglyphic

from previous iterations of the catalogue. The second issue arises due to the

inscriptions thereby presenting a bracket of time in which to work. The goal is

variable nature of the art. The motif groups have been compiled to the most

naturally to achieve dates that fit within the timespan of the ruler’s life.

accurate limits possible. However slight variations in the art over time and space
can occasionally lead to confusion as to which motif is being represented on the

As mentioned several times throughout this study, Proskouriakoff not only utilised

monument, if indeed it is one that appears in the catalogue. One of the hidden

a list of monument dates established predominantly by Morley, but also a number

dangers of this study is the desire to identify every motif on a monument in the
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study. This is not always a good thing as it leads to identifications where the true
explanation of the motif has been stretched to its extreme and often does not in
fact represent the motif being displayed. One needs to understand that not every
motif on a monument can be found in the catalogue as the ancient artists were
capable of great variation in their work both with existing motifs but also in new
ones.

The monuments of Tikal dominate the early period of monument sculpting.
Stela 13 (Figure 5.6b) appears to be part of this early tradition, but the date
of the monument has changed over time. Proskouriakoff worked with the
date proposed by Maler of 9. 1. 0. 0. 0 with two question marks (Maler 1911:
pl. 25). Morley had covered Tikal in The Inscriptions of Peten (1937-38)
however Stela 13 was not included in his analysis. Mathews clearly does
not feel there is sufficient basis to propose a date for this stela as he has not
ventured a suggestion. Incidentally, Satterthwaite and Jones’ publication on the
monuments of Tikal, which is arguably the most influential modern publication on
the subject, also ventures no date for this monument (Satterthwaite and Jones
1982:33).

This stela is fairly typical of the Tikal, particularly early, style. The composition
consists of a single figure, dressed in royal regalia, facing to the right of the
composition and holding a very common Tikal staff (XIII L1). Grube and Martin
(2008:37) attribute this monument to the ruler K’an Chitam, which would
necessitate that the 9. 1. 0. 0. 0 date proposed by Maler would need to be
pushed later due to the ruler’s accession in 9. 1. 2.17.17.

In total ten motifs were identified on this monument (Figure 5.6a). Only nine
had usable timelines as V-B1 is represented in the catalogue by only a single
example. As can be seen the style graph consists of a number of both long
and short timelines, which demonstrate quite clearly a date of approximately
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9. 3. 0. 0. 0. This fits in nicely with the knowledge that we have for this
monument as it is not too far removed from the date proposed by Maler, and yet
with K’an Chitam date of death being approximately 9.2.13. 0. 0 (Mathews pers.
comm. Jan 2008), this means that the style dates fall shortly after.

There are two points worth noting from the style graph. The first involves the
bag that K’an Chitam is holding. It fits within the explanation of the XIII-E3 bag;
however, the timeline for this motif is 9.12. 0. 0. 0 to 9.19. 0. 0. 0, a full nine
k’atuns later than the proposed style date. This is an example of where it may
appear to be the XIII-E3 bag but in fact was part of another earlier tradition. In
addition, it may demonstrate that the particular bag motif is a lot older than was
otherwise thought, or it may simply have resembled the XIII-E3 bag but, due to
a lack of examples of the true bag tradition, was misidentified. Unfortunately,
without more examples of this particular bag it is hard to isolate which is the
correct answer. Once again with more examples a better understanding can be
gleaned.

The second point to come from this monument involves the head on the back of
K’an Chitam’s belt. Unfortunately, while there is a section on belt head motifs
(IX-E), this particular head does not fit any of those descriptions. The three
key points that influence the belt head motif appear to be the earplugs and
the headdress that the head is wearing and also the existence of a piece of
noted fabric above the head. The example on Tikal Stela 13 has none of these
features. Therefore, while there is a belt head in the composition it cannot be
placed within the boundary of any belt head form and therefore has to be left out
of the style graph.

Stela 6 from the site of La Honradez (Figure 5.7b) demonstrates the shift from
the early period monuments to the middle period. The most obvious of these
shifts is the posture of the figure from side on, a posture common to the early
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monuments of Tikal, to a front facing body but with only the head turned to one
side. This monument has no secondary figures with it, just the central figure
of a ruler standing on a symbolic base panel. In Morley’s description of the
monument he appears unimpressed based on the other monuments found within
the group that Stela 6 was a part, explain that “[t]he human figure on Stela 6…
is perhaps less natural and stands more stiffly than does the figure on Stela 7…
The mask on Stela 6 appears slightly less developed; its proportions are poorer”
(Morley 1937:437). He proposes a date of 9.16. 15. 0. 0 but with three question
marks.

This monument has ten identifiable motifs (Figure 5.7a), all of which have
timelines. The curve presents a date of 9.17.10. 0. 0 as the style date, which
falls within a single k’atun of the date proposed by Morley. What is also
interesting about this graph is that while it is structured very similar to Yaxchilan
Stela 14, with a series of long timelines all neatly and quite consistently laid out
they were still able to achieve an accurate result. However, I believe that a large
part of that success is down to the monuments date lying in the approximate
centre of all the timelines that helped it greatly. Nonetheless it still achieved the
desired result.

From the site of Xultun, Morley appears to have been much more impressed by
Stela 1 (Figure 5.8b) than he was of La Honradez Stela 6. While he laments that
extensive fragmentation, he comments that,

“[f]rom what is left of the design… it is apparent that we are dealing,
in Stela 1, with what has been one of the best monuments at this
provincial centre… Fortunately most of the face is preserved. It
shows a piercing eye, strong mouth, the beginnings of a fine nose,
the septum perforated for a long tubular jadeite bead, and a finely
executed ear-plug” (Morley 1937:412).
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So while this monument has been affected by fragmentation what has survived is

necessarily have to just be the period of their life, as heirs to the thrown regularly

in quite remarkable condition. Morley suggests a date of 10. 1. 0. 0. 0 with three

erect monuments to their predecessors. In addition to this, being heavily

question marks for this monument. It is unclear how he came about this date

influenced by Yaxchilan, but being a separate site, subtle variations between the

as there are no surviving hieroglyphs on the monument fragment that he had

two sites may be at play that this method could easily tease out. An interesting

access to, as the lower section with the captive was not found until later.

side point here is that it was the reigns of Yaxun Bahlam and Itzamnaaj Bahlam
that Proskouriakoff used to further strengthen her historical theory of hieroglyphs

The number of motifs were greatly reduced by the fragmentation but in total six

(1963 and 1964) after she concluded her work at Piedras Negras.

could be identified that all had timelines (Figure 5.8a). The curve presents a
date of around 9.17. 0. 0. 0, which is considerably earlier than that proposed by

Much is known about Iztamnaaj Bahlam as he erected a number of monuments

Morley.

that present researchers with a great deal of information about him. Most
significantly we have the dates of his accession and his death. Itzamnaaj

A number of reasons could be attributed to this discrepancy. Perhaps Stela 1

Bahlam rose to power on 9.12. 9. 8. 1 and ruled until his death on 9.15.10.17.14.

should be dated to an earlier time such as many of the other stelae from Xultun.

Ten years separates the death of Itzamnaaj Bahlam and his son Yaxun Bahlam.

Unfortunately many of these are considerably earlier than even 9.17. 0. 0. 0, with

It is first suggested by Proskouriakoff (1964) that this was a period of great

only Stela 13 being dated by Morley to 9.18. 0. 0. 0 but this has also been dated

political struggle where no ruler had enough power to seize the throne, but Martin

with three question marks. Another explanation could be that the motifs that

and Grube (2008:127) suggests that a ruler may have been in place, known

were involved did not have examples that stretched very late. Only two of the

as Yopaat Bahlam II, but the lack of historical reference to this period means

six motifs (VI-D1 and VII-D2) stretch as far as 10.1. 0. 0. 0, so perhaps Stela 1

this situation is far from certain. Whatever the events of this period, it is Yaxun

demonstrates an extension of the remaining motifs.

Bahlam that first emerges from this period in a sculptural way. Coming to power
in 9.16. 1. 0. 0 he ruled until sometime during 9.16.17. 0. 0.

Site R presents a collection of sculpted lintels that have come from an unknown
location (Looper 2009:38). One thing that is certain, though, is that they have

The above dates present us with a period in which these monuments fall:

a strong connection to Yaxchilan. The form and subject matter are tied to

9.12. 0. 0. 0 to 9.17. 0. 0. 0. This is the time that the Site R lintels were most

Yaxchilan and most conspicuously they mention its two great rulers, Shield

likely erected and so serves as an appropriate test for this study.

Jaguar III (Itzamnaaj Bahlam III) and Bird Jaguar IV (Yaxun Bahlam IV). It is
this last point that is important to this study as the subjects of the inscriptions

Lintel 1 of Site R (Figure 5.9b) depicts Yaxun Bahlam conversing with what is

are obvious, although for the first of the Site R case studies (Lintel 1) there is no

thought to be the incumbent ruler of Site R, whose name is read A’ka Macaw,

inscribed date. This, therefore, is an ideal test and case study for the method as

and so has been called Ahk Mo’. His position of power is further confirmed,

by ensuring that we know who the subjects of the monuments are, it creates a

from an iconographical point of view, by his size and costuming. This is another

time period around which the monuments are undoubtedly a part. This does not

example of a characteristic Yaxchilan style where it can be difficult to ascertain
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who in a particular monument is the central figure and who is the secondary,
and in many cases the only way which this can be done is to understand the
accompanying texts and gestures of the figures.

The pristine preservation of the monument combined with the highly detailed
nature of the image enables a great deal of analysis to be done in terms of the
current study. In total nineteen motifs were identified, with eighteen having
usable timelines (Figure 5.9a). The layout of the timelines suggests a date of
approximately 9.17. 0. 0. 0, therefore at the very end of Yaxun Bahlam’s reign.

While many of the motifs cover much of the middle and late periods, a number
began or ended around the target period, namely one of the earplugs (VI-D4),
the iconic Yaxchilan beaded necklace (VII-E3) and the hatchet held by the
secondary figure (XIII-T). Unfortunately one motif (XIII-D10) had the potential
to narrow the focus of the graph greatly, as this rectangular folding shield had a
time range from only 9.15. 0. 0. 0 to 9.17. 0. 0. 0. However, due to the fact that
there are only two other examples this could not be included.

One feature worth noting is the occurrence of motif VII-D2. This motif is the
head that adorns the necklace worn by the secondary figure. What may become
apparent is that its date range ends approximately three k’atuns before the
style date. It clearly fits as an identification of the VII-D2 motif and is described
as a head with “[n]o surrounding beads, headdress or indication of hair”
(Proskouriakoff 1950:62). The only potential for variation might be that the Site
R example is attached to a single row of beads, thereby making it a necklace,
while the example images that make up VII D2 are from collars. As Category
VII is Necklaces and Collar Ornaments their combination is not uncommon, but
perhaps in this instance there is a difference as the motif may have changed
from being attached to a collar in early time to being part of a necklace in later
times. Unfortunately this cannot be proven one way or the other as it is the only
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example of this particular motif on a necklace. Given the interchangeable nature
of this category, a judgment call was made to include the motif in the style graph,
but what to do with this type of occurrence is a contentious issue.

The second lintel that I wish to focus on from Site R is Lintel 4 (Figure 5.10b).
Unlike the previous monument this one has a date ascribed to it: 9.16.16.12. 2.
Once again, this is a very Yaxchilanesque lintel and depicts two figures in the
act of performing some type of ritual. Both figures are holding serpents and the
raised ankle of the right hand figure indicates that he is dancing (Looper 2009).
Many of the motifs are very common to Yaxchilan however, as we shall see,
several are unique.

Just like Lintel 1, Lintel 4 has a remarkable level of preservation and the image
is highly detailed and intricate. This is also a perfect candidate for analysis by
this study. In total thirteen motifs were isolated, which when compiled presented
a style date of approximately 9.15. 0. 0. 0 (Figure 5.10a). This places the
monument within the later phase of Itzamnaaj Bahlam’s reign.

While there were many motifs that were identifiable within the overall catalogue
there were a number that were not. The most unusual of these involves the
serpents that both the figures are holding. The trend for the depiction of serpents
in Maya art is to use increasingly abstracted forms. As has been discussed
previously in our discussion of the Serpent Head Category (III), the serpent head
was divided into a number of key physiological features that were manipulated
into iconic motifs, namely the supra-orbital plate, dentition, snout and lower jaw.
Rarely was a realistic serpent depicted. The realm of the realistic serpent image
appears to be isolated to the extended foot of the manikin sceptre. Unfortunately
for this reason the serpents depicted on Lintel 4 were not able to be incorporated
into the style graph as there were no other instances of purely realistic serpents
otherwise found.
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While we, once again, see a large Yaxchilan influence in Lintel 4, such as on

location, and the names of two of the most prestigious and well recognised

the pectoral ornaments (VIII-C5), sandals (XII-C3) and garters (XI-K3), the

rulers from Yaxchilan, which create a convenient bracket of time for which the

headdress worn by that same figure comes not from Yaxchilan but from another

monument are most likely to fall. With Lintel 4 calculated as being toward the

Yaxchilan influenced site: Bonampak. Figure 5.11a and b depicts both the Site R

later part of the Itzamnaaj Bahlam’s reign and Lintel 1 positioned in the later

Lintel 4 and Bonampak Lintel 2 headdresses. Lintel 2 from Bonampak has many

part of Yaxun Bahlan’s, this demonstrates that both the success of the system

features in common with that of Lintel 4 from Site R, the cormorant head, the

but also the potential that it has for dating monuments away from the controlled

flaring shape of the overall headdress (albeit narrower) and the extensive sprays

environment that much of this study has had to remain.

of feathers. However rather than a full size headdress, the Lintel 2 example
has been concentrated to a headband. The Lintel 2 example may demonstrate

The case studies as a whole have demonstrated some of the positive and

a regional difference between the two sites, especially given the other unique

negative features of this research outside of clinical explanations and charts of

features depicted on the Lintel 4, or given Lintel 2’s date of 9.17.16. 3.12 (nearly

numbers. I have striven to present how the system works from start to finish in

two katuns after Itzamnaaj Bahlam’s death) it may also demonstrate an evolution

as balanced a way as possible and so while it has a number of limitations the

of form.

benefits by far outweigh them.

Unfortunately, all of these features have too many differences to be able to place

5.7 Observations

them in the same group. Therefore while unfortunately the headdress of Site R
lintel 4 was not able to aid in the style dating process, the system itself is able

Having now established how the method was conceived, compiled, arranged

to help to demonstrate wider similarities in the regions artistic repertoire. This

and the processes that make it function, a number of observations can be made.

begins to demonstrate the wider potential of this study that will be discussed

These will be the significant ideas or issues that have arisen during the process

below.

of confirming how the system works, not only with the revision process but also
the shape the revised method has ultimately taken.

The Site R lintels are a fortuitous and important test for this system. First
and foremost they present strong Yaxchilan style motifs in an unprovenanced
5.7.1 Lack of Early Monuments

A study such as this relies heavily on the monuments that make up its catalogue
and how those monuments are distributed. While the compilation of monuments
for the later period of the study is quite well represented, particularly around the
period of 9.17. 0. 0. 0, earlier periods are not so well represented. Unfortunately
Figure 5.11. A) Site R Lintel 4. B) Bonampak Lintel 2
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this is an issue outside of the reach of the study as it can only be made up of
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monuments that fit within certain parametres and if those monuments simply do

myself, as to what are the key features of a motif that need to be focused upon.

not exist then there is nothing that can be done until perhaps one day they may

While this is not necessarily a great problem, as most motifs will, by their very

be found.

nature, guide a person to their focal point, it does not present as impenetrable
an arrangement as one might hope for. What it means is that an element of

What this means is that motifs from the earlier periods are not nearly as well

trust is required by the reader that the proposed groupings are appropriate,

represented as those of the later period and therefore cannot always be

considered and based on a well-informed understanding of the motifs. Combined

considered as robust, such as Calakmul Stela 43, whose date is 9. 4. 0. 0. 0 but

with issues of time and space, variation and depth of subject matter is a key

which has a style date of 9.12.10. 0. 0. However, this by no means suggests

reason why this work has remained a question of form rather than iconography.

that early monuments are of no use to the study, for there are still examples

Given the increased understanding of the iconography of the sculptures that

where the method has been applied and the been successful; one such example

has been achieved since the work’s publication, this revision could have

is Tikal Stela 7, whose style date was calculated to its exact inscribed date of

incorporated a great deal of iconographic decision making. However, in order

9. 3. 0. 0. 0, not to mention the Leyden Plate, the earliest monument of the study,

for it to be the most efficient and reduce the number of existing variables, it was

that as we saw previously had a date of 8.14. 3. 1.12 and that has been style

decided to keep the revision to form alone. This has meant that fewer decisions

dated to 8.14. 0. 0. 0. What it does mean is that caution needs to be taken with

of interpretation and judgment were required thereby reducing the number

early monuments and that style dates need to form a part of an overall analysis

of convergent outcomes and keeping processes as concise and contained

of a monument. Further research investigating how earlier monuments could

as possible. Therefore the reader can be assured that the limited number of

be dated in a method such as this may be feasible if different requirements

decisions that were required were made with the greatest level of understanding

and restrictions, not suitable to the more heavily populated later period, were

and thought, thereby making the catalogue as robust as possible.

conducted.
Having now established the aims of the grouping process, some categories were
5.5.2 Grouping of Motifs

far easier to group than others. For instance, due to the nature of the object,
the earplugs and nose beads (Category VI) have very little variation throughout

The process of the method most open to discrepancies is the grouping of

their category outside of differences in size, basic shape and elaboration. To a

monuments. Purely from a methodological stand point, it is regrettable that

slightly lesser extent the same could be said of the feathers category (IV). As

the variation of motifs cannot be reduced to the black and white structure

there are few constituent parts to the motif of a feather, there is a limit to the level

of numbers, where interpretation and subjectivity are no longer a problem.

of variation of the motif. However for certain categories this is not the case and

Aesthetically however, this is a great positive for it means that slight, innovative,

a great deal of variation is possible. Loincloth aprons (Category X) comprise

variations to otherwise traditional forms were used to create the stunning works.

one such category. Due to the highly symbolic nature of the design and layout

Unfortunately the result of this situation is that motif groups need to be assigned

of loincloth aprons, a number of features can vary significantly. The most

and grouped based on decisions by the compiler, first Proskouriakoff and now

obvious is the general layout of the garment itself: is it going to depict a deity
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on a rectangular fabric panel, or a geometric design or a simply remain plain?

a great deal of monuments have been discovered since the original publication

Will it consist of a highly symbolic collection of beads that closely resembles

in 1950. Unfortunately what this means is that motifs identified correctly may

the substance, or ‘goo’ issuing from the Principle Bird Deity’s mouth (Bardawil

begin or end away from the desired date. This problem was seen in the Lintel 1

1976:202), or a number of other designs that do not fit within these larger ideas?

case study from Site R. In this instance the timeline for the VII D2 motif ended

Add to this the inclusion of the varying sizes of serpent frets issuing from either

a full three k’atuns before the style date of 9.17. 0. 0. 0. This was the only motif

side of many examples and the combinations and details can be endless.

of the entire collection that did not come in contact with the proposed style date.
Unfortunately there is no solution to this problem other than regular updating

However loincloth aprons were not the most difficult in relation to this issue. The

of the catalogue, which creates a number of problems that will be discussed

category that presented the greatest challenge were the headdresses (V). This

presently in the recommendations section.

collection had such variation that it was often hard to isolate with which features
to establish groups. There are so many nuances to the makeup of a headdress

5.5.4 Converging Timelines

that vary between regions, sites, rulers and even events. It appears there was
a headdress for every occasion. Fortuitously most headdresses have a central

In many cases the final result of a style graph can be effected by one or

theme, a key design, which other features are then attached to as elaboration.

two motifs, as the position and overlap of just the right timelines creates the

Therefore it was these key central designs that became the focus. The most

desired rise in the graph that can focus the date to the desired point. However,

obvious instance of this is the highly popular V-C1 headdress with its animal/

sometimes the positioning can create issues that are far from favourable. One

deity head that was used in so many monuments from all over the region. The

such issue was when the end of a timeline from an early motif exactly matches

effect this variability of design had was that while there are a number of greatly

up with the beginning of a later timeline. For instance a particular earplug has

represented motifs within the headdress category, there are, unfortunately, a

a date range of 9. 2. 0. 0. 0 to 9.16. 0. 0. 0 and a collar, a date range of 9.16.

noticeable number that consist of only one or two examples. But, once again,

0. 0. 0 to 10. 3. 0. 0. 0. The result of these two coming together is that the two

this problem has been given a great deal of thought and it is my belief that the

timelines are clearly demonstrating a link at 9.16. 0. 0. 0, but as they both come

groupings best reflect the overall pattern within the headdresses, and the positive

together at this point they effectively create a timeline that stretches from 9. 2.

results from the test bear this belief out.

0. 0. 0 to 10. 3. 0. 0. 0. and do not benefit the graph in focusing in on 9.16. 0.
0. 0. This effectively cancels out the benefit from both of the timelines. This
was noticed in a number of the graphs, for example Piedras Negras Lintel 2,

5.7.3 Additional Motifs and their effect

Yaxchilan Lintel 7 and Tonina Monument 168, but thankfully there were other
Given the nature of the method as a ‘closed off’ catalogue, where the boundaries

‘focusing’ timelines that brought the style graphs to their ultimate results.

of motifs have been locked by the work’s publication, this will always cause
issues as new motifs will be discovered that fall outside the range presented in

Methods, could have been employed that would correct this issue but as it does

the catalogue. This was one of the reasons for the current revision process, as

not appear to effect a significant number of monuments and that the altering of
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timelines would simply serve to open the graphs up to criticism of weighting and

The removal of the double and single timelines structure that caused confusion in

confusion, none of these methods have been considered.

the original method has meant that each timeline is represented only once and in
the same way across its entire span. Whilst it is tempting to try to push focused

5.5.5 Proskouriakoff’s System Works

area into greater prominence, as we have seen previously, it is the entire timeline
that is required to help shape the overall graph and that every example on that

Having conducted a number of tests on the method and attempted to find

timeline is important and of benefit.

more streamlined, efficient and effective ways of achieving the aims set down
by Proskouriakoff, the method, as a whole, is the best way of doing it. After

While it can be assumed that, based on the absence of the practice on the

overcoming vagaries of explanation and making a few changes that aided

example graphs, the process of only using the top four or eight timelines was

in streamlining and simplifying the process, the use of timelines for each

never carried through to the final method. It has been categorically ignored

represented motif to form the style graph has proven to be the best approach.

in the revised method for the exact same reason as has just been discussed

This system is able to adapt to the subtle variations that art is capable of.

previously. While focused areas on a graph do help to direct the curve to the
desired date, larger timelines at the lower reaches of the graph also play a part in

While strict present/absent mathematics and statistics removes the judgment

that process. So by removing these larger sections, which in some cases can be

calls and interpretation, it was simply not flexible enough to allow for the changes

more than half of the overall graph, it can actually have a significant impact and

that come with human interpretation, not only from a modern stand point but also

create a bias that may not always present the date required.

from the interpretation of the motifs when they were carved in ancient times. It
is because the human brain can adapt and allow for slight changes that this

Changes can be made based on better understanding and while a number

method works far better than with the use of strict, ridged mathematics.

of these changes have been made to the original method proposed by
Proskouriakoff, the core processes are still securely in place. Proskouriakoff’s

The two major changes that were incorporated into the revised method have

vision is still there, it has simply been brought into a new era of understanding

enabled a greater degree of confidence in the catalogue and allowed for better

and discovery. A lot has been achieved in the last 60 years and the changes

represented graphs as a final result.

made to the system reflect these advancements.

The use of only securely dated monuments has ensured that the catalogue

5.7.6 The Method’s Validity

is completely robust and that the reader is certain that every motif group is
confirmed to only consist of monuments whose dates are assured. There

Given that in the years between the release of the original and revised versions

is no vague understanding that while most are of secure dates, a number,

of Proskouriakoff’s work, most of the hieroglyphic inscriptions have been

including entire motif groups, come from monuments whose dates are open to

deciphered, this may lead some to question the method’s validity in a modern

interpretation.

context. If dates and information from the inscriptions can all now be taken from
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the tests, what good is this method? The fact of the matter is that even when

Even if a monument has an inscribed date then calculating a style date can

the system was first proposed, granted most of the inscriptions could not be

help to enlighten other aspects of the monument, such as its adherence or

deciphered, but the dates could. A solid understanding of the dating sequences

disregard for the contemporary sculptural trends of the time of its carving. Was

was well established by 1950, so as this is a dating methodology, not a huge

it sculpturally traditional or unique? This is simply another avenue of information

amount has changed over the intervening years. As far as what is relevant to

that can be gleaned from a monument, as seen by Satterthwaite and others in

the method, all that has changed is the identification of figures by names, an

their publications of Caracol (1981) and Tikal (1982). Even if the monuments

understanding of the events depicted and possibly a better understanding of

date was known style dates were calculated for the monuments to give a greater

the use and direction of distance numbers. While these are remarkable feats

understanding of the piece.

of academic achievement, they do not diminish the capabilities of this study as
there will always be vague, weathered or fragmented monuments.

While it might be easy to suggest that this method has become obsolete over
the last 60 years, one only has to look at the state of preservation for many

In an ideal world every monument that was excavated would be in pristine

monuments and yet the results that this method is able to achieve under

condition and have the dates displayed in a convenient and obvious manner. But

the circumstances. It is clear that as a tool in the kit available for monument

as every archaeologist knows this is rarely an ideal world, and in many cases

analysis this is an important one. It is able to withstand the ravages of time and

these vagaries and challenges are what make our job all the more exciting.

environment greater than others and still present usable information to aid in the

What this means is that, yes understanding of the hieroglyphs is important and

creating a rounded understanding of a monument.

enlightening, but rarely can the effects of weathering and fragmentation be
undone. This is where Proskouriakoff’s method comes into its element.

5.8 Recommendations

As we have seen, provided a monument has five or more identifiable motifs (less
are possible but the reliability of the result may be questionable) then a date can

Given that this is a revision of the original method with the view to a revised

be proposed, a date that is likely to fall within a single katun of the original or

publication becoming available I have a number of recommendations that I

almost certainly two katuns. Surely this is better than simply having no date due

feel are required for this to come to fruition and to ensure the same success as

to a lack of an inscribed date. Something is clearly better than nothing.

the original. This system, by its very nature, requires a revision process to be
undertaken at regular intervals in order for it to remain as current as possible,

Naturally the more information that is known about the monuments the better the

both in understanding as well as in monument discoveries.

result can be verified. To paraphrase the poet John Donne, this method is not an
island and so, like all systems of analysis it works best in conjunction with other

5.8.1 Aims

methods. Once again, as has been seen previously, names and titles can be of
great benefit to the method as they create brackets of time within which to expect

The method needs to have clear and transparent aims. Whilst I understand

the monument’s date to fall, which then helps to confirm the result when it does.

Proskouriakoff’s reluctance to narrow the method down to the singular goal of
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finding specific dates, based on the results that she was observing, I believe that

I am aware of the potential that such large numbers of examples can sometimes

the system has been proven sufficiently to state clearly, what most people regard

create a mess of images introducing a ‘can’t see the forest for the trees’ situation,

the method to be anyway. This is designed to date the undatable. Commentary

however with the right layout I do not believe that would be much of an issue and

on wider regional trends is an additional benefit, but the primary goal of this

would be more of a benefit than an obstacle to a reader.

methodology is to isolate dates based on stylistic differences in the motif
One point worth noting about the use of all examples for motifs and variants in

repertoire.

the catalogue, rather than just a select few, is that while it definitely helps the
identification process, the image of the desired motif needs to be isolated from

5.8.2 Layout

those that surround it as this can often lead to confusion concerning where one
While for the most part the layout of the catalogue in the original publication was

motif begins and another ends in the image. This is especially important as, due

highly effective, a number of changes could be introduced that would further

to the image cropping process, the surrounding motifs are usually only fragments

assist the reader and enable greater understanding of the motif groups.

of lines and shapes. This problem became apparent when I started using the

The use of only a small number of examples for each motif group definitely

revised catalogue. However, time constraints did not allow me to fix the problem

aids in efficient use of space and reduces a potential degree of confusion that

as it would entail the extrication of nearly three thousand individual motifs, but it

representing a larger number of images can create. However the inclusion of

would be of definite benefit in a complete publication.

only two to four examples for a particular motif does not necessarily correctly
convey the many intricacies that can exist in a motif group. Groups such as

A further layout alteration, and one that has been incorporated into the attached

some styles of earplugs and feathers may only require a small amount as they

catalogue, is the use and distinction of timelines that do not have sufficient

are fairly simple designs, while most headdresses and loincloth aprons, not to

examples of a motif to be used in the style graphs. This is another situation

mention sandals, wristlet and anklets are far more complex in their structures

where more knowledge is always a good thing. In the original publication, if a

and therefore would greatly benefit from a wider selection of examples.

motif group did not have sufficient examples it was simply left out of the timeline
charts. However, I believe that if they were to be included then it would help

To this end I believe that it is important for a future publication of this catalogue

to further shape the direction in which the style graph would go, but only if the

to include the entire collection of examples and not simply a select few. In some

motif had more examples. Therefore they would be there solely for reference

instances this means that a motif can be represented by upwards for 45 images,

purposes but with the ability to further strengthen trends created by better

while others will only have two or three. This is the layout of the catalogue that

represented motif groups, albeit in a limited way. The important feature of this

is included in this current study (Appendix 5) and allows the reader to better

however would be to display these referenced timelines in an overt and strikingly

understand the nuances and capabilities for variation and distinction in the

different way than those that were better represented. For example, this has

motifs.

been achieved in the current catalogue though the use of a noticeably lighter
colour in the category graphs, ensuring that the darker colours are more obvious
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but that the less represented motifs are still present. This way the reader

the response all too often, “I tried to use the method, but it did not work the way it

is aware of the distinction and should they wish to use it to further show the

should so I put it to one side”. With clearer instructions, this work might have had

ultimate trend of the graph then they are able to make the distinction in a clear

a greater physical presence in the academic sphere as opposed to being simply

and obvious way during the compilation process.

referenced as a method, with great affection and respect, I must point out.

Another alteration to the layout that would benefit the method’s process is the

I propose that while a detailed explanation of the process that ultimately led

removal of the double lines associated with certain timelines. The inclusion of

to the method’s compilation and publication is an important and enlightening

additional lines on particular timelines but not others has been raised a number

feature, another distinct section needs to be set aside for instructions. This

of times throughout this work. However, as a concluding comment, the true

section needs to consist of a clear step by step guide that utilises example

meaning of these lines was never comprehensively explained and they appear

graphs, such as those seen in the publication. It should take the reader through

to have very little impact on the overall shape of the style graphs. It is far better

each step of the process. The inclusion of explanations of what the categories

for each motif timeline to consist solely of a single line, that way it is clear what

include may appear slightly self-evident but there are many nuanced details to

is happening with that motif and does not show a perceived benefit from one

the categories, such as the difference between collars, necklaces and collar

timeline to another which ultimately simplifies the graphing process. While it

ornaments that, while minor, can lead to confusion and misidentification. The

could be tempting to assign additional values to periods of greater concentration

next step would involve the identification process and matching the motifs with

for a particular motif, as we have seen a number of times, the overall shape

timelines. But the most crucial and also most confusing section would be an

contributes greatly to the ultimate result, and so may not always be of benefit

explanation of the graphing process. This was the section where the most

to precision of the method. Therefore, simplicity and efficiency would dictate

confusion was found from the original publication. Were the timelines ridged,

the use of only single lines for timelines and ensure that every example is as

are they positioned the largest at the bottom and smallest at the top, and if so

important as its fellows.

how does positioning slightly different horizontal timelines effect these decisions?
Once the timelines have been arranged properly, how the nature of the curve is

5.6.3 Methods

created is also an area that needs instruction. This project would need to focus
on the nature of the curve and how they are created. The fact that the peak of

A crucial addition that is required in the revision process is the presentation of

the curve is affected by the layout of the overall shape, that sharp drop offs pull

clear concise instructions on how to use the method. Proskouriakoff’s self-doubt

the peak of the curve toward them, while slow gradual increases push the peak

and acknowledgement of issues of explanation have been discussed previously,

away, requires clear explanation. Information such as this would greatly benefit

which unfortunately have led to an explanation that whilst appearing straight-

the reader and enable greater and more effective use of the method.

forward is anything but. Many of the finer, and indeed, larger details such as the
structure of the graphs have not been fully or distinctly explained which has led
to great confusion and to diminish the capabilities of the method. I have heard
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5.6.4 Additions

further strengthen the understanding of geopolitical ties between sites. Emblem
glyphs identify sites as a type of signature. The bulk of the glyph block is a

A belief that Proskouriakoff returns to a number of times in her publication is that

standard construction but for one feature that is unique for each individual site.

the method cannot function as a singular means of analysis. While this may

While this may appear to overly complicate things by including an inscriptional

have been a means by which to deflect perceived criticism before it occurred by

factor, I do not believe that it would be too difficult to use. This would simply

not presenting an air of having created the ultimate solution, it is nonetheless a

stand as another possible avenue of information if the reader chooses to use

valid and potentially beneficial point. While a great many monuments were found

it and recognises the hieroglyph in question. The location of emblem glyphs

to have style dates very close to their inscribed dates, there is always room for

in inscriptions are usually quite conspicuous given the way they round off

improvement and the inclusion of additional details for reference is always a

statements about the ruler.

boon. To that end I propose that in conjunction with the method, a number of
other sources of information could also be included. Three in particular would be

As has been discussed previously the key to a method such as this is

of benefit.

information; the more information that one has the better the understanding that
can be achieved. For instance, if a figure is identified with a particular emblem

The first would be the inclusion of maps of the Maya region that demonstrate

glyph, not necessarily from the site that one is working in, then identification may

political allegiances and conflicts over the classic period. With this information

be simpler in regards to accompanying motifs based on that site’s propensity for

one would be able to understand, to a certain degree, relationships that a given

using particular types.

site may have had with their neighbours and beyond. This way trends in the
use of motifs may be better understood and help to narrow down complicated

The third, and in many ways most immediately beneficial, of these additions

and unusual forms. Two obvious political spheres of influence that would surely

would be the inclusion of a ‘king list’ to the publication. These would be similar

be included would be those of Tikal and Calakmul. The political and military

to the information presented by Martin and Grube (2008) and also the dynastic

machinations between these two rivals effected the great majority of the Maya

work currently being undertaken by Mathews (pers. com. 2008). To further assist

region with each side having times of strength and yet also of weakness. With

the reader, it would be beneficial for these lists to be compiled in a regionallly

an understanding of the political sways of the region in which one is working,

specific fashion, thereby ensuring quick reference to sites in the local vicinity.

based on these political maps, decisions of influence could be considered that

With dynastic information available to readers they will have the ability to create

may guide or help better understand the use of certain motifs by the ancient

brackets of time, similar to what we saw with the Site R case studies, in which

sculptors.

monuments are likely to fall within. It would be a simple way for a reader to help
test the security of the date they have calculated.

The second of these addition resources to be included is along similar lines as
the first but could be used in a more tangible way. The introduction of a list of

These suggestions would act simply as additional avenues of information that

emblem glyphs, such as those put forward by Mathews (1991) could help to

a reader could choose to use or disregard depending on how they wanted to
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use the method. It would all be a question of skill and understanding for those

of the work was largely set aside. However a comparison between the trends

that involve hieroglyphs, but if a person has an idea of what to look for, such as

seen in the original catalogue and that of the revised version would make for

rulers names or emblem glyphs this does not require a great deal of knowledge

an interesting study as to how better, or perhaps simply more, understanding

to identify. This way the reader has maximum information at their disposal. They

through research as well as monument discovery has changed over the last 60

have all of the examples from the catalogue, they have detailed instructions

years.

as how to use the methods, and a number of additional resources that help to
isolate monuments in space but most importantly time.

5.8.5 Wider Implications

Having stated previously that the aims for this study need to be focused on the
dating of monuments, which is indeed something that needs to be undertaken
to ensure the focus of the central use of the method, it is also true that the
method does have wider implications to the field of Maya sculptural research.
Once such a comprehensive catalogue of images has been compiled and
broken down to their constituent parts, any number of analyses can be under
taken. However these would be separate studies to the method’s publication
and so not connected except that they would use the same data. Granted the
Cluster Analysis was not successful in terms of creating a better dating system,
but if focused down on groups within and indeed between the motif categories
then this could open up a new understanding regarding such areas as the use
of ritual paraphernalia for specific ceremonies and overall traditions of motif
combinations. This is one area where the epigraphers and iconographer/art
historians can work together to compare and contrast the information found in
the inscription with that of the sculptural art.

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of the original publications covered an extensive discussion
of the overall trends from the different regions within and around the Maya
sphere of influence. Naturally these trends are taken from analysis of the original
catalogue. As this did not fit within the purview of my revision project this section
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Chapter 6 - Conclusion

in knowledge during this period has been like no other. It was thought by
many, through publications and correspondence, that it was time for A Study of

Tatiana Proskouriakoff’s contribution to the study of Maya art and epigraphy

Classic Maya Sculpture to be brought up to date in order to benefit from the new

was enormous. Her outstanding career produced some of the most notable

monuments discovered from many new and already known sites, and also from

discoveries in Maya archaeology. With great skill, but also with warmth and

the increase in understanding in the structure and composition of the sculptural

character, she brought life back to many sites in An Album of Maya Architecture

art.

(1946). She changed our understanding of the content of hieroglyphic
inscriptions almost overnight in, ‘Historical Implications of a Pattern of Dates

While the revision process had many trials, with problems of understanding,

at Piedras Negras, Guatemala’ (1960) and then again in Yaxchilan (1963

vagaries of explanation and limitations of procedures, the process was ultimate a

and 1964). The painstaking work with the, literally, thousands of pieces of

positive one. All three of the goals that I set out to investigate, while not always

jades dredged from the Cenote at Chichen Itza created, not only an important

presenting the results I expected, did contain valuable information and directions.

publication on jade craving by the inhabitants of Chichen Itza and beyond, it also

The process of identifying the catalogue proved to be a frustrating but ultimately

enabled her to do something that she felt very strongly about and that was giving

rewarding analysis. Trying to isolate which monuments Proskouriakoff used

back to the Mexican and Guatemalan people when a number of the pieces that

as her core group was made difficult because of how they were listed, both

had been refitted and sorted were returned to Mexico. Finally, she was able

with monuments of less secure dating and those whose provenance was not

to recreate the histories of the key Maya figures in Maya History (1993) from

entirely known. Eventually, the 161 monuments were isolated and evaluated,

their own inscriptions. But the focus of this investigation has been on her 1950

and a number of new examples were included. This brought the revised total

publication A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture.

to 236 securely dated monuments that now serve as the core group from
which the entire method is based. This presents a major change between

This was the first major project that Proskouriakoff had complete control over

the two versions. The revised catalogue now only consists of monument of

since officially joining the Carnegie Institution of Washington, as until then she

secure dates, where the original has utilised, and indeed, relied on a number of

had only worked on tasks that had been suggested for her. Significantly, to this

monuments whose dates were not certain and therefore weakening the overall

day A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture has remained a perennial favourite of

argument of the process. All other examples where the date is less secure have

academics of all Maya studies. Nowadays it has an air of almost obligatory use

been removed to ensure the integrity of the revised catalogue. As the catalogue

for any discussion of Maya art due to its impact on the field. The collection she

is the foundation for the entire methodology I felt it was prudent to ensure that

amassed and the conclusions she was able to draw have resonated throughout

everything that came from this starting point was legitimate.

Maya research in every area of focus.
The grouping of the motifs and the layout of the categories underwent a number
However, 60 years have passed since the work’s publication, which has been

of changes. The most immediately striking is the inclusion of every example of

one of the most dynamic and innovative periods in Maya research. The increase

every motif in the catalogue. As has been pointed out a number of times, the
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key to a method such as this is information, the more information the reader

and hope that they represented what little information was available.

has the better the decision that they can make. So with that in mind it was
deemed advantageous that rather than presenting only a small number of

However now that everything is being presented, it shows transparently in what

example images that represent the group, which was a very efficient means of

information is known from all of the motif groups. They appear very differently

doing things, it was unable to convey the true spectrum of subtle variations that

from the other timelines to ensure that they will not be confused with the true

can exist in motif groups. While many of the motifs come from long standing

timelines and be excluded from the style graph. Nevertheless, they have the

traditional designs there was a degree of innovation and idiosyncrasy open to the

ability to offer some clues as to the direction and timeframes that these motifs

sculptors that created, in some cases designs worthy of their own motif groups

may be a part of and have the ability to further strengthen wider overall trends in

but also great variation within the confines of a motif group. Therefore, while

the graphs.

it greatly expands the size of the catalogue itself, the reader now has the full
picture of what variation a motif is capable of.

The process of compiling the timelines into a workable graph was a major
stumbling point in this project. Unfortunately the explanation for the process of

The removal of Category XIV – Ornamental Details was a difficult decision but

graphing was not entirely clear leading many, me included, to misunderstand

one that I feel has removed a weak point to the system. I have just spoken

fundamental details of the method and thereby not achieve results similar to

of the potential for variation in motifs, and in no other group is that seen more

those shown in the publication. However all of these issues were overcome and

than in ornament details, especially as their inclusion or exclusion do not follow

replication of the graphs have proven successful. This meant that while at times

any noticeable pattern. For this reason it is hard to show the full and accurate

it was thought that the true method was never to be ‘teased out’ and analysed,

use of designs, if they can be discarded so frequently. In addition to this,

ultimately, it was resurrected. With clear and concise instructions as to the

from a modern standpoint, ornamental details can be too easily weathered or

process of compiling style graphs, then the method can once again to used.

fragmented, thereby rendering them useless. Those that showed a purpose and

The revisions to the monuments used in the catalogue and the layout of the

representative sample were factored into categories that were deemed to be

catalogue itself were subjected to two tests, the first involving the monuments

appropriate for them to ensure that they can be used if they were capable of it,

that formed the core catalogue itself, and the second monuments whose dates

but for those that were not, it removed a potential for confusion.

were not as secure. In all significant time periods, these tests showed marked
increases in the precision for the revised method. So much so that over 90%

The inclusion and differentiation of the timelines for rare forms was another

of monuments were calculated to within two k’atuns of there inscribed date as

guide and tool to aid in the isolation of a style date. These are motif groups that

opposed to the 71% of the original method, and only four of the 236 monuments

are made up of only one or two examples, as three or more were deemed to be

were found to be outside the three k’atun range that was deemed to be an

sufficient for analysis. In the original publication these timelines were left out,

appropriate limit. This clearly demonstrates that the method is still valid and has

the result of which meant that less than half of the motif groups had associated

seen a marked improvement in the revision process.

timelines and so one could only rely on the date shown for the example images
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The variations that were tested on the method proved to be detrimental rather

It stands as a further means by which to garner information from the Maya stone

than a benefit to the system. The first phase saw significant decreases in their

sculpture.

rates of precision as compared to the existing method. The entire timeline is
clearly important for forming the appropriate shape for the desired style date.

In terms of the question posed at the beginning of this work, regarding, whether

This also proved true for a variation put forward by Proskouriakoff in one of the

or not art had use or purpose, then the answer is a resounding yes. Art is a

early stages of her work. The use of only the top four or eight timelines was

means by which a community of people can share their thoughts and culture

suggested in earlier attempts but was never incorporated into the final layout

with an intended, and sometimes unintended, audience. Modern people, who

of the original publication. Likewise, it was not something that was regarded

could arguably be in either the intended or unintended category of audience

with any real interest for the revised method as in certain examples it could

depending on the views of some rulers, can use this to better understand the

remove up to three-quarters of the entire graph, thereby greatly influencing and

people both within but also behind the sculpture. We can visualise their thoughts

potentially biasing its direction.

and beliefs, and interpret their ceremonies and relationships in order to see who
they were. In a formalistic way A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture was about

The second phase, whilst presenting intriguing possibilities for more focused

using those images in a very different way, look past the immediate and obvious

analysis within and between motif categories, was unfortunately not appropriate

information, to instead focus on their constituent parts in order to place the entire

for this method. The groups that were created were not focused in the way

composition in an intra-sculptural framework. This is its true purpose, it helps us

that is required and no devisable means could be found for isolating a specific,

to understand not only what the Maya were trying to tell their intended audience,

usable date for a new monument. Therefore it was deemed that the method

but to help us place that information in a wider context that will make those

that was put forward by Proskouriakoff was the most appropriate. The desire to

messages clearer.

stay away from a statistical approach, which was more a question of making the
method overly complex, ultimately turned out to be the best course of action.

All in all, the process of revision has had a positive impact on Proskouriakoff’s
method. Precision rates are markedly higher and with, what I consider, to be a
more efficient means by which to compile the data. With a modest amount of
work, predominantly formatting, this method could easily be re-released and an
important tool at the disposal of academics in the Maya field. There will always
be monuments whose dates are unclear, weathered or fragmented and in such
cases this method could be used to help position those monuments in the larger
temporal framework. This is by no means designed to supersede the use of
epigraphy or other tools like that but to act as a complimentary tool to all of them.
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Appendix 1

Appendix 2

What follows is a list of the three letter codes for the individual sites and
the abbreviated forms of the different styles of monuments that make
up all the catalogues used in this dissertation. The three letter site code
system was first begun by Graham (1975) and the continued by Mathews.

This is the list of monuments that form the core catalogue, their dates and
style dates. These dates are secure or as close to secure as possible.
On the Morley dating scale these are dates with no or one question mark.

Note: As the Leiden Plate does not have a provanenced site or fall under
one of the monument classifications it has simply been given the reference: Leiden.
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Note: Those style dates represented as ‘Not Enough’ were monuments
that did not have the five motifs needed to form a proper style graph.

301

302

303

304

305

Appendix 3
This is the list of monuments that form the secondary catalogue, their
dates and style dates. These dates are less secure than the core
catalogue. On the Morley dating scale these are dates with two or three
question marks.
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Appendix 4
This is the list of monuments that form the variations catalogue and their
dates. These dates are less secure than the core catalogue. On the
Morley dating scale these are dates with two or three question marks.
Note: Those results with no value mean that there was insufficent data to
calculate a result.
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308

309

Appendix 5
What follows is the complete revised catalogue. Based on
Proskouriakoff’s original format, it consists of the thirteen categories that
have been used and contains every example image, taken from the core
catalogue, that make up every motif and variant.
Each category begins with an overview. This consists of graphs that
display the timelines for each motif and variant, combined with a brief
written description. The images that make up the motifs and variants are
then displayed in the order presented in the overview.
Note: Timelines represented in dark grey are suitable for style date
calculations, while those displayed by light grey do not have sufficient
examples (less than five) to form a reliable sample.
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Appendix 6
This appendix presents the dendrograph (tree diagram) based on the
cluster recognition calculations for the core catalogue.
Every monument that formed the core catalogue has been compared to
one another as a whole and their level of similiarity has been calculated.
These similarity levels are represented by the distance at which one
monument is connected to another. The closer that a connection is to the
top of the diagram, the greater the level of similarity.
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